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Preface
This volume is based on the selected papers presented at the Workshop on Scholarly
Digital Editions, Graph Data-Models and Semantic Web Technologies, held at the University of Lausanne in June 2019. The Workshop was organized by Elena Spadini
(University of Lausanne) and Francesca Tomasi (University of Bologna), and sponsored by the Swiss National Science Foundation through a Scientific Exchange grant,
and by the Centre de recherche sur les lettres romandes of the University of Lausanne.
The Workshop comprised two full days of vibrant discussions among the invited
speakers, the authors of the selected papers, and other participants.1 The acceptance
rate following the open call for papers was around 60%. All authors – both selected
and invited speakers – were asked to provide a short paper two months before the
Workshop. The authors were then paired up, and each pair exchanged papers. Paired
authors prepared questions for one another, which were to be addressed during the
talks at the Workshop; in this way, conversations started well before the Workshop
itself. After the Workshop, the papers underwent a second round of peer-review before
inclusion in this volume. This time, the relevance of the papers was not under discussion, but reviewers were asked to appraise specific aspects of each contribution, such
as its originality or level of innovation, its methodological accuracy and knowledge
of the literature, as well as more formal parameters such as completeness, clarity,
and coherence. The bibliography of all of the papers is collected in the public Zotero
group library GraphSDE2019 2 , which has been used to generate the reference list for
each contribution in this volume.
The invited speakers came from a wide range of backgrounds (academic, commercial, and research institutions) and represented the different actors involved in the
remediation of our cultural heritage in the form of graphs and/or in a semantic web environment. Georg Vogeler (University of Graz) and Ronald Haentjens Dekker (Royal
Dutch Academy of Sciences, Humanities Cluster) brought the Digital Humanities
research perspective; the work of Hans Cools and Roberta Laura Padlina (University
of Basel, National Infrastructure for Editions), as well as of Tobias Schweizer and Sepideh Alassi (University of Basel, Digital Humanities Lab), focused on infrastructural
challenges and the development of conceptual and software frameworks to support researchers’ needs; Michele Pasin’s contribution (Digital Science, Springer Nature) was
informed by his experiences in both academic research, and in commercial technology
companies that provide services for the scientific community.
1
2

The archived website of the event, including links to the slides of the presentations, is available at
<https://zenodo.org/record/3402173>
Available at <https://www.zotero.org/groups/2339860/graphsde2019/library>.
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The Workshop featured not only the papers of the selected authors and of the
invited speakers, but also moments of discussion between interested participants.
In addition to the common Q&A time, during the second day one entire session
was allocated to working groups delving into topics that had emerged during the
Workshop. Four working groups were created, with four to seven participants each,
and each group presented a short report at the end of the session. Four themes were
discussed: enhancing TEI from documents to data; ontologies for the Humanities;
tools and infrastructures; and textual criticism. All of these themes are represented in
this volume.
The Workshop would not have been of such high quality without the support of
the members of its scientific committee: Gioele Barabucci, Fabio Ciotti, Claire Clivaz,
Marion Rivoal, Greta Franzini, Simon Gabay, Daniel Maggetti, Frederike Neuber, Elena
Pierazzo, Davide Picca, Michael Piotrowski, Matteo Romanello, Maïeul Rouquette,
Elena Spadini, Francesca Tomasi, Aris Xanthos – and, of course, the support of all the
colleagues and administrative staff in Lausanne, who helped the Workshop to become
a reality.
The final versions of these papers underwent a single-blind peer review process.
We want to thank the reviewers: Helena Bermudez Sabel, Arianna Ciula, Marilena
Daquino, Richard Hadden, Daniel Jeller, Tiziana Mancinelli, Davide Picca, Michael
Piotrowski, Patrick Sahle, Raffaele Viglianti, Joris van Zundert, and others who
preferred not to be named personally. Your input enhanced the quality of the volume
significantly!
It is sad news that Hans Cools passed away during the production of the volume.
We are proud to document a recent state of his work and will miss him and his ability
to implement the vision of a digital scholarly edition based on graph data-models and
semantic web technologies.
The production of the volume would not have been possible without the thorough
copy-editing and proof reading by Lucy Emmerson and the support of the IDE team,
in particular Bernhard Assmann, the TeX-master himself. This volume is sponsored
by the University of Bologna and by the University of Lausanne.
Bologna, Lausanne, Graz, July 2021
Francesca Tomasi, Elena Spadini, Georg Vogeler

Introduction
Elena Spadini, Francesca Tomasi
This volume explores possible interactions between digital texts, the graph data-model,
scholarly editions, and the semantic web. Combinations of these objects and concepts,
first explored in the past decades, remain experimental to date, and represent one
possible area of development for the field of digital scholarly editing.
The conceptual and technological stack adopted in most digital editions today1 , as
well as in the tools, software, and platforms used to produce them, is based on the
centrality of the document, on hyperlinks within closed databases, and on hierarchical
text encoding. This status quo is challenged by the need to represent multiple perspectives on the same textual work, and by the diffusion of knowledge graphs to organize
the relationships between data in a semantically explicit and computationally readable
way.
Our experience in creating what we call today a Semantic Scholarly Digital Edition
(SSDE) started with the project Vespasiano da Bisticci, Lettere (Tomasi 2013), where, in
the first release, we proposed a model for managing a documentary approach to the
edition through semantic web technologies (Tomasi 2012). Working on the notion
of ‘knowledge site’, by the time the edition reached the third version, it proposed a
complete Linked Open Data publication of the collection of letters (Tomasi 2020), by
also focusing on the topic of reproducibility of an SSDE2 , as a way to enable dialogue
within the scholarly community.
Scholarly edition of historical documents have often been pioneering in exploring
the possibilities offered by the graph data-model, and by semantic web technologies
(Meroño-Peñuela et al. 2014). In a process of “extension of indices” (Vogeler 2020, 44),
they make use of available conceptual models and ontologies (e.g., CIDOC-CRM and
FOAF) for the modelling of named entities like events, persons, and places, particularly
relevant in this kind of editions.
In scholarly editing, the identification and linking of semantic entities often needs
to be coupled with the representation of other aspects of a textual work, such as
intertextuality, style, textual variation, as well as the expression of linguistic, palaeographic and codicological features. Scholarly editors and digital humanists are not yet
equipped to represent these phenomena in the growing world of knowledge graphs,
because of the relative lack of dedicated formal models, standards, and pieces of
1
2

Good catalogues of digital editions are available in Franzini et al. (2016-) and Sahle (2008-).
See Tomasi 2020, section Documentation available at <https://dharc-org.github.io/vespasiano-da-bisticciletters-de/documentation/index.html>.
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infrastructure3 . The reflections and contributions in these proceedings aim to address
these needs. Towards this same end, for instance, we proposed a model for the relationships between the different entities concerned by genetic criticism (documents,
publications, dossiers), in the context of the scholarly edition of the complete works
of Gustave Roud (Christen and Spadini 2019).
Some challenges are indeed common to all kinds of scholarly editions – literary,
historical or others. Among them is the need to represent the editorial assertions, or
the interpretation, as explicitly as possible, and the requirement for referencing each
element (portion of the text, interpretation act, or external entity) in a unique and permanent manner. Provenance-aware models and standards for machine consumption
of textual resources are fundamental to addressing these demands, and both topics
are well represented in this volume.
The experiment we carried out on Bufalini’s notebooks (Daquino et al. 2019a)
pursued these same issues, and gave us the opportunity to propose a complete workflow for SSDEs.4 Starting from the text transcription (a non-neutral action, which
required the modelling of both the digital edition features and the XML/TEI markup),
we then moved onto the data modelling phase, bearing in mind the need to reuse
existing ontologies, and the importance of assuming a provenance-aware approach.
We adopted the same approach for the RDF transformation, which required us to
use named graphs and the nanopublication model (Groth et al. 2010). Finally, we
developed a web application, which was useful not only to serve and exploit RDF
data, but also to abide by the principle of using a data-driven visualization to enhance
user-experience.
There is still a lot of work to do in order to more-fully exploit the possibilities of
this vast domain, and this collection of papers aims to face these demanding challenge.
With this volume, we hope to propose some interesting suggestions for doing research
in the field of graph data-models and semantic web technologies in scholarly digital
editing.
The topics addressed in this proceedings explore this subject from different perspectives: of the infrastructures, of the formal models, and of real-life project implementations. The first of these perspectives, that is, the need for further infrastructure
3

4

The graph data-model has been successful in the representation of textual variants (Schmidt and
Colomb 2009), notably thanks to the Gothenburg model for automatic collation, but the related MVD
(multi-version document) format has not been widely adopted. For what concerns formal models, for
citations and intertextuality see the Citation Typing Ontology (CiTO) (Peroni and Shotton 2012) and the
Intertextual Relationships Ontology for literary studies (INTRO) (Oberreither 2020); for linguistics, cf.
for example Chiarcos et al. 2018; Tittel et al. 2018; Franzini 2019; for ancient and medieval documents,
see Sharing Ancient Wisdoms Ontology (SAWS) (2012), Linked Ancient World Data Ontology (LAWD)
(Cayless 2014) and CRMtex (Murano and Felicetti 2020).
See Daquino et al. 2019b, section Introduction available at <http://projects.dharc.unibo.it/bufalininotebook/introduction>.
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to cover existing gaps, and advancements that are being made in this domain, are explored in this volume by the contributions of Boot and Koolen, Cayless and Romanello,
Neill and Schmidt, Prosser and Schloen, and Vogeler. They touch upon long-standing
issues as diversified as APIs for texts, friendly GUIs, the integration of TEI and RDF,
data granularity, and technologies affordance. Boot and Koolen consider the question
of how to derive RDF triples from a TEI encoded text and where to store them; their
edition server serves the triples to any annotation tool, in order for users to analyse
or enrich an edition. The data are modelled according to an ontology for the editorial
domain. The paper by Cayless and Romanello addresses the gap in the available
digital infrastructure of services for handling the resolution of URIs for texts and
their parts. Some real-life uses cases for such services are introduced, and a proposal
of their three main components – a registry service, an identifier resolution service
and a document metadata scheme – is presented and documented with examples.
Neill and Schmidt introduce the SPEEDy editor, its data model for annotations, and
its user interface. SPEEDy is a standoff editor, through which any range of text,
including overlapping ones, can be enriched with one or more annotations. Prosser
and Schloen describe the OCHRE system, which has been successfully used for around
a decade to manage text corpus projects. OCHRE, built as a graph database, is flexible
and customizable, thanks to a semi-structured data model in which atomized data is
made available for different kinds of arrangements and links. The paper by Vogeler
focuses on the technological affordances of the XML hierarchical tree model, the RDF
graph representation, and stand-off annotations, exploring the potential of virtuously
combining the three.
The second perspective, concerning the question of formal models, is central to the
contribution of Giovannetti, as well as of Cools and Padlina. These articles share with
others a scalable approach to ontology development: overarching conceptual models
are defined or reused, and guide the creation of domain- or project-specific models.
Among the former, CIDOC-CRM and FRBR form a reference point for representing
the semantics of events, cultural objects, and their relationships. This does not mean,
however, that they cover the requirements of any scholarly edition: their use is still
experimental in this domain, as is shown by the CRMtex (Murano & Felicetti 2020), an
extension of the CIDOC-CRM that supports the study of ancient documents, the first
version of which was only released in June 2020. This volume should help to expose
some of the advantages and limitations of the use of these higher-level ontologies.
Cools and Padlina provide a description of the infrastructure using semantic web
technologies created by the Swiss National Infrastructure for Editions (NIE-INE,
University of Basel) in order to manage eleven digital edition projects. The focus of
the paper is on data modelling, to which a scalable approach is applied in order to
integrate generic and project-specific ontologies. The contribution by Giovannetti
proposes an ontology for capturing the critical apparatus as a knowledge graph, which
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enables, by the use of formal semantics, the decoupling of text and interpretation,
and the integration of scholarly editions representing textual variance in the linked
open data cloud.
The articles by Burrows et al., by Münnich and Ahrend, and by Sippl, Burghardt
and Wolff take the third perspective, each reporting on very different real-life projects,
from manuscript description to music and medieval charters. All of the scholars
involved in these projects (all of which make use of semantic web technologies) saw
the benefit of taking a data-centric approach to scholarly editing and manuscript
studies in order to enhance the value of the relationships between different kinds
of data, as well as among multiple datasets. The paper by Burrows et al. reports
on the results of the transformation of the TEI encoded manuscripts catalogues of
the Bodleian Library into Linked Open Data. Special attention is devoted to the
provenance data, which are only semi-structured in TEI. The paper by Münnich and
Ahrend offers a compelling state of the art of the formalization of music as a graph,
before providing an overview of the modelling approach chosen in the Anton Webern
Gesamtausgabe, covering semantic relationships between different areas of the edition,
and interoperability with other datasets. The paper by Sippl, Burghardt and Wolff
focuses on a digital edition of medieval charters, which is based on an extremely
heterogeneous dataset. NLP techniques are used for entities extraction. The graph
database chosen is Neo4j, on top of which an exploratory web application is developed.
The data model, which makes substantial use of CIDOC-CRM, is illustrated in detail.
To conclude, we believe this volume will be a valuable resource for anyone embarking on the adventure of joining scholarly editing with graph data models both inside
and outside the emerging Linked Open Data ecosystem.
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Infrastructures and Technologies

Connecting TEI Content Into an Ontology of the
Editorial Domain
Peter Boot, Marijn Koolen
Abstract
We argued elsewhere that, in order to support interoperable annotations, editions
should provide machine-readable identifiers for text and text fragments, as well
as information about the text fragments’ type and structure. That is to say, they
should be embedded in a Linked Open Data context that facilitates interchange and
interpretation of annotation. In this article, assuming a TEI context, we consider
the practical question of how the relevant RDF triples are to be derived. How is
the edition to know which URIs are to be assigned to which elements in the XML
hierarchy, and what are the relevant classes and properties? We discuss different
options. Our preference is to generate the relevant triples upon ingestion of the XML
file in a version control system and then to store the triples in the TEI xenodata
element. We briefly consider situations in which cases the fine-grained annotation
that we want to facilitate might be appropriate, or not.

1 Introduction
Users of online digital editions have a need for annotation support to contribute
explanatory material that complements what is already available in the edition itself,
for purposes of private study or for publication in conjunction with a scholarly article
(Boot 2009; Robinson 2005; Siemens et al. 2012). One challenge for browser-based
annotation support is anchoring the annotation to a specific location in the digital
edition, as the browser typically only has an HTML representation of the edition that
describes the page layout.
Recently, we proposed an ontology-based approach to describe digital editions and
their components to a browser-based annotation tool, so that it understands and can
reason about what it is annotating (Boot et al. 2017; Boot & Koolen 2018). While
the ontology was formulated in order to support principled and robust targeting
of annotations, it should have much wider applicability to ensure interoperability
between the edition and other information items. As far as we know, no other
annotation platform has developed similar functionality.1
1

For example, Hypothesis (https://web.hypothes.is/) uses only page-level metadata in managing annota-
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In our approach, the edition server will describe the components of the edition
to annotation tools (as well as to other clients). This description will be in terms
of an ontology for the editorial domain, for which we have proposed a draft. The
question that we discuss in this paper is: on the basis of which information is the
edition application going to provide this information? How does it know to which
classes certain text fragments belong, which URIs to assign, and how to name the
property that connects, say, a chapter and its paragraphs? Assuming a Text Encoding
Initiative (TEI) context, where the user interface of the edition is generated from (a)
TEI source(s), the natural answer to these questions would be to store the relevant
information in, or at least with, these TEI sources. This implies the need for TEI
files to refer to the Annotation Ontology: the fragments of the edited text have to be
assigned URIs; they have to be assigned a class; and, their mutual relationships have
to be defined in terms of the properties described in the Ontology. In other words,
we need to overlay the graph model describing the edition and its content on the
(hierarchical) TEI XML.
The aim of this paper is not to give a final answer to the question of how and where
to store the source information for the linked data necessary to facilitate interoperable
annotation on a digital edition; rather we discuss a number of options, with their
advantages and disadvantages.
What we discuss here is not necessarily in general the best way for embedding RDF
in TEI XML. One thing to keep in mind is that, in our case, the RDF can be deduced
from the XML structure, based on rules. This situation is fundamentally different
from e.g., that of the SAWS project (see below), where the RDF triples represent new
knowledge.

2 The Annotation Ontology
The Annotation Ontology is based on concepts from the FRBRoo ontology (IFLA 2015),
which combines concepts from FRBR (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic
Records) and CIDOC-CRM (The Conceptual Reference Model of the International
Committee of Documentation, CIDOC 2006) to describe a.o. manuscripts and their
editions (Le Bœuf 2012). With the Ontology, it is possible to describe the abstract
work and its multiple representations as an RDF graph.
For a fuller discussion of the Ontology, we refer to Boot and Koolen 2018. The
Ontology (See Figures 1 and 2) contains two important dimensions. First, a distinction
between two domains: the editable and the edition domains. And, second, a distinction
between works and documents.
tions. Pundit (https://thepund.it/) allowed web pages to specify URIs corresponding to HTML elements,
but there was no possibility to assign classes, properties and relations to these URIs.
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Figure 1. The Annotation Ontology extends the FRBRoo and CIDOC-CRM ontologies. The concepts in
black are concepts in our annotation ontology. The concepts in grey are their (rough) equivalents
in FRBRoo and CIDOC-CRM.

First, the editable domain has concepts for objects that are edited, such as documents
and works, while the edition domain has concepts for the outcome of the editing
process, such as digital texts and images. The two domains are connected. Within
each domain, the classes are subclasses of a main class, of respectively editable things
(EditableThing, left side of Figure 2) and edition things, (EditionThing, right side of
Figure 2). As they are all potential targets for annotation, they are all subsumed under
a main class of annotatable things (AnnotatableThing).
Second, the Work is an abstract intellectual and creative entity instantiated in one
or more Documents, or text bearers. Both Works and Documents can have parts.
Following Robinson (2017), we also describe what we call Positioned Text Fragments
(PTF): intersections of the Work and Document hierarchy, such as the part of a poem
that appears on a certain manuscript page.
What we discuss here is a generic ontology that should be suitable for most digital
editions. We anticipate that edition projects with special needs and the required
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Figure 2. The Annotation Ontology of the editable and edition domains.

expertise in ontology engineering will extend the generic ontology for their purposes.
For an edition of medieval manuscripts, this specialized ontology might contain
classes representing manuscript lines.
To illustrate how this Ontology can be used to describe digital editions, we use
the digital edition of the correspondence of Vincent van Gogh (Jansen et al. 2009).
Van Gogh’s correspondence is a good example of the type of material that would
benefit from interoperable annotation. Not only does the modern edition, as we will
see, contain multiple representations of the same letter; the letters are also present in
other forms or translations, on a number of other platforms (Douma n.d.; Koninklijke
Bibliotheek 2016; Van Gogh 2019). In the modern edition, the abstract letter (middle
column in Figure 3) is an instance of the class vg:Letter, which is a subclass of the
FRBRoo class F1 Work.2 It is a complex work consisting of multiple paragraphs, with
2

For the Van Gogh edition, we use a specialized version of the ontology, as mentioned above; classes
from the specialized ontology are prefixed by vg; for the general ontology we use the hi prefix.
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Figure 3. An example of the Annotation Ontology describing a letter of Vincent van Gogh as abstract work
in the editable domain (middle), and its representations in the edition domain in the form of a
reading text in Dutch (left), and a translation in English (right).

each individual paragraph being an instance of Paragraph which is a subclass of (Part
of) Work. The abstract letter and its paragraphs are related to two representations,
namely a Dutch text (left-hand column in Figure 3) and an English translation (righthand column in Figure 3). Each instance has a unique identifier that can be the
target of an annotation. To make annotations interoperable, the identifiers should be
generated according to a set of guidelines, so that different online editions, whether
based on the same TEI files or not, use the same identifiers. In the next section we
discuss how such identifiers could be generated from the TEI files.

3 Connecting TEI and the Annotation Ontology
In this section we will discuss a number of approaches to storing the RDF that is
required for attaching the edition to the annotation ontology. For each approach, we
look at how that approach attaches the URIs to the relevant objects and how it stores
the triples defining the relations between the URIs. We discuss two cases: first, a
case where we distinguish between a work and its (multiple) representations in the
edition, and second, the familiar issue of overlapping page and textual hierarchies.
For both cases, we use, as an example, a letter by Vincent van Gogh. For all of the
approaches, XML and XSLT samples are available in GitHub (Koolen et al. 2019a).
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We are aware that these are relatively complex cases. There may be textual traditions
where all annotation is, say, by line number in a single manuscript. In such cases, the
required number of triples to describe the relevant context might be less daunting
than in the cases we are about to discuss.
3.1 Criteria
The solution that we seek should satisfy a number of criteria: (i) it should be minimally
obtrusive; (ii) maximally explicit; (iii) minimally redundant; and (iv) maximally generic
and flexible. Preferably, (v) it should work without extending the TEI.
Ad (i): XML is sometimes seen as verbose and distracting (Bambaci et al. 2018). It
is important that human readability and manageability of the XML is not impaired by
computer code that is meaningless for the textual researcher.
Ad (ii): As much as possible, all information necessary for creating the edition
should be contained in the XML file. If it is not included in the file, the file should unambiguously indicate how additional information is to be obtained. This is important
for preservation purposes: an archived TEI file should contain all of the information
required to create an edition.
Ad (iii): Information should not be unnecessarily duplicated
Ad (iv): The solutions we propose should not restrict editors to using TEI in a way
that would otherwise be unsuitable for their projects. In fact, none of the approaches
that we test create serious constraints.
Ad (v): Ideally, the solution should work in TEI as is. But, we should not be afraid
of extending it where necessary.
3.2 One Work, Multiple Representations
The situation that we discuss here is the one depicted in Figure 3: one work (a
letter), for which two texts are available: a version in the original language, and
a translated version. We assume a situation where the annotatable units are the
letter/text as a whole, and its individual paragraphs. The required RDF identifies the
work, texts and paragraphs, creates hasRepresentation properties between work
and texts (paragraphs) and describes the hierarchies between the works, texts and
their paragraphs.
Apart from practical and convenience issues (readability), the essential question
here is, how to make it possible for a single XML hierarchy to be associated with two
conceptual hierarchies: the hierarchy of the work and the hierarchy of the work’s
representation.
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GRDDL, Private URI Schemes and Dedicated URI Attribute
The GRDDL approach is based on the fact that for all triples, the necessary information
is already contained in the XML file. Rather than including redundant information in
the XML, this approach takes advantage of the GRDDL standard to associate an XML
file with a program that derives an RDF representation of its contents (Conolly 2007)3 .
For defining the URIs, we create a dedicated attribute (here called ontRef). To keep the
URIs short, we use the TEI facility of a private URI scheme: a prefix that is associated
with a prefixDef in the TEI header which defines a pattern replacement to create
a URI out of a brief pattern (TEI Consortium 2019, section 16.2.3). To associate two
URIs (for work and text) with a single XML element, we create two prefix definitions
for the same prefix.4
In practice, this approach might look like this:
Association between the TEI file and a GRDDL script:
<TEI xmlns:vg="http://www.vangoghletters.org/ns/"
xmlns="http://www.tei−c.org/ns/1.0"
xmlns:grddl="http://www.w3.org/2003/g/data−view#"
grddl:transformation="grddl.xsl">

prefixDefs

at the letter (div) level, defined in the TEI header:

<prefixDef ident="letter" matchPattern="([a−z]+),([0−9]+)"
replacementPattern="urn:vangogh:letter=$2">
<p>Associates letter div with uri of letter as work</p>
</prefixDef>
<prefixDef ident="letter" matchPattern="([a−z]+),([0−9]+)"
replacementPattern="urn:vangogh:letter=$2:repr=$1">
<p>Associates letter div with uri of this edition of the letter</p>
</prefixDef>

ontRef

attribute on divs holding original and translated text:

<div type="original" ontRef="letter:original,1">
<div type="translation" ontRef="letter:translated,1">

A fragment of GRDDL-generated RDF in turtle format:
<urn:vangogh:letter=1> rdf:type vg:Letter.
<urn:vangogh:letter=1:repr=original> rdf:type hi:EditionText.
<urn:vangogh:letter=1> hi:hasRepresentation
<urn:vangogh:letter=1:repr=original>.
<urn:vangogh:letter=1:para=1> rdf:type vg:ParagraphInLetter.
<urn:vangogh:letter=1:para=1:repr=original> rdf:type hi:EditionText.
<urn:vangogh:letter=1:para=1> hi:hasRepresentation
<urn:vangogh:letter=1:para=1:repr=original>.
<urn:vangogh:letter=1> hi:hasWorkPart <urn:vangogh:letter=1:para=1>.
<urn:vangogh:letter=1:repr=original> hi:hasTextPart
<urn:vangogh:letter=1:para=1:repr=original>.

3
4

A similar solution is discussed in (Daquino et al. 2019).
An option discussed in the same section of the TEI P5 Guidelines.
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At the top of the document, the reference (in the GRDDL namespace) to grddl.xsl
points to the stylesheet to be executed in order to create an RDF representation
of the document. This stylesheet, when processing the XML file, encounters the
ontRef attribute on the divs holding the original language-version. It recognizes its
value letter:original,1 as a private URI scheme reference with the prefix letter.
It searches for corresponding prefixDef elements and encounters two of these. It
executes the corresponding match-and-replace operations, and creates these two
URIs: urn:vangogh:letter=1/ and urn:vangogh:letter=1/repr=original/. The
logic for defining the triples (i.e., to assign the URIs to classes and to describe their
properties) is contained in the stylesheet.
Advantages and disadvantages
We discuss advantages and disadvantages in terms of the criteria that we mentioned
above.
Minimally obtrusive Referring to a GRDDL stylesheet does not affect the readability of the XML. Including ontRef attributes for each addressable element to
hold an abbreviated pointer does affect readability, even though it could be much
worse (if we included full URI’s, for example).
Maximally explicit To generate the triples, the GRDDL stylesheet needs to be run.
This implies that we need to be able to run an XSLT processor before the full
information is available. The chances of being able, without significant effort, to
run an XSLT processor in, say, fifty years’ time, are slim. From that perspective
this is a very weak solution. Indeed, GRDDL itself “is still a mere theoretical
specification” (Grüntgens & Scharde 2016). A positive aspect is that usage of
the dedicated ontRef attribute to refer to the URI is more explicit than using a
general-purpose attribute such as corresp. A less than desirable aspect, however,
is that the software has no way of knowing which of the prefixDefs produces
the work-URI and which the text-URI.
Minimally redundant The triples are only generated as needed and therefore raise
no redundancy concerns. The abbreviated pointers also avoid redundancy. However, the prefix definitions are included in each of the XML files, which, for the
van Gogh edition, means more than 900 times. They could be included through
XInclude.
No TEI extension The solution requires two new attributes: grddl:transformation
and ontRef.
GRDDL, No URI Representation in TEI File
This approach, like the preceding one, uses GRDDL to deduce the necessary triples
rather than include their representation in the TEI file. It goes one step further as
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it also leaves the URI definition out of the TEI. Instead, the TEI file contains xml:id
attributes, and the GRDDL stylesheet generates triples that reference the xml:id
attributes, as follows:
div

elements with xml:id attributes:

<div type="original" xml:id="letter.original.1">
<div type="translation" xml:id="letter.translated.1">

Generated triples included now (beyond the ones from the previous approach):
<urn:vangogh:letter=1> hi:refersTo file:/.../let001.xml#letter.original.1.
<urn:vangogh:letter=1:repr=original> hi:refersTo file:/.../let001.xml#letter.
original.1.

In this case, the stylesheet handles the generation of the URIs. The XML no longer
needs to contain an ontRef attribute and prefixDefs to define the logic of the URI
generation. The XML must provide xml:id attributes for the elements that are to be
attached to a URI.
Advantages and disadvantages
Minimally obtrusive Referring to a GRDDL stylesheet does not affect the readability of the XML. The relevant elements need to carry xml:id attributes, but this is
good practice anyway.
Maximally explicit This approach is even less explicit than the previous one, as we
have now removed the URI definition (through the prefixDefs) from the XML
into the GRDDL stylesheet.
Minimally redundant An improvement with respect to the previous approach, as
the prefixDefs no longer need to be defined in each TEI file.
No TEI extension The approach requires one new attribute: grddl:transformation.
RDF in xenodata, URIs Generated from xml:id
This approach does not use GRDDL. The information necessary to deduce triples
and URI has to be included in the TEI/XML file. Here we store that information in
the xenodata element in the TEI header, introduced expressly to contain non-TEI
(but still XML) metadata. The triples will therefore be included as RDF/XML. In this
approach, we store the generated URIs on the relevant elements in a newly defined
ontRef attribute.
In any realistic scenario, this still implies the need for a stylesheet or other program to generate the triples. Manually typing the RDF would be prohibitively timeconsuming and error-prone. The difference with the GRDDL approach is twofold: (1)
the output here is an enriched XML file, rather than (in the GRDDL case) an external
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Figure 4. Overview of the editing and annotation workflow.

RDF file; and (2) here, the encoder is responsible for execution of the stylesheet
before the TEI is published, while, in the GRDDL case, the stylesheet is (theoretically)
executed by the consumer of the XML file after publication. This also implies that,
for the benefit of the annotation tool (and possibly other RDF processing tools), the
edition server will lift the triples out of the TEI environment, into a format that the
annotation tool will be able to understand.
We envisage a situation where an editor works on an XML file without the RDF
information. Upon ingestion in a version control system, the system executes a
post-editing program that creates a file enriched with RDF. The editor will never need
to see the enriched file, but keeps working on the original file. This is illustrated in
Figure 4.
A fragment of the generated xenodata element might look like this:
<tei:xenodata xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22−rdf−syntax−ns#"
xmlns:hi="http://boot.huygens.knaw.nl/vgdemo1/
editionannotationontology.ttl#">
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<rdf:RDF>
<rdf:Description about="urn:vangogh:letter=1" rdf:type="&vg;Letter"/>
<rdf:Description about="urn:vangogh:letter=1:repr=original"
rdf:type="&hi;EditionText"/>
<rdf:Description about="urn:vangogh:letter=1"
hi:hasRepresentation="urn:vangogh:letter=1:repr=original"/>
... ...
</rdf:RDF>
</tei:xenodata>

As usual in XML/RDF, here we use XML entities (&hi;, &vg;) as abbreviations,
because namespaces don’t work in xml attributes. The entities are defined at the
top of the document:
<!DOCTYPE any [
<!ENTITY hi 'http://....../.../editionannotationontology.ttl#'>
<!ENTITY vg 'http://....../.../vangoghannotationontology.ttl#'>
]>

The generated URIs for the letter’s components are stored in their ontRef attribute
(two URIs! One for the work, one for the edited text):
<div type="original" xml:id="letter.original.1" ontRef="urn:vangogh:letter=1
urn:vangogh:letter=1:repr=original">
<ab xml:id="para.original.1.1" ontRef="urn:vangogh:letter=1:para=1
urn:vangogh:letter=1:para=1:repr=original">
[content of para]
</ab>
...
</div>

Advantages and disadvantages
Minimally obtrusive If the RDF enrichment can indeed be handled as a post-editing
process, where there is no need for the editor to work with the enriched file, the
XML remains maximally readable for the editor.
Maximally explicit All RDF is contained in the enriched XML. In that sense, the
approach is fully explicit. It might be considered a disadvantage that the RDF is
not easily accessible to general-purpose RDF tools; however, the conversion to,
say, a turtle file, is trivial.
Minimally redundant The choice for a post-editing approach, where the original
XML and the enriched XML will be maintained separately for an indefinite period
of time, entails some redundancy. However, as the enriched file is automatically
created upon check-in in the version control system, this need not present any
problem.
No TEI extension The approach requires adding an ontRef attribute to the TEI
schema.
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Triple Representation on Relation Element, URIs Generated From xml:id
Here we follow the choice made by the SAWS project (Jordanou et al. 2012). In this
scenario, the relation element, originally meant to describe relations between persons,
is used to carry any sort of triple. The @active attribute points to the subject of the
triple, the @ref contains the property and the @passive attribute contains the object.
The SAWS project used the @active and @passive attributes to refer to the xml:id
attributes of the corresponding xml elements. In our case, this will not work, because
we need to refer to the xml elements in their double capacity of work and text. We
need to express, for instance, that the text is a representation of the work. On the
relation element we, therefore, use URIs rather than just pointers to xml:id. As we
assume the post-editing scenario outlined above, using full URIs presents no legibility
problems.
Some of the generated relation elements will look like this:
<tei:listRelation xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22−rdf−syntax−ns#">
<tei:relation active="urn:vangogh:letter=1" ref="rdf:type"
passive="http://.../vangoghannotationontology.ttl#vg:Letter"/>
<tei:relation active="urn:vangogh:letter=1:repr=original" ref="rdf:type"
passive="http://.../editionannotationontology.ttl#hi:EditionText"
/>
<tei:relation active="urn:vangogh:letter=1"
ref="http://.../editionannotationontology.ttl#
hi:hasRepresentation"
passive="urn:vangogh:letter=1:repr=original"/>
...
</tei:listRelation>

Note that this is essentially the same solution as the xenodata approach, expressed
in a different syntax. The advantages and disadvantages are similar.
Triples as RDFa, URIs Generated from xml:id
RDFa was designed with the purpose of embedding RDF into hierarchical languages
such as HTML and XML (Herman et al. 2015). The idea is that the information
that is already contained in the document can be labeled with semantic information
using a number of extra attributes, the most important of which are about, resource,
typeof, and property. An RDFa processor can then extract RDF from the document
by combining the structure and content of the document with the RDFa labels. The
approach was successfully used in Tittel et al. (2018).
RDFa is mostly used for expressing hierarchical structures, for example an agenda
with agenda items. A very common structure is that a URI is assigned to a high-level
element (say, a div holding the agenda) using the about attribute; underlying elements
(say agenda items in p elements) are assigned a URI through a resource attribute;
and the relation between the top and the lower level element is expressed using a
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property attribute. For each element, the typeof attribute defines the class that the
attribute belongs to.
A single hierarchy, for example the relation between the work and its paragraphs,
could be easily expressed using RDFa:
<div type="original" xml:id="letter.original.1" about="urn:vangogh:letter=1"
typeof="vg:Letter">
<ab xml:id="para.original.1.1" about="urn:vangogh:letter=1:para=1"
typeof="vg:ParagraphInLetter" property="hi:hasWorkPart">
<!− − content of para − −>
</ab>
<!− − rest of paragraphs − −>
</div>

The hierarchy of the XML translates naturally into the triple describing the relation
between work and paragraph using the property hi:hasWorkPart.
However, in the case of our double hierarchy this no longer works. We have either
to duplicate the entire hierarchy elsewhere in the XML document, or to create the
triples representing the hierarchy manually by adding empty seg elements.
A fragment of the RDFa-enhanced XML could look like this:
<div type="original" xml:id="letter.original.1" about="urn:vangogh:letter=1"
typeof="vg:Letter">
<tei:seg resource="urn:vangogh:letter=1:para=1" property="hi:hasWorkPart"/>
<!− − similar segs for other work paras − −>
<tei:div resource="urn:vangogh:letter=1:repr=original" property="
hi:hasRepresentation"
typeof="hi:EditionText">
<tei:seg resource="urn:vangogh:letter=1:para=1:repr=original" property="
hi:hasTextPart"/>
<!− − similar segs for other text paras − −>
<ab xml:id="para.original.1.1" about="urn:vangogh:letter=1:para=1" typeof="
vg:ParagraphInLetter">
<tei:seg resource="urn:vangogh:letter=1:para=1:repr=original"
property="hi:hasRepresentation" typeof="hi:EditionText">
<!− − content of para − −>
</tei:seg>
</ab>
<!− − rest of paragraphs − −>
</tei:div>
</div>

The outer div defines the letter (work) URI. The first empty seg element inside it
relates the letter to its first paragraph. To simplify, we only show the first of these.
The inner div defines the text URI. Here too, there is an empty seg to relate it to its
(first) paragraph. The paragraph (ab element) carries the work paragraph URI. Inside,
there is a seg-element that carries the text paragraph URI.
Advantages and disadvantages
Minimally obtrusive As this is again a post-editing process, the original XML remains readable for the editor. However, the enriched RDFa-XML has a convoluted
structure and becomes near unreadable.
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Maximally explicit As in the xenodata and relation approaches, all RDF is contained
in the enriched XML. Here too, it can be trivially extracted for use by generalpurpose RDF tools.
Minimally redundant Manageable redundancy, as above.
No TEI extension The approach requires adding the RDFa attributes to the TEI
schema.
3.3 Text and Page Hierarchies
The second example that we discuss is concerned with the annotation of fragments
of text in a double hierarchy: the logical hierarchy of text and text parts and the
physical hierarchy of pages and lines. It should be possible to reuse an annotation on
a certain manuscript line, both in the context of other annotations on that page and
in the context of other annotations on the relevant paragraph. Robinson (2017) has
devised the DET (Document Entity Text) addressing scheme that allows pointing at
intersections of the logical and physical hierarchies, which we have called Positioned
Text Fragments (PTFs). A PTF might be a part of a paragraph as it appears on one line
in one manuscript; it might also be a part of a work as realized on one manuscript
page.
In the example that we discuss here, we look at the intersections of pages and
paragraphs. For a case of overlap between those hierarchies, we switch our attention
to letter 4. Paragraph 4 is split over two pages. The situation that we want to represent
is shown in Figure 5.
The main issue in representing this graph in the XML source is that the positioned
text fragments are not (usually) represented in the XML, as such: they exist only
implicitly, as the intersection between the logical hierarchy and the (milestone-based)
physical hierarchy.
The XML of paragraph 4 looks like this (simplified):
<ab>
How sorry I am about Uncle Hein. I sincerely hope he'll get better, but Theo, I
fear he won't. Last summer he was still <pb/> so full of ambition, and had so
many plans and told me that business was going so well. It is indeed sad.
</ab>

Representing the paragraph-page PTFs would turn this into something like:
<ab>
<ptf>How sorry I am about Uncle Hein. I sincerely hope he'll get better, but
Theo, I fear he won't. Last summer he was still</ptf>
<pb/>
<ptf> so full of ambition, and had so many plans and told me that business was
going so well. It is indeed sad.</ptf>
</ab>
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Figure 5. RDF representation of two positioned text fragments in the text and page hierarchies.

If there were an italicized phrase around the page break, we would have to split
the PTFs. Using the n-attribute to connect what should logically be considered as a
single PTF, we get:
<ab>
<ptf n="1">How sorry I am about Uncle Hein. I sincerely hope he'll get better,
but Theo, I fear he won't. </ptf>
<emph>
<ptf n="1">Last summer he was still </ptf>
<pb/>
<ptf n="2"> so full of ambition</ptf>
</emph>
<ptf n="2">, and had so many plans and told me that business was going so well.
It is indeed sad.</ptf>
</ab>

This would be clearly impracticable in a file that should be usable for editors. This
seems to imply that we have the choice between a GRDDL-like solution, where a
client dynamically generates RDF at runtime, or a post-editing script, as discussed in
some of the other approaches above.
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However, the GRDDL solution will not actually work. A GRDDL script generates
RDF that other programs can consume, but it leaves the XML unchanged. The
generated RDF will use URIs to refer to PTFs, but in the XML there will be nothing
that corresponds to these URIs. To find out what an annotation of a PTF refers to,
we’d have to inspect the logic of the GRDDL script. This implies that, in this case, a
post-editing script is the only workable answer.
The result of the post-editing script would be an XML file enhanced with triples
(e.g. in a xenodata element), with pb elements, divs and paragraphs provided with
ontRef attributes, and seg elements with type=ptf to represent the positioned text
fragments.
Apart from the work-level information about work and paragraphs that we’ve seen
in the previous sections, the xenodata element would now also define the sheet of
paper, as well as describe the pages on the sheet and the positioned text fragments. It
would also describe the relations between these objects:
<tei:xenodata>
<rdf:RDF>
<rdf:Description
about="urn:vangogh:letter=4:sheet=1r"
rdf:type="http://....../.../editionannotationontology.ttl#
DocumentZone"/>
<rdf:Description about="urn:vangogh:letter=4:sheet=1r"
hi:hasDocPart="urn:vangogh:letter=4:sheet=1r:page=1"/>
<rdf:Description
about="urn:vangogh:letter=4:sheet=1r:page=1"
rdf:type="http://....../.../editionannotationontology.ttl#
DocumentZone"/>
<rdf:Description
about="urn:vangogh:letter=4:sheet=1r:page=1:para=4"
rdf:type="http://....../.../editionannotationontology.ttl#
PositionedTextFrag"/>
<rdf:Description about="urn:vangogh:letter=4:para=4"
hi:hasFragmentOf="urn:vangogh:letter=4:sheet=1r:page=1:para
=4"/>
<rdf:Description about="urn:vangogh:letter=4:sheet=1r:page=1"
hi:hasFragmentIn="urn:vangogh:letter=4:sheet=1r:page=1:para
=4"/>
<rdf:Description about="urn:vangogh:letter=4:sheet=1v:page=2"
hi:hasFragmentIn="urn:vangogh:letter=4:sheet=1v:page=2:para
=4"/>
... ...
</rdf:RDF>
</tei:xenodata>

The triples would be about the URIs defined in the transcription:
<div type="original" xml:id="letter.original.4" ontRef="urn:vangogh:letter=4">
<pb f="1r" n="1" xml:id="pb−orig−1r−1" facs="#zone−pb−1r−1"
ontRef="urn:vangogh:letter=4:sheet=1r:page=1"/>
<lb n="1" xml:id="l−1"/>
<ab xml:id="para.original.4.1" ontRef="urn:vangogh:letter=4:para=1">
<tei:seg type="ptf" ontRef="urn:vangogh:letter=4:sheet=1r:page=1:para=1">
[content]
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</tei:seg>
</ab>
...
</div>

The advantages and disadvantages of this approach are really the same as those
of the xenodata approach, discussed above: the XML that the editor sees remains
fully readable; the enriched XML contains a full RDF representation; the resulting
redundancy is manageable; and, the only TEI extension that is needed is the addition
of an ontRef attribute.

4 Conclusion and Discussion
There is no single best way to store the source for the RDF describing a text structure’s
embedding in the Linked Data world. We discussed a number of approaches for two
different cases, but there are other cases. Combinations of approaches would also
be possible. For example, to work around the double hierarchies in RDFa, we could
define the work hierarchy under the xenodata element, and use RDFa to define the
hierarchies of the representations (original text and translation). However, this would
make it harder to lift the RDF triples out of the XML.
From the preceding discussion it appears that the GRDDL approach is weakest
in terms of explicitness. The fate of the standard is unclear, and the archived TEI
files will contain no representation of the triples or even, in our second GRDDL
approach, of the URIs. GRDDL’s strongest point, minimal redundancy (and therefore,
user-friendly XML), can also be obtained if we implement a post-editing script in the
version-control system, as used in the other approaches. Of these, the RDFa approach
might be suitable for simple cases, where all annotation uses a single hierarchy. In
other cases, the generated RDFa becomes unwieldy. The remaining approaches (using
either the relation or the xenodata element) are very similar to one another. An
advantage of the relation element might be that the triples can be stored near (one
of) the elements that they refer to, while the xenodata approach collects all triples
in the document’s header. For our post-editing approach, this consideration is not
really relevant. We prefer the xenodata approach because it remains closest to the
RDF model.
Given that we propose to derive the triples upon ingestion in the version control
system, our criterion of maximal explicitness would prescribe that the TEI files contain
the name of the program that deduces the RDF statements. The version control system
should use the program that the TEI file mentions. As yet we have not formulated a
preference for how the program name should be stored in the TEI file. An obvious
choice would be to include the information in an XML processing instruction. Another
option would be to widen the scope of the existing TEI element appInfo, now used
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for recording past processing steps, to define also-required future processing steps.
The latter choice would require a hook in the version control system that knows how
to read TEI, and might be less flexible than using a processing instruction.
In this paper we have assumed that all URIs for the objects that we want to refer
to are URNs; our objects are abstract information objects and not, for example, web
pages. Our URNs are all persistent, as they should be. More specifically, we have
made our URNs transparent: by constructing them as lists of numbered units (e.g.,
'letter=4:sheet=1r:page=1:para=1') software as well as humans can understand
them and act upon them. This is not strictly necessary. Projects that require opaque
identifiers could choose to assign unique random identifiers to their objects. However,
these URIs could no longer be generated on the basis of the XML’s hierarchical
structure alone and would have to be included in the XML.

5 Outlook
We have developed a prototype annotation tool that reads the RDFa describing the
edition, as displayed in the browser, as well as any linked RDF descriptions of external
components, and allows users to make various types of annotations (Koolen & Boot
2020). The software is open source and consists of a JavaScript client (Koolen et al.
2019a) that edition creators can easily incorporate in their online editions, and a server
(Koolen et al. 2019b) that can store and retrieve the annotations. Edition creators can
decide to run their own annotation servers or configure the client to communicate
with other annotation servers. A next step for us will be to test this approach with a
number of real editions.
Our approach to annotation creates the possibility for users to choose very specific
targets for their annotation. One of the issues that we will have to confront during
testing is whether this flexibility might not, paradoxically, decrease the interoperability
of user annotations. The flexibility that we offer might be confusing to users, and lead
them to choose inappropriate annotation targets. It is possible that the distinctions
that FRBR makes are too subtle for the average user.5 We do not expect this in itself
to be a problem. After all, we design an annotation tool for scholarly use, and though
FRBR terminology might be complex, distinctions such as the one between a work
and a copy are the bread and butter of scholarship. Research about this issue is not
really available due to the fact that annotation tools that support these distinctions
are scarce. Most research about FRBR usability has been in the context of library
catalogs. “FRBR-based displays do make sense to users and better support their tasks”
write Zhang & Salaba (2012), and similar findings are reported in Kim (2015). Hunter
& Gerber (2010) present, as far as we know, the only study of FRBR-based annotation.
5

We thank Michele Pasin for this pertinent question.
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They find that the FRBR ontology is, indeed, complex to many users. However, the
tool they tested only supports annotation at the entry-level, not on text fragments.
We really need more experimentation to understand how FRBR-based annotation will
work in practice.
Meanwhile, within the domain of textual editing, our approach may be useful for
other forms of interaction with the text, besides annotation. The URNs that we use are,
not coincidentally, very similar to the URNs as used in the Canonical Text Services
protocol (Blackwell & Smith 2014).6 This could provide the basis for exchange of text
fragments between applications and digital text collections. Beyond the domain of
textual editing, a similar approach will be useful in other fields that have multiple
representations of a single original object, such as in the field of video (consider
representations in multiple resolutions, separate audio tracks or textual transcripts,
or an entire news program vs. individual items). Even in photography, an annotation
can be about the photographed object or about the picture itself. Distinguishing
between object and representation, and embedding both in their context, is a key
requisite for interoperable annotation and other applications.
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Towards Resolution Services for Text URIs
Hugh Cayless, Matteo Romanello

Abstract
In this paper we address the lack of fully resolvable URIs for texts and their citable
units in the currently emerging Graph of Ancient World Data. We identify three main
architectural components that are required to provide resolution services for text
URIs: 1) a registry of text services; 2) an identifier resolution service; 3) a document
metadata scheme, to represent the relations between texts in the registry, as well as
between these texts and related external resources (e.g. library catalogues). After
presenting some of the use cases a central registry providing resolvable URIs for texts
would enable, we discuss in detail each component. We conclude by considering
three examples where the proposed document metadata scheme is used to describe
digital texts; this scheme contains a minimum yet extendable set of metadata that
can be used to explore and aggregate texts coming from a network of distributed
repositories.

1 Introduction
Over the last decade, many projects and institutions in the field of (digital) classics have
embraced Linked Open Data as a philosophy of sharing and interconnecting resources
about the ancient world (Elliott et al. 2014; Middle 2018), thus leading to the emergence
of a Graph of Ancient World Data (Isaksen et al. 2014). The community contributing
to the growth of this graph values the use of shared controlled vocabularies based
on URIs to refer to things. Pleiades has produced an extensive set of URIs to identify
ancient geographical locations and, more recently, Pelagios (Isaksen et al. 2014)
has aggregated these, along with other gazetteers, and links to related resources.
Something similar has been done by another two projects: SNAP (Bodard et al.
2017), and PeriodO (Rabinowitz et al. 2016), for ancient people, and chronological
periodizations, respectively. Yet, what is still missing are fully resolvable URIs for texts
and their citable units. Such URIs are of the highest importance for this emerging
graph of data, considering that cited primary sources are an area where existing
datasets often overlap.
Although there exist a number of platforms and identifier schemes for referring to
text, there is no central registry for text identifiers and metadata (with a granularity
down to the passage level). These kinds of identifiers are crucial in a Linked Data
Graph Data-Models and Semantic Web Technologies in Scholarly Digital Editing. Ed. by Elena Spadini, Francesca Tomasi
and Georg Vogeler. Schriften des Instituts für Dokumentologie und Editorik 15. Norderstedt: Books on Demand, 2021.
31–44.
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context, because they allow common reference to abstract works (e.g., the Iliad) and
to specific editions of that work (e.g., the Venetus A manuscript of the Iliad, a digital
transcription of the Venetus A, etc.). In addition, while there is adequate coverage for
canonical Classical texts, the situation is much less well-defined for the many texts
outside the canon (e.g., papyri and inscriptions).1 Further, the existing platforms that
deal with identifier resolution do not provide services for minting new identifiers or
refactoring existing ones.
Given this gap in the current digital infrastructure, we propose some initial thoughts
towards the creation of web services that are able to handle the resolution of URIs
pointing to texts and their citable units.2 These services are aimed at increasing the
presence of textual resources in the emerging Graph of Ancient World Data, and at
better connecting digital texts with other relevant resources available online.

2 Related Work
The resolution services for text URIs that we propose in this paper would not be
even conceivable without the work that has been carried out in recent years in two
directly-related research areas. Firstly, the development of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to facilitate the exchange of digital texts; and, secondly, the
development of standard vocabularies for the semantic description of texts.
Concerning text APIs, some concrete solutions have been developed over the
last decade to enable the exchange of structured texts over standard protocols. The
Canonical Text Services (CTS) (The Canonical Text Service 2019; Smith 2009) was the
first of such protocols to define an API as well as an identifier syntax – the so-called
CTS URNs – to retrieve TEI-encoded texts. Unfortunately, some technological factors
hindered CTS from becoming a widely-adopted standard for exchanging texts (see
section 4.1), and have led to the development of a new API, the Distributed Text
Services (DTS) (Distributed Text Services n.d.; Clérice 2017; Clérice et. al. 2017),
which aspires at playing for text data, the role that the IIIF API has played for image
data. In addition to specifications and working implementations of both CTS and DTS,
there exists an ecosystem of tools to work with them, most notably the CapiTainS
software suite (Clérice 2017), which provides support for both APIs.
However, the absence of a widely-adopted API to exchange structured texts has
also led to the proliferation of ad hoc solutions, whose designs often bear striking
similarities with that of CTS and DTS. These include, for example, the API developed
1
2

Trismegistos (Trismegistos : An Interdisciplinary Portal of the Ancient World n.d.) assigns TM numbers
to ancient documents, and can serve as a kind of gazetteer for some of these types of source text.
The work presented in this paper is the result of Linked Texts, a working group recently funded by
Mellon Foundation via the Pelagios Commons project, which brought together an international group of
scholars and research developers with extensive experience in developing and/or working with APIs
for text repositories.
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for the Scholastic Commentaries and Texts Archive (SCTA) (Witt 2018), the SHINE
API developed in the context of the Research Infrastructure for the Study of Eurasia
project (RISE), or the API that exposes the textual data of the School of Salamanca
project (Wagner 2019).
Besides initiatives focusing on text APIs, considerable efforts were made to devise
vocabularies and ontologies for describing various aspects of texts, with applicability
to the ancient world and beyond. The Linked Ancient World Data ontology (LAWD)
(Cayless 2016) models some aspects of ancient texts, and, in particular, of text-bearing
artefacts such as papyri and inscriptions, while aligning itself with other vocabularies
like DC, OAC and CIDOC-CRM. The HuCit Knowledge Base (Romanello & Pasin
2017) builds upon existing ontologies (e.g. CIDOC-CRM and FRBRoo) to link together
bibliographic resources about classical canonical texts such as Perseus Catalog and
Classical World Knowledge Base (CWKB), and focuses on the citation structures and
citable units of these texts. Finally, the SPAR family of ontologies (Peroni & Shotton
2018) provides a set of vocabularies to describe a wide range of aspects around
publications, including the characterization of citing behaviors with the Citation
Typing Ontology (CiTO) and the representation of bibliographic metadata with the
FRBR-aligned Bibliographic Ontology (FaBiO).
Finally, there exist ontologies that could benefit from the availability of resolvable
URIs for texts. In addition to the already mentioned CiTO that characterizes citational
relationships between texts, ontologies like Sharing Ancient Wisdoms (SAWS) (SAWS
The Ontology n.d.) or the Intertextual Relationship Ontology (INTRO) (Oberreither
2019) could be used to describe textual relations between various text passages.
These ontologies already provide vocabularies that could be used to create semantic
statements about portions of texts, if only there existed resolvable URIs for the text
portions one may want to make statements about.

3 Use Cases
A central registry providing resolvable URIs for texts and text passages would enable
a wide range of use cases:
1. Services and tools for annotation – be it manual or automatic – could use text URIs
to support the enrichment of existing resources. Tools like Recogito (Isaksen et al.
2017) or INCEpTION (Klie et al. 2018) already enable users to annotate texts and
images by using existing authority data available via a SPARQL API (e.g. Pleiades,
Wikidata, etc.). Recogito users, for example, can annotate geographical places
within texts by assigning to each place its corresponding identifier (URI) within
a gazetteer (e.g. https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/579885 for Athens). Having
resolvable URIs for texts will enable a similar usage scenario for textual materials.
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2. Online publishers will use the data to create links between their digital publications and existing digital libraries/text services. Take, for example, the digital
version of a book containing citations of primary sources, like the open access
publications published by Harvard’s Center for Hellenic Studies (Center for Hellenic Studies: Online Publications n.d.). The publisher may want to provide
readers with click-through links to the full text of cited sources, while leaving
them the freedom to pick a specific edition/translation, should multiple versions
of a text or document be available. Also, creating links towards a resolver, rather
than to specific digital libraries, can potentially reduce the risk of broken links
(as the resolver can be updated to reflect URL changes of digital libraries).
3. Digital Libraries collections could be registered in our text registry, provided that
they expose their text data in compliance with at least one of the APIs supported
by the registry, with the effect of increasing the accessibility and discoverability
of these collections.

4 Text Resolution Services
The main idea of a service able to create resolvable URIs for texts published online is
to relieve the publishers of such texts from having to mint URIs for their texts and
the citable units in them. If texts are made available via standard APIs and described
by sufficient metadata, the creation and resolution of URIs can be delegated to a
centralized service, thus making it easier to integrate textual resources into the LOD
graph.
In order for such services to work, three main things are required: identifiers for
texts and their citable units; machine interfaces (i.e. APIs) to access and retrieve texts
over Web protocols; and metadata to describe texts, as well as the relations between
these texts and other existing resources (e.g., authority control records).
We believe that three main components are needed to provide resolution services
for text URIs:
1. A registry of text services to keep track of available text repositories against which
text URIs can be resolved.
2. An identifier resolution service that can resolve a URI pointing to a section of a
text or document (e.g., a line of a papyrus or inscription, or a chapter of a work
in prose) to one or more places where a digital version of that text or document
can be found.
3. A document metadata scheme is also needed in order to represent the relations
between texts in the registry, as well as between these texts and related external
resources (e.g., library catalogues).
In what follows we discuss the main issues related to each of these three components.
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4.1 Text Registry Service
Supported APIs
CTS and DTS are the two main APIs that have emerged in recent years to enable the
exchange of structured texts over standard protocols. We identified these two APIs as
the most important standards that our text resolution services should support.
Unfortunately, some factors hindered CTS from becoming a widely adopted standard for exchanging texts:
1. its strong commitment to the specificities of canonical texts, which makes it
unsuitable for non-canonical texts such as archival documents, papyri or inscriptions;
2. aspects of the design of the API which keep it from scaling to large repositories
of texts;
3. the development of the CTS standard, which has been driven by a single project
rather than a community.
While the use of the CTS protocol has been limited, the naming system it defines
is powerful and has been broadly adopted. The DTS is a new standard whose specifications have recently been published as a first public draft. DTS was designed to
overcome the limitations of CTS, discussed above, while remaining retro-compatible
with existing CTS URNs. DTS presents a text API modelled as arbitrary collections,
with functions for retrieving whole or partial texts, and for discovering the citation
schemes for those texts.
Registry Implementation
A suitable model for implementing a text registry that is open to input from the
community is w3id.org, where pull requests made to a GitHub repository make it
possible to add new entries to the registry. Anyone should be able to add a service
to this registry, provided that this service exposes its data via a CTS or DTS API.
Moreover, since the DTS API advertises the citation structures and citable units of a
text, it can be used to determine, programmatically, which resources URIs will have
to be minted for.
4.2 Identifier Resolution Service
Text Identifiers
CTS URNs provide a handy way of creating text identifiers that carry with them
information about the text itself and its hierarchy. Yet, there is no place where
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these CTS URN identifiers are published, no entities nor community regulating their
creation, no central place where they are gathered.
Let us consider an example of how CTS URN work: Proclus’ Elements of Physics
(urn:cts:greekLit:tlg4036.tlg006). The Perseus Catalog contains bibliographic
information about this text, including a link to an edition available in the Hathi Trust
collection (Perseus Catalog, Institutio Physica n.d.). The SAWS project (Hedges et
al. 2016) has added an edition of this text, and publishes it via its CTS endpoint.
Their edition is identified by the URN urn:cts:greekLit:tlg4036.tlg006.saws01.
Let us imagine now that new editions or translations of the same text are published via a DTS endpoint with compatible CTS URNs. How can all this information
be integrated in such a way that it is available to a user looking up the identifier
urn:cts:greekLit:tlg4036.tlg006?
Resolver or Catalog?
One of the main points of discussion at the Linked Texts working group meeting was
how to handle the resolution of text URIs, and whether it was feasible to develop a
Handle System, based on the one that is used for resolving Digital Object Identifiers,
that could work with DTS and CTS APIs (Almas et al. 2018).
A Handle System works by querying a database for the submitted ID, and then, if a
matching URL is found, redirecting the requester to that URL. The situation for DTS
is more complex, partially because of the legacy of CTS identifiers, which are URNs.
The problems begin with the lack of any central management of CTS IDs. Unlike
DOIs, which consist of a namespace identifier and an item identifier, CTS URNs are
more hierarchical and more meaningful at each level.
Take urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0012.tlg001, for example, which identifies the Iliad
of Homer. Crucially, it identifies the work rather than any specific edition of it.
Usefully, a CTS URN allows us to denote a passage either within the abstract work
(urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0012.tlg001.1.1−1.10, i.e., Iliad 1, lines 1–10) or within
a specific edition (urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0012.tlg001.perseus−grc1.1.1−1.10, i.e.
the version of the Iliad hosted by the Perseus Project, book 1, lines 1–10).
This means there is a basis for identifying the common abstract notion of the first
line of the Iliad, and comparing them across all available editions. But what should
a resolver do, given a work ID? A possible answer would be for it to list available
editions (and translations) of that work, behaving more like a catalog (or a regular
DTS Collection endpoint) than a resolver. It gets worse when we consider that edition
identifiers are uncontrolled, and that there is no reason that multiple repositories
might not contain copies of urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0012.tlg001.perseus−grc1 (and
perhaps even different versions of that).
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This complexity means that a resolver cannot work like a traditional handle server,
because there are cases where there is not a one-to-one relationship between identifier
and resource, for example, when a URI corresponds to a non-information resource
(e.g., a work in the FRBR hierarchy), or when the URI can resolve to multiple copies
of the same resource. In such cases, the resolver will deliver a list of documents (or
document fragments), and the decision must be made by the client – be it a human or
software agent – about which resource(s) to choose for a given identifier. In other
words, despite the attractions of a handle resolution service, the resolver must instead
behave in certain respects like a centralized catalog system.
4.3 Document Metadata Scheme
What sorts of information might we want to attach to a digital document? What
information/metadata is needed in order to provide useful services on an aggregate
of texts coming from a network of distributed repositories?
The kinds of document represented by DTS will usually be editions derived from
one or more manuscript or print sources, and so there may be a natural division
between data attaching to the source document(s), and to the edition or translation.
This division might be handled in DTS by modelling the collections accordingly.
Inscriptions, for example, will have information that refers to the primary source
document itself: its find-spot, date, provenance, and so on. Then, there may be multiple
published editions of that inscription, and these have their own data, including the
editor and publication date. Inscriptions may be grouped in various ways, but one very
typical way is to organize them geographically: a plausible DTS collection structure
for inscriptions might be location → sources → editions, with source information
attached to the source collection, and edition information to the edition. But this is
only one possible organizational scheme. Canonical texts will tend to be organized
according to author and work, where author refers to the creator of the original work,
which is an abstraction – effectively an agreement that the sources all have the same
ancestor. Many source texts may go into the creation of an edition (and not every
edition will share the same set of sources). Thus, we may expect both source and
edition information to appear with the edition.
Some examples of the information that might be attached to a DTS document
follow:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Source Information
Author
Title
Date / Place of Original Creation
Repository / Cataloging Info
Publication History
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comparanda / Related Documents
Physical Description
Language
Provenance
Mentioned People / Places / Events
Surrogates (Editions, Images, Translations)
Edition Information
Editor
Publication Info
Language
Source(s)
Related Editions
Revision History
Attestations (may be edition-dependent)

The list is not comprehensive, but represents many of the kinds of metadata that can
travel along with a TEI document. Much, if not all of it, might be represented in the
document itself, but may also usefully be extracted and represented in a more generic
form both in order to facilitate discovery in an API such as DTS, and to contextualize
the document in a knowledge graph. Moreover, this list of metadata avoids making
any strong assumption about the type of textual sources it can be applied to, and
ideally aims to be applicable to any text.
If these types of metadata are reasonable candidates for representation in DTS, then
we must consider how best to represent them. DTS allows for both basic Dublin Core
and for an extended metadata set, with the idea that a client can choose whether to use
only the simple properties from Dublin Core, or more specialized and sophisticated
RDF data. Some possible mappings are listed in Table 1.
Examples
In order to exemplify the usage of the proposed document metadata scheme, let us
consider now three examples (the first two speculative, the third one real).
1. A library has decided to publish OCR transcripts in TEI/XML format of its
digitized collections as a DTS-compliant repository. These collections contain mostly
editions and translations of Greek texts, including the OCR transcript of H. Boese’s
German translation of Proclus’ Institutio Physica, entitled Die mittelalterliche Übersetzung der Stoicheiosis phusike des Proclus. In this case, source information describes
Boese’s translation, while edition information relates to the TEI/XML encoding of the
OCR transcript.
The dts:extensions returned by the DTS document endpoint could provide contextual information about this text by using properties from the document metadata
scheme described above:
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RDF Representation

Source Information
Author
dc:creator, lawd:responsibleAgent
Title
dc:title
Date of Original Creation / Publication
dc:created, fabio:hasPublicationDate, fabio:has
PublicationYear
Place of Original Creation / Publication
lawd:origin, fabio:hasPublicationPlace
Repository / Cataloging Info
dc:identifier, crm:P1_is_identified_by
Publication History (the bibliography for a given dc:bibliographicCitation, list of lawd:Citation
primary source, e.g. papyrus or inscription)
Comparanda / Related Documents
dc:relation
Physical Description
dc:medium
Language
dc:language
Provenance (only applies to text-bearing arte- lawd:foundAt, dc:provenance
facts)
Mentioned People / Places / Events
list of lawd:Attestation
Surrogates (Editions, Images, Translations)
dc:hasVersion
FRBR hierarchy of a text (Work, Expression, frbr:realization, frbr:embodiment, frbr:exemplar,
Manifestation, Item), where applicable
fabio:isManifestationOf, fabio:isRealizationOf,
fabio:isPortrayalOf
Edition Information
Editor
dc:contributor, lawd:responsibleAgent
Publication Info
dc:bibliographicCitation
Source(s)
dc:source
Related Editions
dc:relation
Revision History
list of prov:Activity
Table 1. Metadata in the Document Metadata Scheme and their RDF representation.

"dts:extensions": {
"@context": {
"lawd": "http://lawd.info/ontology/",
"frbr": "http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#",
"fabio": "http://purl.org/spar/fabio",
"ecrm": "http://erlangen−crm.org/current−version"
},
"ecrm:P1_is_identified_by": {
"rdfs:label": "urn:cts:greekLit:tlg4036.tlg006.boese",
"ecrm:P2_has_type": "http://purl.org/hucit/kb/types/CTS_URN"
},
@id: "https://library.org/texts/urn:cts:greekLit:tlg4036.tlg006.boese",
@type: "fabio:DigitalItem",
"fabio:isPortrayalOf": "http://purl.org/hucit/kb/works/3822",
"frbr:exemplarOf": "https://library.org/editions/
urn:cts:greekLit:tlg4036.tlg006.boese",
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"dc:source": {
@id: "https://library.org/editions/urn:cts:greekLit:tlg4036.tlg006.boese",
@type: "lawd:Edition",
"fabio:hasPublicationYear": "1958",
"dc:medium": "printed edition",
"fabio:hasPlaceOfPublication": "http://www.geonames.org/2950159/berlin",
"dc:language": "de",
"dc:title": "Die mittelalterliche Übersetzung der Stoicheiosis phusike des
Proclus",
"dc:bibliographicCitation": "Boese, H., Die mittelalterliche Übersetzung der
Stoicheiosis phusike des Proclus (Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften
zu Berlin, Institut für griechisch−römische Altertumskunde,
Veröffentlichungen 6), Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1958.",
"fabio:isManifestationOf": "http://purl.org/hucit/kb/works/3822"
}
}

2. Papyri.info is an aggregator of digital editions of papyri coming from various
databases. Any given text may have connected metadata, translations, previous or
following editions, and images. Disentangling all of these interrelated physical, print,
and digital artefacts can be a real challenge. The Papyri.info system avoids trying
to model the precise relationships of the various editions and metadata records that
may pertain to a document, simply connecting them using the Dublin Core relation
property. But, a more sophisticated representation of these relationships could be
developed, perhaps using the CiTO ontology. The example below imagines some
of the ways the metadata records for the papyrus P.Col 8 237 could be exposed in
JSON-LD as DTS extended metadata:
"dts:extensions": {
"@context": {
"cito": "http://purl.org/spar/cito",
"dc": "http://purl.org/dc/terms/",
"ecrm": "http://erlangen−crm.org/current−version",
"lawd": "http://lawd.info/ontology/",
},
@id: "https://papyri.info/ddbdp/p.col;8;237/source",
@type: "lawd:Edition",
"dc:source": {
@id: "https://papyri.info/ddbdp/p.col;8;237/work", // URI representing the
print edition
"cito:isCitedBy": "http://papyri.info/biblio/65200",
"dc:source" {
@id: "https://papyri.info/ddbdp/p.col;8;237/original", // URI representing
the primary source
@type: "lawd:WrittenWork",
"rdfs:seeAlso": "http://www.trismegistos.org/text/10553",
"lawd:origin": "https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/737081",
"lawd:foundAt": "https://pleiades.stoa.org/places/737081",
"ecrm:P62i_is_depicted_by": "http://papyri.info/ddbdp/p.col;8;237/images",
"dc:created": "3 June, 381 or 382"
}
}
}
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3. Beta maṣāḥǝft (BM) (Beta Maṣāḥǝft: Manuscripts of Ethiopia and Eritrea n.d.) is
a research environment for the manuscript tradition of Ethiopia and Eritrea. BM’s
data model makes a distinction between written artefacts (manuscripts, inscriptions,
etc.) on one side, and textual and narrative units on the other.3 The project exposes
all available texts (editions, transcriptions, etc.) by means of a DTS API, and organizes
them in a non-hierarchical way. Its DTS API makes use of dts:extensions to publish
rich metadata about texts in BM in a structured and interoperable format (i.e., JSONLD).
Inscriptions are also presented in this way, which helps to represent complex
situations with minimal effort. For example, the edition of the Greek text of the
pseudo-trilingual royal inscriptions (Bausi & Liuzzo 2018) RIE 270 4 has, as sources,
two inscriptions:
"dc:source": [ {
"fabio:isManifestationOf": "https://betamasaheft.eu/RIE185and270",
"@type": "lawd:AssembledWork",
"@id": "urn:dts:betmasMS:RIE185and270"
}, {
"fabio:isManifestationOf": "https://betamasaheft.eu/RIE185bisand270bis",
"@type": "lawd:AssembledWork",
"@id": "urn:dts:betmasMS:RIE185bisand270bis"
} ]

Each of these written artefacts has a transcription and the second,
RIE185bisand270bis includes a statement that it is a copy of the first.
"dts:extensions": {
"crm:P1_is_identified_by": [ "104961", "RIÉ 270bis", "RIÉ 185bis and 270bis", "
RIÉ 185bis" ],
"saws:isDirectCopyOf": "https://betamasaheft.eu/RIE185and270"
}

A user could then take the text of the edition that uses only one of the texts from
both copies on stone, or part of the transcription of one specific stone.

5 Conclusions and Further Work
In this paper, we addressed the problem of the absence, in the emerging LOD graph,
of fully resolvable URIs for texts and their citable units. We sketched out a possible
solution consisting of three main components: first, a registry service to keep track
of available text repositories against which text URIs can be resolved; second, an
identifier resolution service that can resolve a URI pointing to a section of a text or
document and to one or more digital versions of that text or document; and third, a
3
4

See Orlandi (2013) for Textual and Narrative Units. A further discussion can be found in Liuzzo (2019).
The URI of Beta Masaheft LIT4851greekRoyal is https://betamasaheft.eu/api/dts/collections?id=urn:dts:
betmas:LIT4851greekRoyal.
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document metadata scheme to represent the relations between texts in the registry,
as well as between these texts and related external resources. The next necessary step,
before the implementation of these services can start, will be to gather feedback from
the wider community. Such a discussion will help us ensure the generalizability of
our solution (and especially the document metadata scheme) to potentially any text.
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SPEEDy. A Practical Editor for Texts Annotated with
Standoff Properties
Iian Neill, Desmond Schmidt
Abstract
Standoff properties can be used to record textual properties or annotations that may
freely overlap and need not conform to a context-free grammar. In this way they avoid
the ‘overlapping hierarchies’ problem inherent in markup languages like XML. Instead
of embedding markup tags directly into the text stream, standoff properties are stored
separately, and refer to positions in the text where each property starts and ends.
However, this has the effect of tightly binding the properties to the text, and hence
any change in the underlying text invalidates them. This limitation usually makes
this method impractical in cases where the text is mutable, and is mostly used when
the text is already fixed or proofread to a high standard. However, if it did become
feasible to use standoff properties on mutable texts, this method could also be used in
the process of text production, on dynamically evolving texts, such as emails, forum
messages, personal notes and even drafts of academic papers. Digitised transcriptions
of historical documents, whether produced manually or through OCR, could then be
easily corrected at an earlier stage of typographic correctness. By overcoming the
overlapping hierarchies problem this technique thus offers the prospect of significant
productivity gains for producing digital editions, as well as a new mode of engagement
for annotation. This paper describes the SPEEDy editor, a practical realisation of
this technique. It outlines the editor’s foundational concepts, its standoff properties
model, and its main interface features.

1 Introduction
SPEEDy (Neill 2020a) was created as part of a personal project to transcribe and
annotate the letters of Michelangelo (1474–1564). As this project progressed, it
became apparent that managing the numerous references to the people, places, and
events mentioned in the letters required not only an annotation system, but also an
editor, to allow for the updating of the content, its formatting, and annotations, in
one place.
Annotations are inherently overlapping. Ranges of text may be arbitrarily selected
by the user and annotations applied to them. However, the underlying HTML markup
of a web page is strictly nested and forbids overlap. This creates a potential conflict
Graph Data-Models and Semantic Web Technologies in Scholarly Digital Editing. Ed. by Elena Spadini, Francesca Tomasi
and Georg Vogeler. Schriften des Instituts für Dokumentologie und Editorik 15. Norderstedt: Books on Demand, 2021.
45–54.
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between the two systems of markup. One is internal, describing layout and text
structure, the other external or out-of-line, which points to it. Standard systems for
specifying external annotations, such as the Open Annotation Model and annotation
clients based on it, Recogito (n.d.) and Hypothesis.is (2011-), are limited in that they
cannot specify arbitrary ranges within HTML (Sanderson et al., 2013, 2.1.4). They
also assume that the text being annotated is immutable, since any change to it would
potentially invalidate the annotations that refer to it (Tennison 2012, 7.2). Internal
annotation systems such as RDFa (Herman et al. 2015) and Microformats (2020) are
not subject to this limitation; however, they can only provide attributes for correctly
nested HTML elements, and are hence unable to represent overlapping structures.
However, the distinction between the markup of the text being annotated and that
of the annotations is artificial, since even formatting markup is partly semantic, and is
thus a kind of annotation. For example, a paragraph element in HTML is not merely
a formatting construct (e.g., left-aligned or with double line-spacing etc.) but also
indicates that the enclosed text is a separate sequence of thoughts, distinct from the
paragraphs that precede or follow it.
It has long been known that the transcription of historical sources often requires
the description of overlapping structures (Renear et al., 1993). In markup languages
like SGML and XML a context-free grammar is defined to regulate the syntax of the
tags and text, the so-called DTD or schema. But this requirement, perfectly suited to
the composition of new business documents, leads to problems when transcribing
historical texts. For example, in holographs, revisions such as the joining of two paragraphs, overlapping underlining, and the conflicting demands of semantic, formatting
and sentence structures, suggest that an approach seeking to redefine all markup as a
kind of annotation might solve these conflicts in a new way. Buzzetti (2002) argued
some time ago that weakly embedded markup, by which he seems to mean a kind of
standoff annotation describing possibly overlapping ranges in the underlying text,
may provide a better representation of textual structure and meaning than strongly
embedded markup languages like XML. However, to be practicable, this would mean
that the underlying text of the annotations would have to be editable and fluid, not
fixed and immutable, and that the pointers into the text by the annotations, like the
text itself, would have to be dynamically updateable.
SPEEDy differs from standoff markup editors like MUP (Glass & Di Eugenio 2002),
the MATE annotation workbench (McKelvie et al., 2001), or the repository approach
to standoff markup used in Knora (Rosenthaler et al., 2019), all of which preserve the
hierarchical structure of the original embedded markup, and require an immutable
base text. It also differs from web-based tools such as T-PEN (n.d.) for manuscript
transcription, or editors like Quill (n.d.), which focus on editing, rather than annotation.
SPEEDy instead combines features of both web-based editors and annotation clients
in a single design.
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The rest of this paper is divided into five sections. The first discusses the model for
representing text in the editor, the second describes the data model for annotations,
and the third describes the key features of the user interface. The fourth section
describes future plans for the editor and the fifth draws some conclusions for its use
in digital humanities projects.

2 Representing Text
SPEEDy is built on the notion of cells, which are individual characters arranged in
a linked list, which forms the text stream. The concept of the text stream itself is
expressed in two modes: in-stream and out-of-stream cells. An in-stream cell contains
a single character and the sequence of in-stream cells collectively forms the plain
text output. An out-of-stream cell is content which is visible in the editor panel,
but which is not included in the plain text output. The assignment of text to one
of these two modes is a matter of choice by the human editor. For example, a page
number may or may not be considered part of the plain text output. Other examples
of out-of-stream text include footnote labels, end-of-line hyphenation, and Leiden
Convention symbols.
Since SPEEDy is a web-based editor, it uses the <span> element of HTML to
implement individual cells, one character per cell. Any properties that the text
acquires when loaded or during editing are stored in an array of standoff property
JavaScript objects, which are linked to the <span> elements at the start and end of
the annotation range. Therefore, annotations can move about naturally as the text is
edited. Blocks of text such as paragraphs and other textual divisions are represented
using the <div> element. No other HTML elements are used, or needed. Originally
SPEEDy only supported <spans>s, linked together to form the text content. This
kept the editor simple, and allowed the easy application of overlapping annotations.
However, the need for paragraph level formatting such as left, right, centre, or justified
text alignment, and indentation required the segmentation of this simple linked-list
model of text into blocks. Navigation between blocks is now performed not by directly
navigating the linked list structure, but via a tree-walking algorithm, which traverses
the sequence of text cells as if it were contiguous. In other words, every index in the
text refers to a unique location, either between two cells, or at the start or end of the
entire text.
This distinction between blocks and characters is based on the assumption that,
while semantic annotations are not inherently hierarchical, annotations describing layout require some kind of shallow hierarchy for representation in real-world formatting
systems like HTML.
In the database the in-stream text is stored as plain text, with no markup of any
kind. The out-of-stream text, and the markup which was contained in the attributes
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Figure 1. JSON export of SPEEDY annotation.

of the spans and blocks during editing, is stored as a set of properties, which point
to the text in accordance with the standoff properties model. When a document is
called up for editing again, the text and properties are recombined to generate the
blocks and spans, so completing the cycle.

3 Representing Annotations
As described above, SPEEDy represents both formatting markup and semantic annotations as standoff properties that may freely overlap (Schmidt 2016). The more familiar
term standoff markup refers to markup tags that represent a strict hierarchical text
structure, conforming to a context-free grammar, which have been removed from the
text and stored separately. Standoff properties, on the other hand, do not conform
to a grammar, and do not have an intrinsic hierarchical structure. In XML, the data
model for tags consists of elements and their attributes. Likewise, in SPEEDy, the
standoff properties have their own data structure, which is described in this section.
One way to see the structure of annotations is to export a SPEEDy document to a
JSON format. This shows how the document is represented as a plain text string, and
its properties as an array. Figure 1 shows an example of this output, showing a short
text and one of its standoff properties.
The essential fields of each property are:
•

type.

This represents the name of the annotation. In XML this would be the
element name.
• startIndex. An integer representing the index position of the first character of
the text range: 0 5i < n, where i is the index and n is the length of the text.
• endIndex. An integer representing the index position of the last character of the
text range: startIndex 5i < n, where i is the index and n is the length.
• Not all annotations will describe a simple range of text. Two other possibilities
are annotations that refer to a specific point in the text, and those that refer to
the document as a whole.
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• A null value for endIndex signifies that the property represents a point between
two indexes, called here a zero-width annotation (ZWA).
• A null startIndex signifies that the property is metadata associated with the
text as a whole, and does not refer to any specific position or range within it.
The other main fields of an annotation are:
•

value.

Any value which can be assigned to an annotation, depending on its
function. For example, an entity annotation (i.e., for some kind of name) would
use value to store the entity’s identifier, while a font annotation would store the
font name. There is no native entity or font annotation in SPEEDy, since value
refers to something that is externally defined.
• attributes. A schema-less array field that is functionally equivalent to the
attributes of an XML element. The choice between value and attributes for
storing annotation data is one of convenience: typically, if it only makes sense
for an annotation to have a single value then it is better to use value; if multiple
values are required, then attributes should be preferred. An example of the
latter is a Part of Speech annotation, which might contain data like gender, case,
person, etc. Attributes are also used in LMNL, another markup formalism that
uses standoff properties (Piez, 2015).
• text. For regular annotations of text ranges, the text field contains a copy of
the text in its range in the text proper (arbitrarily truncated at 100 characters
by default, but overridable). This facilitates reading the data either in the JSON
output or in the data store. But the true object of the annotation is always the
sequence of characters in the text starting at startIndex and ending at endIndex.
For zero-width annotations, this field is used to store the out of stream text that
denotes the inter-index position of the ZWA. For example, if a footnote were
modelled as a ZWA, the footnote number or label would be stored in the text
field.
• guid. The standoff property’s unique identifier. No format is specified, but
supplying an identifier for each annotation facilitates storage and querying in
the external annotation store.
The index, isDeleted and userGuid fields are used internally by SPEEDy, and need
not be explained here.

4 The Editor User Interface
The user interface is important because it is the window through which the user sees
and manipulates the underlying textual and annotation data models. As explained
above, text formatting and semantic annotations are merged in SPEEDy, and this
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Figure 2. Screenshot of SPEEDy as integrated into Codex.

increase in cognitive load must be carefully handled so as not to overwhelm the user
with too much detail (Nielsen 1993, 129f).
The annotations available in SPEEDy will vary greatly from one project to another,
and are therefore fully configurable via a JSON file. This can include other vocabularies
such as TEI (Neill 2020a). Although SPEEDy is an independent editor, it can be
integrated in a variety of applications. The following screenshots are taken from
the integration of SPEEDy in the Codex environment (Neill & Kuczera 2019), which
provides visualisations of annotations across a document collection. It is based on a
graph meta-model stored in Neo4j. However, all the visualisations provided below
refer only to SPEEDy and do not concern the Codex system.
The editor interface is divided into three main sections: the annotation toolbar, the
editor window and the monitor toolbar, as shown in Figure 2 (Carden 1913, 320; Neill
2020b).
Figure 3 shows a close-up of the annotated text of the above Michelangelo letter
(Carden 1913, 320). Semantic annotations are visualised with coloured lines which
are positioned below the line so that overlaps between properties are obvious. Also it
is clear that the annotations can coexist perfectly with textual properties such as the
right aligned text of the opening section of the letter.
Figure 4 shows the monitor toolbar, which changes whenever the user clicks on an
annotation in the editor window. It displays any annotations that enclose the current
cursor position. In Figure 2 the cursor is on the word Rome, which is a named entity
that is itself inside several other annotation ranges. Hovering over an annotation in
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Figure 3. Detail of a text in SPEEDy showing the use of coloured underlines for visualising overlapping
semantic annotations.

Figure 4. The monitor bar.

the monitor toolbar highlights both the annotation name and its range in the text. To
the right of each annotation is a right-facing chevron which, when clicked, displays a
list of buttons for editing the annotation (Neill 2020b). Figure 5 shows this in more
detail.
Counting from left to right the buttons perform the following functions: [1]
launches a window for changing the entity reference; [2] enables a comment to
be added to the annotation (the comment itself is a standoff property document);
[3] shifts the annotation to the left by one character; [4] shifts the annotation to the
right by one character; [5] expands the annotation by one character; [6] retracts
the annotation by one character; and [7] deletes the annotation. Although these
interactions are fairly complex the buttons only appear when the right chevron is
clicked, and also only apply to the currently selected annotation.
Figure 6 (Landucci & del Badia 1927, 299; Neill 2020b) shows two examples of
out-of-stream text. Recalling the discussion in section 1 above, out-of-stream text is
visible in the editor but is not included in the plain text output. The first example is a
zero-width hyphen annotation which appears in the middle of the word paternoster.

Figure 5. Controls in the monitor for manipulating an annotation.
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Figure 6. Examples of out-of-stream text.

Figure 7. Example showing that the zero-width soft hyphen annotation in ‘pater-noster’ is not rendered in
the output text stream.

The second is the line-break annotation, which is shown as a greyed-out forward
slash. A hyphen annotation is used to represent a soft hyphen, which appears in
the source but has only typographical, not linguistic, significance (which would be a
hard hyphen). Including soft hyphens in the text content complicates the process of
exact text matching, syntax analysis and lemmatisation. By modelling the hyphen
annotation as a zero-width annotation, it can be displayed at its anchor location as an
out-of-stream red-coloured hyphen.
Figure 7 (Landucci & del Badia 1927, 299; Neill 2020b) shows that the word paternoster is not hyphenated in the recorded plain text section of the JSON output for
this document. The same technique of using out-of-stream text is also applied to the
line-break annotations.

5 Future Plans
Further developments planned for SPEEDy include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the ability to import and export TEI-XML text;
support for scripts with contextual letterforms, such as Arabic and Syriac;
support for Unicode planes other than the basic multilingual plane;
the virtualisation of the editor window memory space to handle texts of any size;
additional monitor sections for linking the editor to real-time visualisations;
examination of the practicality of annotating both plain text and XML structures;
and
• handling of multi-version and multi-layered texts, such as edited holographs.
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6 Conclusion
SPEEDy has demonstrated the practicality of an editor based on standoff properties. Offering the user the possibility of editing texts that can be enriched with a
customisable set of textual properties and annotations, and yet saved in a form that
cleanly separates them from the base text, provides greater flexibility in the tasks of
transcription and annotation. Corrections to OCR-scanned editions or transcribed
original sources can now include markup and annotation from the start, rather than
be introduced at a later stage in the production process.
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The Power of OCHRE’s Highly Atomic Graph
Database Model for the Creation and Curation of
Digital Text Editions
Miller C. Prosser, Sandra R. Schloen
Abstract
The Online Cultural and Historical Research Environment (OCHRE) is a research
database platform that provides a suite of tools to aid in the curation of digital
text editions. The power and flexibility of the OCHRE system is predicated on the
underlying data model, which is constructed as a graph database. OCHRE is based
on a semi-structured, item-based data model where data are atomized into granular
items and organized through hierarchical arrangement and cross-cutting links. In this
paper, we describe OCHRE’s graph data model and demonstrate how this approach
revolutionizes digital philology.

1 Introduction
The Online Cultural and Historical Research Environment (OCHRE) is a research
database platform that provides a suite of tools to aid in the curation of digital text
editions.1 But that was not the original mandate of the program. OCHRE was created
as a tool for archaeological data management.2 Because no two archaeologists can
be compelled to agree on a common system for excavation or on a single controlled
vocabulary for describing their data, OCHRE was created to be customizable. Further,
because an archaeologist typically needs to describe a wide variety of data, from
a single botanical sample to an entire watershed region, OCHRE was designed to
manage data at any level of abstraction or observation – indeed, at multiple levels
of abstraction, or with multiple observations. Finally, because archaeology creates
data of many types – such as images, geo-spatial (GIS), and daily journal entries to
1
2

We use the term curation to refer to the activities and processes performed to capture, create, edit,
publish and archive data—essentially the entire data life-cycle.
Sandra R. Schloen and J. David Schloen invented OCHRE as a data management system for David
Schloen’s archaeological research. As a trained software developer, Sandra Schloen implemented their
plan as a database platform. Over decades of use and decades of technological advancement, OCHRE
has evolved through many phases. For more information on OCHRE in general, see Schloen and Schloen
(2012).

Graph Data-Models and Semantic Web Technologies in Scholarly Digital Editing. Ed. by Elena Spadini, Francesca Tomasi
and Georg Vogeler. Schriften des Instituts für Dokumentologie und Editorik 15. Norderstedt: Books on Demand, 2021.
55–71.
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name only a few – OCHRE was built to integrate any and all types of project data.3
The database, the underlying data model, and the user interface evolved to become
highly flexible, generic, and extensible. For these reasons, it became clear that the
system could be applied to a variety of other research domains. Based as it is at the
Oriental Institute (OI) of the University of Chicago, the next logical application of the
OCHRE system was the field of philology, one of the other core research areas at the
OI. The same affordances granted the archaeologist are available to the philologist.
Researchers are free to use a set of descriptive terms that are recognized in their
specific area of study or to create their own knowledge representation vocabulary.
Observations can be made by multiple authors or editors at any level of detail, from a
single grapheme to an entire corpus. Data of all types are integrated in a common
platform, allowing the presentation of text images, bibliography, and commentary
along with textual data.
The power and flexibility of the OCHRE system is predicated on the underlying data
model, which is constructed as a graph database. OCHRE is based on a semi-structured,
item-based data model, where data are atomized into granular items and organized
through hierarchical arrangement and cross-cutting links. In this paper, we describe
OCHRE’s graph data model and demonstrate how this approach revolutionizes digital
philology.

2 The OCHRE Data Model
As mentioned already, data in OCHRE is highly atomized. By atomized, we mean
that data is broken down into minimal meaningful parts, each of which is stored as a
separate XML document.4 Data is not stored in a tabular format – the data model used
by a typical relational database. Data is not stored in fully composed and marked-up
documents – the data model often used as the default approach for textual research.
Instead, in OCHRE, items are arranged in a semi-structured, hierarchical model, an
arrangement that is supplemented by cross-cutting links between items. The result
is an integrated graph of data nodes. These nodes are categorized according to a
generic upper ontology that specifies the classes and relationships between the nodes.
The high-level data categories in OCHRE are the following: Agents, Bibliography,
Concepts, Dictionary units, Periods, Resources, Spatial units, Texts, and Writing
systems. Agents are people, real or fictional, ancient or modern, including even
3
4

On issues related to using digital tools for archaeological data management, see Prosser (2020), “Digging
for Data.”
OCHRE is implemented using the Tamino XML database, the first enterprise-level native-XML database
(developed by Software AG, Germany). While data in OCHRE is stored as documents, the database is
more accurately described as a semi-structured graph database rather than as a document-oriented
database because it is characterized by relationships between highly atomized database items.
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project team members. Resources are images, PDFs, audio files, or any other external
file. Spatial units are any items, real or otherwise, that can be contextualized in
space, meaning that they can be organized according to their location. A Spatial
unit may have a latitude-longitude coordinate; it may be a single point or an entire
region. Along with space, time is also data, which is recorded in OCHRE’s Periods
category. Even the controlled vocabulary of the project is stored as data. A hierarchy
of variables and values that define the descriptive properties of all the other items
forms a project Taxonomy. OCHRE manages a master taxonomy, from which projects
may borrow to create their own local taxonomy. However, project personnel can
customize their taxonomy to include unique variables and values needed to describe
their research. Any OCHRE item can be described with properties as allowed by the
project taxonomy. In addition, any OCHRE item can be linked to any other OCHRE
item(s) using a variety of mechanisms. As we go on to define the details of the Text
category of items below, keep in mind that, at its core, all data in OCHRE is a network
of data organized within these high-level categories, or node classes, described by
properties, and related by links.
2.1 Textual Data
Contrasting with what can be called the document model, wherein a series of string
characters are stored in a sequence that corresponds to the layout of the text on the
page, OCHRE’s data model breaks down textual data into items that correspond to
either words or graphemes.5 Each item is uniquely identified and stored as a separate
XML document. These items can be combined and organized to produce any variety of derived formats appropriate for viewing, analysis, publication, or even good
old-fashioned printing. Each item can be addressed individually by the researcher:
identified, commented upon, or reused in a variety of overlapping hierarchical contexts.
To make this point from another perspective, when guidelines from the Text
Encoding Initiative (TEI consortium 2019) are used to record and describe the structure
of a text, the result is a richly marked up single XML document for the entire text.6
5

6

We use the linguistic term grapheme to refer to any minimal and meaningful unit of writing, more
colloquially referred to as a letter, sign, accent, or punctuation. On the difference between a document
model and a database model, see Schloen and Schloen (2014).
We bring TEI into the discussion here because it is so commonly implemented in textual studies and
because we want to emphasize that our use of XML is not the same as TEI-XML. In the simplest
implementation of TEI markup, an entire text is stored as a single XML file. There is good reason for
doing this and we have no criticism of this approach. It has utility in certain contexts. Textual data
from OCHRE can be exported, then styled with an XSLT stylesheet to create well-formed TEI-XML. We
allow the researcher to make this transformation to TEI to avoid imposing any single implementation
of TEI on a researcher.
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By contrast, in the OCHRE data model, we create a separate XML document for every
word or grapheme or minimal meaningful part of the text. So, instead of one XML
document per text, we work with hundreds or thousands of XML documents for each
text.7 The structure of the text is represented, in part, by hierarchical arrangement
of these items. The hierarchy, itself, is a separate XML document that organizes
its content. That is, the hierarchy has links to those items that it contains, and the
items in turn link back to the (potentially many different) hierarchies in which they
are contained. This approach allows any item to participate in multiple hierarchies.
OCHRE represents this complex network of data in a natural and intuitive user
interface. To the end user, a text view looks very much like a sequence of string
characters.8
To illustrate the highly atomic and granular data model implemented in OCHRE, let
us turn to the manner in which textual data is represented. First, we separate the idea
of the object and the text. The object is what the paleographer refers to as the writing
support, i.e., the surface or object on which the text is present. The object, a Spatial
unit in OCHRE’s ontology, has its own set of metadata properties and descriptions.
Objects may have coordinates that represent where they were discovered – important
for archaeology projects; or a designation to indicate where they are stored – useful
for managing an inventory of objects in a museum context.
As distinct from the object, the Text item in OCHRE is composed of two major
classes of items.9 Specifically, a text consists of collections of epigraphic units and
discourse units. The class of items called epigraphic units are organized hierarchically
as recursive elements to describe the epigraphic layout of the text on the writing
support, whether it be a folio, page, or ancient clay tablet. From broadest to most
narrow, the recursive hierarchy of epigraphic units may be, as one example, Recto,
Line 01, Latin uppercase D.
In addition to the epigraphic hierarchy, a text is defined using a discourse hierarchy,
which represents a scholarly interpretation of the text. Any text may consist of
multiple discourse hierarchies: for example, one for a word-by-word interpretation,
one for a poetic analysis, or one for a syntactic analysis. A text may have multiple
7

8

9

We admit that it may well be possible to implement a highly atomized and granular approach to texts
using TEI. It may be possible to utilize the pointing mechanism of TEI to define a text as being composed
of thousands of external files. However, in this scenario, one wonders what value is gained by encoding
the XML files as TEI. The highly atomized approach we use in OCHRE is better implemented as a
graph database. On the use of pointers in TEI see TEI Consortium 2019, ch. 16. https://www.teic.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/SA.html#SAXP, last accessed April 2, 2019.
OCHRE has a sophisticated import tool built in to atomize a text document of the ordinary kind into a
network of highly granular but related parts. The user need only set a few options and click the Import
button.
Here we use the word “class” to refer to a component of an ontology, a category of similar concepts.
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Figure 1. Partial view of the epigraphic structure of a Jefferson Letter.

Figure 2. Partial view of the discourse hierarchy of the Jefferson Letter.

discourse hierarchies that represent interpretations of various scholars.10 A discourse
hierarchy consists of discourse units such as paragraph, sentence, stich, phrase, clause,
or word. The smallest discourse unit is usually the word. Any given discourse unit
can be reused in multiple discourse hierarchies. The same XML file that represents the
word, for example, may point to a discourse hierarchy representing poetic analysis
and a discourse hierarchy representing syntactic analysis. Reuse of data in this fashion
solves the problem of multiple overlapping hierarchies in textual data. Further, the
database item that represents the word is linked to the epigraphic units that represent
the graphemes that are its constituent parts. Stated inversely, a series of epigraphic
units is linked to a discourse unit.
To use the semantics of graph theory, a text is an atomized network of nodes and
edges. An epigraphic unit – whether it be a grapheme or one of the larger epigraphic
10

Especially in the world of ancient texts, there are often disagreements about the interpretations of
graphemes and words.
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sections – is available for reuse and sharing among multiple texts, because it is simply
a node in a network. These multiple contexts may be editions prepared by different
editors, or even separate texts copied by ancient scribes. We demonstrate below a
practical application of this approach. An epigraphic unit records these network
connections as a list of links that represents the edges that point to other nodes
to which it is related. Each epigraphic unit is a node that may have an unlimited
number of edges, i.e., the pointers that record where in the text a given node exists. In
other words, there is no proscribed definitional boundary to the set of nodes that can
link to each other. The node that represents a given word may link to any number
of other larger discourse units such as couplets, lines, sentences, or paragraphs.
Further, that same word may link to competing scholarly interpretations of couplets,
lines, sentences, or paragraphs. This highly atomized graph approach to textual
data provides an elegant solution to the problem of representing the same data in
overlapping or competing hierarchies.11
Although the underlying OCHRE structure is modelled as a graph, OCHRE uses
hierarchical structures to organize the nodes (items) and edges (links), rather than
using node-edge style visualizations commonly associated with network analysis
and graph databases. (See the two figures above for sample hierarchies.) It is worth
noting that there is no need to choose between a hierarchy and a graph. A hierarchy
is a graph, and OCHRE exploits the advantages of graphs in general, and hierarchies
more specifically.12 The hierarchical arrangement of graphemes within words, within
phrases/clauses, within sentences/lines, within pages, and so on, is an intuitive construct, and closely parallels how scholars naturally work with, and think about, their
textual data (and lexical, taxonomic, archaeological, and many other types of research
data). OCHRE also recombines, on demand, the highly atomic items into composite
views that are displayed to the scholar in familiar formats.

11

12

The so-called problem of multiple, overlapping hierarchies when representing texts is well attested in
the literature, usually in the context of applying markup (e.g., TEI) to documents. For a discussion of
this issue see Schloen and Schloen (2014). But multiple overlapping hierarchies are unproblematic in
the context of representing texts using an item-based approach, where each hierarchy is treated as a
discrete item and even, potentially, representative of a work of scholarship. That is, each epigraphic or
discourse hierarchy is simply a node of a graph that links to many other nodes (epigraphic or discourse
units) in conformance to carefully applied rules.
According to Robinson et al (2015, 109) “A graph database’s structured yet schema-free data model”
makes them “ideally applied to the modeling, storing, and querying of hierarchies…”. Examples are given
of how to represent “cross domain models” (ibid., 41ff), which is analogous to how OCHRE manages
multiple overlapping hierarchies without difficulty using a graph approach.
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Figure 3. Recomposed document view of the Jefferson Letter example with associated image. (http://www.
loc.gov/exhibits/jefferson/images/vc109a.jpg).

3 Critical Editions, Collations, and other Implementations
In the following section, we present two models for working with textual data in
OCHRE: the text corpus model and the critical edition model. In the text corpus
model, the researcher creates diplomatic editions of texts in a corpus. Typically, the
researcher is establishing a new or updated edition of a text. In the critical edition
model, the researcher may be creating text editions, but is also leveraging the graph
data model to align various copies of a given text to compare manuscripts and trace
transmission variations.

3.1 The Text Corpus Model
First, we illustrate a standard text corpus project and outline some of the most common
tasks that take advantage of OCHRE’s item-based approach. The Ras Shamra Tablet
Inventory (RSTI) is an OCHRE research project, based at the Oriental Institute of
the University of Chicago. RSTI is directed by the author (Prosser) and Dennis
Pardee, professor of Northwest Semitic Philology in the Department of Near Eastern
Languages and Civilizations at the University of Chicago. In this project, we organize
our research on the culture of Late Bronze Age Ugarit. Ancient Ugarit (modern Ras
Shamra) was a city and minor kingdom of the same name in what is now modern-day
Syria. The site of Ugarit was occupied almost continuously for nearly six millennia,
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Figure 4. Dictionary unit for the Akkadian verb erēbu, “to enter,” with the grammatical form irrub, and
attested form ir-ru-ub.

from the Neolithic Period through to the beginning of the 12th century BCE.13 Since
its discovery in 1929, archaeologists have uncovered thousands of tablets and other
inscribed objects. To date, we have assembled a catalog of over five thousand objects
in the project.14 We are in the process of creating digital text editions of the texts
recorded on these objects. Also, we have integrated the largest body of digital images
of the Ras Shamra tablets.15 The project serves two purposes: (1) it serves as a central
repository for our research, and (2) it provides a mechanism through which we publish
our data online. From a practical perspective, in RSTI we make a declarative statement
– an interpretive observation – about every grapheme in every text. On this very
specific level, we identify the reading of each cuneiform sign, record metadata about
the level of preservation, and even write sometimes lengthy prose descriptions to
document our epigraphic observations.
The glossary is where we record information about every lexeme attested in our
corpus. Every word in a text – a unit of discourse and, conceptually, a node of the
graph that represents the text – is associated with a Dictionary unit in a project
glossary. A Dictionary unit consists of various grammatical forms, each of which
may consist of various attested forms or spellings.
In RSTI, we have two glossaries, one for words in the Akkadian language and one
for words in the Ugaritic language, each represented as a hierarchy of lexical entries.
The Akkadian texts from Ras Shamra are written in a logosyllabic cuneiform writing
system. The Ugaritic texts are, for the most part, written in an alphabetic cuneiform
writing system. We transcribe both languages using the Latin script. The writing
systems are also OCHRE items, capturing the attributes of different languages and
13

14

15

See Yon et al (1995). Among the many reasons that Ugarit draws the attention of researchers is that
the inhabitants of the site produced a fascinating corpus of textual material, from grand mythological
tales, to personal letters, down to simple administrative records. See the contributions in Chapter 3 of
Watson and Wyatt (1999).
See the project website http://ochre.lib.uchicago.edu/RSTI/teo.html (last accessed September 22, 2020)
and blog https://voices.uchicago.edu/rsti/ (last accessed March 17, 2019). For a description of how we
have integrated GIS data with the object and text data, see Prosser (2018).
Many of these photos were produced by the epigraphic team of the joint Syro-French Mission de Ras
Shamra.
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providing a catalog of all valid graphemes and values against which to match and
validate textual content. In either system, any given grammatical form of a word
may be written in a variety of orthographic forms. Further, there is a high degree of
homography in both writing systems. Any given spelling may represent one of many
words, or even one of many grammatical forms of those words. The structure of the
glossary allows the researcher to disambiguate various word forms.
A word in a text is linked to an attested form in the glossary. Because this attested form is defined as a hierarchical child of a grammatical form, the word in
the text inherits the grammatical properties assigned to the grammatical form in
the dictionary.16 In other words, OCHRE’s data model represents the attested and
grammatical forms as nodes in the graph that captures the relationships among these
lexical entries.
Many of these texts are personal correspondence and other types of administrative
documents from the royal palace: letters from the king and queen of Ugarit, letters to
foreign dignitaries, letters of international intrigue, lists of land distribution to and
from named individuals. These texts attest a wide variety of personal names. We
are working to identify a prosopography of the persons named in these texts.17 The
graph data model has proven to be a powerful and flexible approach to this research
goal. Specifically, the problem is to identify discrete individuals mentioned in texts,
what we refer to in OCHRE as agents. In the Agent category, we identify an ancient
person.18 Here we can disambiguate various persons who share the same personal
name.19 In the semantics of graph networks, this person is a node in the graph. The
many attestations of the person’s name in texts are nodes of a discourse unit type.
These are linked to the items (nodes) representing the persons being identified as
agents. The network extends to include the glossary. Each attestation in a text is
linked to a node in the glossary that represents the grammatical form of the name. In
the end, we create a network of three nodal hubs: the agent, the textual attestations,
and the grammatical entry. This arrangement helps us disambiguate names that are
shared by different persons.
As mentioned above, RSTI includes a large collection of digital images of clay
tablets. These images are all accessible through OCHRE, where they are presented
alongside views of the text. To further integrate the textual and image data, we
use a process called hotspotting to link graphemes to regions of the image where
16
17
18
19

For a longer discussion of RSTI and its use of OCHRE to perform digital philology, see Prosser (2018),
Digital Philology.
In this context, we use the term prosopography to refer to the assembled set of familial, occupational,
and other information that identifies a person and their relationships to other persons.
See below a discussion of the ontological categories of data in OCHRE.
In our texts, there are many persons identified by a single name only. In this period, there are no
surnames, per se. Sometimes persons are listed with a patronymic affiliation, i.e., PN1 son of PN2.
However, it is very common for persons to be identified by a single name only.
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Figure 5. Image showing hotspot links between transcription and image (a click on ḫ in the image lights
up the letter in line 13).

these graphemes are visible. In other words, each image can be marked up with
polygons that are linked to epigraphic units in the text. When viewed together in
OCHRE, the transcribed text can be synchronized with the hotspot polygons so that
a click on a polygon in the image highlights the associated epigraphic unit in the text
transcription. This tool has pedagogical utility, but it also useful for clarifying one’s
interpretation of a damaged sign.

3.2 Text Critical Model
The RSTI text corpus project in OCHRE is representative of numerous other projects
that follow this same model: objects, texts, persons, images, analysis, and publication.
A different group of text-based projects having different research goals and different
source materials falls in a category that we think of as the text critical model. These
projects, such as the Critical Editions for Digital Analysis and Research project (CEDAR),
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use the OCHRE platform to perform text criticism and to produce critical editions.20
From the CEDAR website:
[t]he goal of the project is to develop, test, and document new methods
of digitally representing, displaying, and analyzing manuscripts, textual
variants, and diverse editorial readings and translations, enabling views
of these data that are not possible using traditional printed editions, with
explicit representation of all the intra- and intertextual relationships a scholar
may wish to note.21
These new methods benefit from reuse and sharing of items made possible by
OCHRE’s item-based approach, creating somewhat different kinds of graphs as compared to the text corpus projects, but using the same strategies of organizing (hierarchies) and linking of nodes. CEDAR demonstrates that the granular and generic
structure of OCHRE suits text critical studies over a wide variety of text corpora. To
date, CEDAR includes: (1) the Sumerian editions of the Gilgamesh epic; (2) Hebrew,
Greek, Latin, Syriac, and Coptic manuscripts of selected chapters of Genesis, Proverbs,
and Daniel; and (3) Shakespeare’s Hamlet and Taming of the Shrew. Plans are already
underway to expand CEDAR to include additional Biblical books, selections of Sanskrit and Middle Bengali literature, as well as editions of the Egyptian Book of the
Dead. Note that text critical projects are an extended use case of the text corpora
model, benefiting from all the features described above.
Using OCHRE’s item-based approach, the CEDAR project compares textual variants
across manuscripts on a letter-by-letter basis. For Biblical scholars interested in text
criticism, it is standard to compare a wide variety of manuscripts to investigate the
transmission history of a given text. For example, one may wish to compare Medieval
Hebrew manuscripts like the Leningrad Codex, Dead Sea Scrolls that attest Biblical
passages in Hebrew, Greek manuscripts of the Septuagint, and later Latin and Coptic
20

21

The CEDAR project brings together University of Chicago faculty member from various departments:
Simeon Chavel (Associate Professor of Hebrew Bible, The Divinity School), Whitney Cox (Associate
Professor and Chair, Department of South Asian Languages & Civilizations), Thibaut d’Hubert (Associate
Professor, Department of South Asian Languages & Civilizations), Ellen MacKay (Associate Professor,
Department of English Language & Literature), David Schloen (Professor of Near Eastern Archaeology,
Department of Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations), Jeffrey Stackert (Associate Professor of
Hebrew Bible, The Divinity School), and Christopher Woods (John A. Wilson Professor of Sumerian,
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manuscripts. For these scholars, it is critically important that every letter – and even
every accent, vowel mark, or punctuation – is a discrete unit for study.
Let’s take the Hebrew text of Genesis chapter 1 as an illustrative example. The
CEDAR team wishes to compare roughly a dozen Hebrew manuscripts that span
about a millennium. Instead of representing each of these Hebrew texts individually,
in CEDAR we create a single text that represents all actual content and potential
textual variations of the theoretical Hebrew text of Genesis chapter 1. This single
text is called a content pool. The content pool is a network of epigraphic units and
discourse units, created as a text in exactly the same way as the texts from RSTI
described above.
Here we celebrate the power of the item-based data model. Any item in the content
pool can be reused, shared among any number of other specific representations of
actual texts, what we call local texts. A local text has its own unique epigraphic and
discourse hierarchies, but its epigraphic units are borrowed from the content pool. In
other words, a user will pick and choose from among the content represented in the
content pool, linking in the epigraphic units needed to articulate the structures of the
local text. When a given manuscript – i.e., a local text – attests a variant, that variant
is added to the content pool and is aligned with the non-variant letter by means of a
targeted link, thereby extending the pool of available content. To allow for describing
variants, adding annotations, or providing extended scholarly commentary, discourse
units in local texts are not reused as-is from a content pool, but are auto-aligned with
items in the content pool. This arrangement also allows us to compare and align
manuscripts across different languages. See more on this below.
From the point of view of the individual nodes, any given epigraphic unit in the
graph maintains a list of the necessary edges that identify the texts wherein it appears.
For example, the very first letter of the Hebrew text of Genesis chapter 1 is a ( בbêt), a
preposition meaning “in,” as in the phrase, “In the beginning.” This epigraphic unit
exists in the content pool. The XML document that represents this item lists twelve
paths to identify the twelve texts in which it appears. This letter is one node. The
twelve texts are each a node. Similarly, each of the over 5,000 epigraphic units in
Genesis chapter 1 maintains its own list of the contexts it which it is used, or rather,
reused.
This systematic reuse of existing textual data whenever possible, eliminates the
need for string manipulation when it comes time to compare multiple manuscripts.
Texts are automatically aligned by virtue of sharing the exact same database items.
Extensive reuse also eliminates the need to proliferate secondary links to make explicit
alignments, thereby dramatically reducing redundancy since there is only one copy
of the underlying textual content.
As a practical example, for the dozen Hebrew texts of Genesis chapter 1, we do not
create a new letter ( בbêt) for each phrase, “In the beginning.” We reuse the same ( בbêt)
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Figure 6. Comparing two Hebrew manuscripts of Genesis chapter 1. Green shows agreement, black shows
no overlap.

by adding an edge to point to each text where it is attested. Instead of loading multiple
texts, then comparing whether twelve different texts all contain the letter ( בbêt) in
the opening phrase, the OCHRE network generates subsets of the single content pool
to represent any specific text. In this way, because all similarities and differences are
defined in the underlying data, comparisons do not need to be performed through
a secondary process. Any given Hebrew text is simply the selection of nodes that
contain the edges that define those nodes as part of the given text. In the opening
phrase, “In the beginning,” our ( בbêt) is the same ( בbêt) in every text.
To compare texts across languages, we use cross-cutting links. In a local text, a
discourse unit that represents the Hebrew word for “created” is linked to a discourse
unit in the Hebrew content pool that represents that same word. This edge creates the
discourse relationship between the local text and content pool in Hebrew. The same
is true for local texts in other languages, like Greek and Latin. Each discourse unit in
those local texts is linked to the appropriate discourse unit in its respective content
pool. Creating relationships across languages is done by aligning their content pools.
In the Greek content pool, the Greek words for “in the beginning” are aligned with
the Hebrew word for “in the beginning” in the Hebrew content pool.22 Picture, then,
the network of words, from a Hebrew local text, through to the Hebrew content pool,
22

Relationships between discourse units in content pools of different languages can be one-to-one, oneto-many, or many-to-one.
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Figure 7. Details of the first letter of the verse, showing all texts where it is attested.

Figure 8. Hebrew, Latin, and Greek comparison with a click and automatic highlighting.

then to the Greek content pool, and finally to a Greek local text. This is the network
that allows a user to compare local texts across various languages. Note that with a
single mapping between the content of one language pool to the content in another
language pool, by following the links from the local texts back to the content pool,
any text in one language can be compared to any text in another language using the
already-established links between their respective content pools.

4 Implications
The highly granular, item-based, generic model presented by OCHRE for content
management will be seen as novel and unfamiliar to many scholars. However, the
model is straightforward and easy to understand: items, described by properties,
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enriched by annotation, organized into hierarchies, and linked to other items. In
addition, the undemanding playground of OCHRE’s highly generic or upper ontology
may seem insufficient to the task of competing in the richly-tagged, extensively
marked-up world of TEI, or in the universe of the Semantic Web where rival standards
– some old, some new – like Dublin Core, FOAF, CIDOC-CRM, FRBR, and so on,
vie for adoption, or are constantly being extended. But, allow us to highlight some
important implications of OCHRE’s approach, not just for textual scholarship, but for
scholarship in many academic domains.
First and foremost, the OCHRE approach offers flexibility. The high degree of
atomization makes possible the modeling of any type of data. Indulge the following
metaphor. If we start with prefabricated walls and floors and roofs, we can build
many beautiful and functional structures that conform to the specifications of the
original components and the designs of the architects. But if we start with bricks,
we can build anything. By atomizing research data to its most minimal meaningful
parts, it can be reconstructed in many different ways and for unlimited purposes. The
designs are those of the scholar.
The semi-structured, graph data model implemented in OCHRE offers the scholar
freedom – freedom not to be locked into a schema designed by someone else or
for some other purpose; freedom not to have to decide in advance which schema
among many options should be adopted, and then to be trapped in it; freedom not
to have to re-tool or transform when standards change or when new best-practices
are recommended. OCHRE is, in effect, ontology agnostic. If we need to tag a new
concept or feature, we can simply add a new property to the rigorously structured,
user-defined taxonomy of our OCHRE project. There is no waiting for an update to an
official schema specification to be approved. This is not to say that standards should
be ignored. But when using the OCHRE platform, decisions regarding ontological
standards are a secondary process, not a primary one. For example, the researcher
can map the project-specific taxonomy to the TEI specification and use OCHRE’s
export or publish function to transform the OCHRE textual items into TEI.23 Similarly,
a different mapping would be used to export OCHRE spatial items to conform to the
CIDOC-CRM specification, and so on. A feature to export data as RDF/XML will
transform those very same OCHRE items and post them to an RDF triple store. In
these transformation processes, OCHRE items, including taxonomic properties, can
be mapped onto any number of published ontologies. With tools such as these for
exporting and publishing based on semantic mappings, the highly granular OCHRE
model gives the user the freedom to play nicely with standards, without first having
to store the data in compliance with any single pre-selected ontology.
23

OCHRE makes it easy to share taxonomies among users or projects, and even to share partial branches
of existing taxonomies. In fact, a surprising outcome of the ease of sharing was that, despite OCHRE’s
extreme flexibility, it had the effect of fostering collaboration rather than encouraging diversity.
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The simplicity of the OCHRE data model is matched by the simplicity of a graphical
user interface that masks the underlying data format. There are no raw XML files to
be edited in oXygen. There is no need to manipulate comma-separated-value (CSV)
files. Hundreds, thousands, and even millions of items can be neatly organized into
hierarchies within OCHRE’s built-in categories of data using a consistent set of tools.
The mechanics of the technological tools should not unduly distract the scholar from
managing research data.

5 Conclusion
In summary, OCHRE’s data model, implemented as a semi-structured graph database,
is highly flexible and customizable, yet organized according to a general ontological
framework. OCHRE has been used for over a decade now for text corpus projects.
Managing approximately 20,000 texts in various languages and writing systems,
200,000 images of texts, and tens of thousands of dictionary entries, the system has
proven to be a powerful tool for philological study. As it enters its third year of use
for text critical projects, OCHRE continues to evolve. It is the underlying graph data
model that makes this recent innovation possible: highly atomized data, organized
hierarchically into broad ontological classes, supplemented by cross-cutting linking,
all the while supporting reuse wherever possible.
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“Standing-off Trees and Graphs”: On the Affordance
of Technologies for the Assertive Edition
Georg Vogeler
Abstract
Starting from the observation that the existing models of digital scholarly editions
can be expressed in many technologies, this paper goes beyond the simple opposition
of ‘XML’ and ‘graph’, It studies the implicit context of the technologies as applied to
digital scholarly editions: embedded mark-up in XML/TEI trees, graph representations in RDF, and stand-off annotation as realised in annotation tools widely used
for information extraction. It describes the affordances of the encoding methods
offered. It takes as a test case the “assertive edition” (Vogeler 2019), in which the text
is considered in a double role: as palaeographical and linguistic phenomenon, and as
a representation of information. It comes to the conclusion that the affordances of
XML help to detect sequential and hierarchical properties of a text, while those of
RDF best cover the representation of knowledge as semantic networks of statements.
The relationship between them can be expressed by the metaphor of ‘layers’, for
which stand-off annotation technologies seem to be best fitted. However, there is no
standardised technical formalism to create stand-off annotations beyond graphical
tools sharing interface elements. The contribution concludes with the call for the
acceptance of the advantages of each technology, and for efforts to be made to discuss
the best way to combine these technologies.

1 Introduction
The debate surrounding the best technology stack for digital scholarly edition is ongoing. Recently it has focussed on an opposition between XML and graph technologies.
Formally, this opposition does not exist, as you can use XML as a serialisation of
graphs (RDF/XML being the best example), and you can express the XML meta-model
as a graph (the XML tree is just a rooted and ordered graph). The debate is also a
debate between established XML users, backed by the wide availability of suitable
technologies, and the more recent graph database users1 , experimenting with new
solutions, and finding help from a very supportive software company (neo4j.com), for
instance. This paper goes beyond the social context and the mathematical models in
1

See the contribution of Sippl et al. in this volume for an example.
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use. It will explore the implicit contexts of the technologies under debate by examining the metaphors used for the meta-models, the serialisations, and the tools applied
to create and process data in scholarly editions. It focusses on one type of scholarly
edition (for which I coined the term “assertive edition” (Vogeler 2019), which could
also carry labels like historical edition, content-oriented edition, or semantic edition)
but will try to transfer observations from this type to other editorial genres.
The assertive edition is a type of scholarly edition that focuses on the content
dimension of text in Sahle’s text wheel (2013, III, 45–49). The assertive edition tries
to represent the information that the authors of the texts want to communicate, or
that the readers expect to be communicated, and thus the real world described by
the text. At the current stage of development, it includes the annotation of terms
and named entities, and the addition of descriptive metadata traditionally applied
to scholarly editions, while extending editorial practice to add a data layer representing the assertions made by the text. The method has precedents in scholarly
editions created by historians. The idea of taking textual documents as information
carriers reporting historical facts is, of course, widespread in the context of historical
research, but has also been applied to scholarly editions of philosophical texts (Pichler
& Zöllner-Weber 2013, Pichler 2020). Indeed, kleio databases (Thaller 2003–2009),
or relational databases/spreadsheets inserting transcription into column-based data
structures, can be considered as early examples of the assertive edition. The development of W3C standards for formal representations of graph-based data models
made the method more viable. The assertive editions created at the Zentrum für
Informationsmodellierung at Graz University in the context of its humanities research
data repository and publication platform GAMS (Zentrum für Informationsmodellierung 2014–2020), and those created in the context of symogih-infrastructure in
Lyon (simogih.org 2012–2020, Beretta 2020) mix representations of the data in RDF
with TEI/XML. The question is, is this a good choice? What effect does it have?
The paper discusses the technical solutions to realise assertive editions by the
affordances of the technology used. Affordance refers to the concepts of James J.
Gibson (1977) and Don Norman (1988). Gibson describes the affordance of an object
as the possible action of any object, and Norman restricts this to the perceivable
actions. I would like to apply it not to a single object, but to a technology, in order
to formalise a definition. Thus, the affordances of XML encoding, of RDF formal
semantics and triple stores, of Graph databases, of annotation tools etc., are here
neither only the theoretical mathematical and computational capabilities of these
technologies, nor the human–computer interfaces of the individual implementations.
Rather, they refer to the mental models of activities associated with the metaphors
dominating the technology in daily scholarly editing practice. The affordance of these
technologies can be described as the easily perceivable activities of marking up text,
structuring text, connecting entities in a text, expressing knowledge as triples, etc.
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Affordance, in this sense, includes prototypical and widely used tools and elements of
code, but is not restricted to them.
This follows the pragmatic concept of modelling in the digital humanities forwarded
by Arianna Ciula, Øyvind Eide, Cristina Marras and Patrick Sahle (2018, Ciula &
Eide 2017). It recognises that epistemological work in the Digital Humanities is often
based on external meta-models. This work uses non-computational representations,
iteratively translates them into computational implementations, and uses the response
to modify the model. This highlights the importance of serialisations and tools
for knowledge creation both in and with the model, as they can trigger different
metaphors.
Therefore, the affordance of a technology can be considered as the trigger for the
selection of a non-technological meta-model. The technical solutions use metaphors
like ‘hierarchies’ (e.g., as ‘trees’, or ‘nested lists’), ‘annotations’, ‘links’, ‘graphs’,
‘triples’ etc., to describe their meta-model. Which possible use cases are brought to
mind by these metaphors? When creating an assertive edition, is it easier to think
in terms of hierarchical structure and embedded annotation (XML in an XML editor
like Oxygen XML or XMLSpy, and using XPath- and XQuery-based querying), vertex
and edge relationships (graph technologies such as RDF in triples stores and labelled
property graph databases like neo4j), or separation of base-text and annotation (standoff annotation tools)?
This approach explicitly mixes data model, serialisations and available tools. The
human interaction is with a mixture of the three, and it is human interaction with
technology that creates the affordance of the technology.
This paper leaves out several technologies that are theoretically available for digital
scholarly editing, but have not gained much acceptance in the scholarly editing
community. Relational databases, for instance, are extensively used in software
engineering, but are not widely used in the field of scholarly editing, so it makes
sense not to discuss affordances of XML-enabled relational SQL database systems,
or the implementations of conceptual models using SQL instances. The same is true
for scholarly editions based on default content management systems like Drupal
or Typo3, which are not used by the wider community of digital scholarly editors.
Certainly, it would be worth to study social context of technologies as a reason for
their acceptance, but this study focusses on the epistemological implications of the
technologies.
The same is true for technologies that were previously used to create scholarly
editions, but have fallen out of use — or technologies that were only proposed, but
never put into editorial practice. This teaches us again, that social context is one of
the things that drive a community to adopt one or the other technology. Sometime, it
is hard to distinguish if affordance or social context drives decisions, as affordance,
in part, shapes the social context. Manfred Thaller’s kleio (Thaller 2003–2009), for
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instance, was a very effective way of representing complex data structures together
with the original transcription. However, the programming language used for creating
and manipulating these structures did not correspond to the skills taught in computer
science introductions, and the software lacked a graphical user interface for a long
period. Thus, the emerging digital humanists started their work with tables (and
spreadsheet software) and standard relational databases. While SGML, to give another
example, had mechanisms to handle overlapping mark-up in concurrent trees, and
was therefore well-suited to scholarly editing problems, computer scientists preferred
the strict hierarchy of XML. Suggestions for inline mark-up handling overlapping
structures like TexMECS (Huitfeldt & Sperberg-McQueen 2001), LMNL (Tennison &
Piez 2002), GODDAG (Sperberg-McQueen & Huitfeld 2004), or EARMARK (Peroni
2012–2020; Di Iorio et al. 2009) never offered enough data manipulation possibilities
for the technologies to flourish beyond the academic context of proposals and single
projects. Excluding these technologies that are not really used in digital scholarly
editing reduces the influence of group behaviour in the analysis. It can focus on the
perceived affordances of the established technologies, and the metaphorical concepts
related to these affordances.

2 XML/TEI
The major technological standard for current editing practice is XML/TEI. For instance,
the German research funding scheme DFG this is, for instance, recommended as
standard for any scholarly edition (DFG 2015). The digital preservation community
accepts XML/TEI as storage format because the definitions of the TEI to encode
texts added to the documents gain a semantic explicitness beyond the individual
project, and make them fit for digital archiving. Sociologically, the full set of W3C
standardised X-technologies offers a well-established technological infrastructure for
XML/TEI. The Text Encoding Initiative is probably the largest Digital Humanities
semantic data modelling community, and has, since its foundation, focused on creating
a terminology as close to the humanities tradition as possible.
Considering the implicit consequences of this technology stack, it is necessary
to distinguish between XML and TEI. James Cummings (2018) has argued that the
model of the TEI expressed in the TEI Guidelines goes beyond assumptions based
on perceived affordance of XML. Indeed, the semantics of the TEI offer so many
mechanisms that XML can be considered as merely one possible serialisation of the
definitions in the TEI Guidelines. Mathematically, there is no problem in serialising
the description of a person in tables instead of in a list of elements nested in the
XML/TEI element <person>, or to use the TEI parallel segmentation annotation for a
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critical apparatus to express textual variance as a variant graph as, for instance, is
done in CollateX (Dekker & Middell 2011).
The main purpose of the TEI community is to provide interchangeable semantics to
the annotation expressed in the tag labels (TEI Consortium 13.2.2020). The affordance
in this approach is the transportation of established concepts in the humanities
into a computer-processable formal language, the ability to speak to the computer.
For the assertive edition, this affordance seems to be highly useful, as it offers a
substantial range of semantic annotations for text: names of persons (persName),
places (placeName), geographic entities (geogName), organisations (orgName), physical
objects (objectName), and structured descriptions for each of them (person, place,
org, object). Bibliographic items may be identified in the text (bibl, title) and
described with a variety of nested elements (e.g., author, title, publisher, date,
textLang) or in predefined structures (biblStruct, msDesc). There is mark-up for
terminological words (term) which can be linked to taxonomies (taxonomy). Index
terms (index/term) can be associated with positions in, or ranges of, text. The editor
can reuse the established concepts to identify functions of text.
Thus, the TEI offers the possibility to enrich the text with interpretations of its
meaning, using terms close to natural language for the purpose. Still, affordance
based on the semantics of natural language can be confusing. In court records, for
example, a person could have the role of a witness; however the TEI uses witness to
encode a textual witness in the context of critical apparatus. For the assertive edition,
the main concern regarding the semantics provided by the TEI is whether it fits to the
domain of interest in the particular case. The TEI semantics still offer easy-to-grasp
solutions for this by providing attributes to define specialisations of existing labels
(@type) or reference to interpretations (@ana).
The affordance of XML is quite different from semantic tagging of entities: XML
annotations follow the paradigm of embedded mark-up in a single rooted tree. In
the context of scholarly editions, the main consequence of this affordance of XML
mark-up is the conceptualisation of text as a sequence of strings, separated into ranges
by start and end tags. These text fragments can carry annotations expressed in the
labels of the tags. XML implements the basic ideas of the OHCO (Ordered Hierarchy
of Content Objects) model of text (Renear et al. 1990), i.e., the metaphor that text can
be handled by super-/substructures, and by order assigned to textual fragments, as
‘content’, As long as you describe texts as a collection of sentences, and each sentence
as a collection of words, the OHCO model fits activities necessary for scholarly editing
– and, in particular, assertive editions, where sentences and words build basic entities
to represent real-world phenomena. Recently, Steven DeRose has summarised the
relationship between the OHCO conceptual model of text and XML and concluded
“XML is particularly good for documents not because of syntax details, but because
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its native constructs map readily to document models which have proven useful for
serious work with non-ephemeral text documents.” (DeRose 2020)
However, the metaphorical potential of the element hierarchy of XML extends the
OHCO model. Jennifer Tennison describes the distinction between “containment” as
a happenstance relationship between ranges of text and “dominance” as the hierarchical relationship with a meaningful semantic (Tennison 2008). Thus, the nesting
of elements can either be just a mereological relationship of containers of several
objects, or form a semantic context for the nested elements.
The XML definitions of the TEI semantics make use of the canonical order of the
XML syntax for the semantic order of the textual objects modelled. The ranges defined
by the TEI mark-up divide the text into a collection of textual fragments, e.g., sections
(div), paragraphs (p), and referencing strings (rs, name etc.). These ranges can nest, i.e.,
one textual fragment can be part of another (containment), and this creates semantic
context (dominance). For the assertive edition, semantic context is crucial: a headline
to a list, for instance, adds semantics to each entry in the list (Goody 1977, Dolezalova
2009). The XML metaphor fits this need, and, in fact, in XML this context can easily
be accessed from each entry in the list by an XPath pointing to the containing list
and its heading (./ancestor::list[1]/head) or just to the first preceding heading
(./preceding::head[1]).
Thus, we have two affordances to consider: the affordance of the TEI vocabulary, and
the affordance of its serialisation in XML. The main affordance of the X-technologies
stack remains the manipulation of OHCO, that is, as nested textual fragments. They
can easily be addressed by expressions in XPath, which was designed to navigate
the hierarchy and sequence of XML elements. Finally, embedded mark-up creates
pointers to text ranges which are described in the annotation, imitating, at least
partially, manual annotations in a physical text.

3 Graph Databases
The second major data modelling method in the digital humanities is grounded in
graph theory. A graph model of text has been considered by digital scholarly editors
(Van Zundert & Andrews 2016; Dekker and Birnbaum 2017). The application of graph
models was strongly triggered by its affordances for the representation of variants. A
graph model can easily represent paths of alternative readings (Schmidt & Fiormonte
2006; Schmidt and Colomb 2009; Schmidt 2010). However, this use-case does not
readily apply to assertive editions.
Andreas Kuczera (2016a, 2016b) has made a case for the graph model from the
perspective of an historian. He claims that the graph model makes annotation more
flexible. In fact, when all textual entities become identifiable entities, they can re-
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combine in multiple ways: a linguistic fragment can reference single content entities,
such as named entities, it can be part of a complex graph, representing assertions,
or it can reference the complex graph itself. Having single words as identifiable
entities, co-references can be expanded beyond textual sequences (“dieser – jener”,
“the first, the second,….”): Expressions like “Count Eberhard and his son donate their
property in Schmie to the monastery of Maulbronn. The latter promises to add the
Wannenwald after the death of his father” (my example), can use expressions of
equivalence between the references “the latter” and “his son” (both to be identified
as viaf:80363599), or “his father” and “Count Eberhard” (both to be identified as
viaf:80337369). These abstract identifiers can be considered implementations of the
conceptual separation between signifier and signified (De Saussure 2013), or between
thought, symbol, and referent (Odgen & Richards 1923); or, more simply, support
the idea of the assertive edition, that information conveyed by text can be presented
separately from the text itself.
The network metaphor lead to very early realisations of assertive editions: digital
scholarly editions can enrich named entities in the text by pointing to identifiers
from authority files (Poupeau 2006) or in structured data. The Carl Maria von WeberGesamtausgabe (Allroggen et al. 2011–2019) serves as an example of a ‘linked data
edition’, as it provides a JSON-LD representation of its rich indices on persons, places,
letters, works, documents and even commentaries. They reference the idea of the
semantic web as a “giant global graph”, in which the reader/user of a scholarly edition
can drag information from many resources into the edition (Wettlaufer 2018). The
assertive edition includes the concept of linked data editions: globally identifiable
data points are a good representation of the semantic layer of a text, and the idea
of contributing to the general knowledge graph is a valid metaphor for the general
purpose of scholarship.
Graph theory implies an affordance which has made it highly attractive for social
analysis: network structures can be visualised as graphs. Edges as links between ideas
were connected to associative thinking in Deleuze and Guattari’s “rhizome” image of
thought (1980). One main attraction of graph technologies comes from visualisations
that allow jumping from one node to the next. Force-directed graph drawing methods
(Eades 1984; Fruchterman & Reingold 1991) create visual impressions of groups with
high interconnection, and give an easy overview of the organisation of a graph.
This kind of affordance is used when conceptualising textual relationships as nets
(Andrews & Macé 2013; Andrews & Van Zundert 2012). As every social network
can be expressed as a graph, the meta-model supports the historian’s interest in
people connected with one another. This affordance, at the very least, makes graph
technologies attractive for the implementation of assertive editions.
Graph-based technologies are linked also to knowledge representation in semantic
networks (Quillian 1967). James Hendler demonstrated that a substantial part of
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description logic can be expressed with an RDF-based vocabulary (Hendler et al. 2005;
Bechhofer et al. 2000). Based on this, the Web Ontology Language (OWL) (Lacy 2005,
134; W3C OWL Working Group 2012) was created. It is a vocabulary that realises
graphs that express the logic of OWL-DL. In encoding practice, the class hierarchies,
which form the entry screen to the main OWL editor Protégé, are often taken as the
main affordance of OWL. In fact, the formal affordance of OWL is not really exploited
in Digital Scholarly Editions, or even in Digital Humanities at all. A practical effort
to define digital editing-related concepts as a formal ontology is made by the Swiss
NIE-INE project (NIE-INE 2020)2 .
In the context of the assertive edition, a special type of graph comes into play:
the sentence. The W3C Resource Description Framework (RDF) adds this metaphor
to a basic graph model: ‘subject predicate object’ structures translate easily into
directed graphs (W3C 2014). In promoting the semantic web, this metaphor helps
one to talk about the data formalised in RDF. The metaphor even leads to suggestions
like that by Roland Kamzelak (2016) of taking an approach to creating RDF triples
that is based more on natural language. This suggestion is close to the affordance
of controlled natural languages like Attempto Controlled English (ACE) (Fuchs et al.
2006; Fuchs 2018), which are used for knowledge representation. Alexandr Ivanovs
and Alexey Varfolomeyev (2014), for instance, have used ACE experimentally in a
scholarly edition of charters.
The W3C has realised that this metahpor can be misleading: the label “semantic
web” contributed to an unnecessary combination of the concepts of “linked data” with
“knowledge representation”. W3C has changed the label for its activities in the field
since 2013 to “Web of Data”. In fact, RDF can be used to model hierarchical knowledge
systems as well: The Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS) recommended
by the W3C (W3C 2009) proposes a set of broader and narrower relationships which
are the major type of relationship in most use cases of SKOS.
The triple-based sentence metaphor of RDF has drawbacks. Firstly, simple ‘subject
predicate object’ sentences do not suffice to express the context of propositions such
as The people of London swear allegiance to King George I. – in 1723 (Vallance 2013) and
The city of Basel received 31 and a half pounds on wine tax – in Füllinsdorf, Lupsingen
and Zieten (Burghartz et al. 2015), which add temporal or geographical constraints to
the proposition. The standard RDF solutions for these extended sentences are blank
nodes (W3C Working Group 2014, #section-blank-node) and property singletons
(Nguyen et al. 2014; Nguyen et al. 2015). Both methods are much less intuitive
than labelled property graph technologies, e.g., Apache TinkerPop (Apache Software
Foundation 2015–2019) or Neo4j (Neo4j 2010–2020), which allow the description of
edges with properties.
2

See also the contribution by Cools & Padlina in this volume.
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Therefore, the major affordance of graph databases in an assertive edition is the
use of a semantic network to connect pieces of information. The specifications of
RDF add the metaphor of a ‘statement’ to express data as simple propositions. The
W3C web-of-data stack adds to this the creation of abstract identifiers, helping to
separate text and data, and to prepare the data for integration into a global network
of information.

4 Stand-Off-Annotation
4.1 Layers
The assertive edition has a multi-layered approach to text. From the theoretical
point of view, this need is well explained by Börje Langefors’ “Infological equation”
(1966): information is a function of time and data. The content of the edited text
is information extracted by the editor from the base text under specific conditions.
Editorial annotation and formal representation of scholarly readings of the text should
be separated from the text, as Manfred Thaller has pointed out (Thaller 2012). In fact,
scholarly discourse on the content of the text of an edition is very often triggered by
the attempt to avoid combining scholarly interpretations with documented physical
and graphical observations on the manuscripts (Zeller 1971).
There are a number of technologies dedicated to stand-off annotation. The separation
of primary data and mark-up by semantic links dates back into the 1990s (Thompson
& McKelvie 1997) and is the de facto standard in the annotation of image, audio and
video material, mainly because the encoding of the annotated data is significantly
different from that of the annotation (literals). Stand-off annotation has been applied
to linguistic annotation of texts for a long time. Several approaches to encoding this
annotation are in use: tabular lists of tokens (e.g., TCF Weblicht 2015), pointers to
offsets in the text stream (e.g., PAULA, Zeldes et al. 2013), or pointers to other anchors
in text (ISO-LAF 2012; Ide & Sudermann 2014) such as, for instance, embedded markup. The general affordance of stand-off annotation methods for assertive editions
lies, on the one hand, in the effective processing of the annotations themselves, as
they become separate objects with own properties, and, on the other, in the layered
semantic conceptualisation of the text. Here, I want to argue that the combined
affordances of XML and RDF are not sufficient for this layered approach.
Stand-off annotation is very often introduced as a solution to the problem of
overlapping mark-up in XML. This opposition is informative for the perception of
affordances of the technologies. Many stand-off annotation formats use XML for
serialisation, and the Guidelines of the TEI have a full section describing how to create
stand-off mark-up with the TEI (TEI Consortium 2020b; Cummings 2018). Still, XML
is perceived as a strict hierarchy.
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As explained above, the implicit semantics of XML attributes support a layered
approach. Syntactically, attributes are only one type of nested node. The standard
semantics assigned to this type of substructure supports this multi-layered approach:
The distinction between the three types of nodes (attributes, sub-elements, and content) suggests that attributes are a separate information layer to the annotated text.
In fact, attributes in the TEI can create alternative representations (e.g., date@when,
num/@value, measure/@unit|@commodity|@quantity), and this fits in very well with
the concept of the assertive edition. The generic @ana attribute allows these to be
extended to include a layer that is completely defined by the editor.
However, the TEI does not insist on the layer metaphor for attributes: on the
one hand, nesting of elements can also create layers of text, e.g., the choice or the
app-element expressing alternative representations of one text. On the other hand,
attributes suggest an isomorphism metaphor, when they encode specialisations (@type),
or a network metaphor when they encode references (@ana, @ref, @target, @spanTo,
@facs). This last affordance, i.e., the reference from names or reference strings to
formal descriptions of the entities is, as explained above, very close to the needs of
the assertive edition, but would be used rather in the context of the layer metaphor
than as a network.
This is not a critique of the XML implementation of the TEI, but demonstrates
that the metaphors applicable to XML’s syntax might be stronger than the semantics
proposed by the TEI. The expectation that nesting should be more than just an issue
of serialisation, that it should have a specific meaning, drives well-known discussions
of the type “why can’t element X contain element Y?” In fact, the TEI goes beyond
the primary affordance of XML, when it breaks the logic of embedded mark-up:
semantic annotation in the TEI, for instance, uses pointers from a linguistic fragment
to form a list-like data structure: persName points via @ref to person, for example, and
listPerson/person describes the person as a list of properties. TEI has introduced
other constructs to handle typical drawbacks of XML, like the @part attribute for
overlapping mark-up, and a more generic method to create a sequence of XML
elements beyond the sequence in the document (@prev, @next).
The distance between the technologies used to process XML and the formal openness of the TEI can be demonstrated in the handling of overlapping mark-up. TEI
proposes @part=I|M|F or @prev and @next. Both need complex XSLT or XQuery
expressions to create the merged node (listing 1a and 1b). By contrast, stand-off
technologies could just use a single name[offset−start, offset−end] expression,
if the stand-off annotation were expressed by offsets in the range of the basic text.
The same is true for stand-off annotations expressed in XML/TEI, which need to
resolve the ID-references provided in @ref or @spanFrom/@spanTo.
The same observation can be made when expressing layered information with graph
technologies: RDF offers the reification vocabulary to express that statements are made
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by a person about a subject. Reified statements can express a single interpretation
of a given text, and also the fact that this interpretation might be different from
interpretations by other scholars. Reification proposes the creation of a statement
graph (rdf:type rdf:Statement) that is composed of triples describing the role of
entities and literals in a statement (rdf:subject, rdf:predicate, rdf:object). The
mathematical affordance of RDF is sufficient to model the problem, but the solution
does not meet the intuitive needs of scholarly editors. W3C has introduced named
graphs as an alternative solution. Named graphs use an IRI to identify a full graph
consisting of many triples (Carroll et al. 2005; Bizer & Cyganiak 2014). The method
fits much better with the everyday experience of receiving RDF as document on the
web via a specific URL.
<xsl:template match="*[@next]">
<xsl:element name="name()">
<xsl:apply−templates/>
<xsl:apply−templates select="following::*[@xml:id=current()/@next"/>
</xsl:element>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="*[@part='I']">
<xsl:element name="name()">
<xsl:apply−templates/>
<xsl:apply−templates select="intersect(current()/following::*[name()=current
()/name()][@part='F'][1]/preceding::*[name(), current()/name()][@part='M
'])"/>
<xsl:apply−templates select="current()/following::*[name()=current()/name()][
@part='F'][1]"/>
</xsl:element>
</xsl:template>

Listing 1. sample XSLT code merging TEI encoding for overlapping mark-up: a) expressed via @next
pointer, b) expressed via @part

An alternative approach is to define a vocabulary with semantics dedicated to the
layer metaphor: an XML element <layer> can create the necessary affordance, and
the recently introduced <standOff> element in the TEI might serve this purpose. In
RDF, the W3C web annotation data model (Sanderson et al. 2017) and ISO 24612:2012
(ISO-LAF 2012) describe stand-off annotations in a more generic way in RDF.
4.2 Tools
There are a range of tools supporting the layered approach. The definition of the web
annotation model by the W3C is rich, but implementations in generic web annotation
tools like hypothes.is (hypothes.is [2011–2020]) create only plain text annotation.
Other stand-off annotation tools focus on overlapping mark-up. Catma (Petris
et al. 2008–2020), for instance, is extensively used in digital philology (Petris et
al. 2008–2020, /publications). It foregrounds the basic idea of annotation by using
coloured underlines linked to tag sets. The TEI export of this annotation (Petris
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Figure 1. Screenshot from the SPEEDy annotation editor.

et al. 2008–2020, /documentation/tei-export-format/) creates a TEI structure with
pointers between text, empty <seg> elements, and feature structure declarations
(<fs>) referenced by the @ana attribute.
A similar approach is taken by the annotation tool “SPEEDy” (Figure 1) developed
by Iian Neill in the context of Codex-net (Neill 2013–2019).3 It creates rich stand-off
annotations, which are exportable in JSON (argimenes 2018–2020). The editor is
still close to the surface of the text, and it focuses on allowing overlapping mark-up
(visualised as coloured underlines). However, the abstract concept of this tool is
different. It considers annotations as claims about text (or other entities). Thus, there
is the possibility of creating more complex data structures.
Still, in the context of the assertive edition, the current affordance of the
‘overlapping-mark-up’ approach of Catma and SPEEDy does not extend much beyond
embedded mark-up: the annotation is defined by generic tag sets, not by references
to individuals.
SPEEDy’s ‘claim’ approach is similar to the factoid model proposed by John Bradley
and Harold Short for prosopographical databases (2005; Pasin & Bradley 2015). It
models a tripartite data structure, in which the text is only a source of information on
a person. The factoid model has been applied to several applications, though typically
hidden in the database model, and usually away from the user, behind graphical user
interfaces, for instance in the Personendaten-Repositorium of the Berlin-Brandenburg
3

See also the contribution by Neill & Schmidt in this volume.
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Academy of Sciences (BBAW 2009; Neumann et al. 2011) and its Archiveditor (BBAW
2011).
The Archiveditor creates the semantic annotations needed in an assertive edition.
Oxygen plugins such as ediarum (BBAW [2014–2019]; Dumont & Fechner 2014) offer
similar affordance in the XML/TEI technology stack: users utilise graphical interface
elements to link text ranges in TEI encoding to controlled vocabularies or to lists of
entities. Users can switch between the XML representation of the text and separate
XML documents for the annotations.
The scholarly edition of the letters of Jakob Burkhardt (Ghelardi & European Research Advanced Grant Project EUROCORR 2019) demonstrates semantic annotation
using the RDF stack, which meets the needs of assertive editions. For semantic annotation, it used thepund.it, by Net7 (Net7 [2015–2020]), which creates annotations in
the form of RDF-based triples (Morbidoni & Piccioli 2015). It allowed for the insertion
of text fragments into triples, linking them to other text fragments or concepts defined
by the user (Figure 2).
Using stand-off annotation tools to represent relational semantics is a good fit for
the use case of the assertive edition: when applying automatic information extraction
methods, the identification of named entities, and their position in syntactic structure,
creates a different layer of information from the information usually used in databases.
Only the extraction of “Who did What to Whom, and When, Where, and How?”
converts the text into propositions in a formal structure, and this does not have to
be close to the original text. This conversion includes phenomena like co-reference
resolution and entity identification, where the linguistic surface cannot be used as
identifiers in a semantic representation.
There are several tools for the annotation of semantic relations, and their affordance
leads to a common meta-model beyond the representation of overlapping markup. The BRAT annotation tool (brat contributors 2010–2018), for instance, has an
easy-to-use graphical user interface (see Figure 3), in which the user can identify
entities of interest, and link them together. While text fragments represent the
entities, label arrows indicate the relationships between the entities. The very similar
design of the annotation tool in Recogito (Pelagios Network 2014–2020) (see Figure 4)
demonstrates a recognition of the basic affordance of stand-off mark-up to be able to
create links between references to named entities in a text. They both use flat text
as a reference point. Recogito exports it to a combination of file-types: RDF files,
using web annotation vocabulary; TEI files, with mark-up for the main entity types;
and, as CSV lists of nodes and edges, prepared for Gephi to represent the relations
between the entities. Brat exports as a list of numbered tokens and plain text. Even
the far more feature-rich linguistic annotation platform inception (de Castilho et al.
2018–2020, https://inception-project.github.io/) makes use of the BRAT tool for its
annotation.
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Figure 2. Triples for https://burckhardtsource.org/letter/273 as annotations with thepund.it in burckhardtsource.org/. Screenshot from 2018, in August 2021 the functionality was disabled.

Figure 3. Stand-off annotation with BRAT. While BRAT itself is out of development, many features have
been integrated into inception.
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Figure 4. Stand-off annotation with Recogito.

To summarise the current state of research, the only technologies that provide
explicit affordance for stand-off annotation are graphical tools. For the end user this
is no problem. For technically informed users it is less comfortable: even if the design
language for BRAT and Recogito is highly similar, the semantics of the stored data
structures can vary significantly, as the brief overview of formats to store stand-off
annotations above has shown. There is no encoding standard for stand-off markup that is as easy to grasp and to manipulate as pointy brackets in XML, mark-up
languages that allowing overlapping mark-up like TAGML (Dekker et al. 2018), or
RDF triples expressed in Turtle.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
In the considerations above, I have identified the sequence, the hierarchy, the statement,
the network, and the layer as metaphors that describe the interactions of the editor with
the data in the creation of an assertive edition. Of course, other edition types might
prefer different metaphors. The tree is the basic metaphor of classical stemmatology.
Recently, the graph metaphor has been particularly successful in the analysis of
textual variants, as it can describe the complexity of diverging text sequences that do
not produce a hierarchy. Genetic editions build on generative metaphors like ‘parents’,
‘derived from’, or on temporal sequences (‘protograph’, ‘apograph’). Documentary
editions have a slight tendency towards a topological metaphor, positioning texts in a
two-dimensional space, and often realised in stand-off annotations as the standard
serialisations of the visual representation (as a matrix cannot easily be inserted
into hierarchical models). When Scholarly editing is taken as a basis for linguistic
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or philological analysis, it shares the tendency towards stand-off solutions, as this
analysis is often conceptualised as a multi-layer annotation.
The affordances of the existing technologies as serialisations, as tools, as well as the
conceptual meta-models do not support all of these metaphors in the same way. The
editor will therefore select technologies better adapted to single tasks, and combine
as many of the technologies as possible. The debate about the best technology stack
should therefore move towards a debate on the best method for a given combination.
To facilitate the interchange of data we should take care to avoid implicit semantics, for
instance, by making relationships in TEI that result from the XML meta-model explicit.
Effort should be put into the development of formal procedures for converting one
serialisation into another, or into making as many data formats as possible available
to a single tool, designed for a specific task, without losing the expressiveness of the
original data. The DH community should indeed consider standing-off the idea that
trees and graphs are fundamentally in opposition to one another. It should consider
them rather as metaphors more helpful for one scholarly editing task than for others.
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Formal Semantics for Scholarly Editions
Hans Cools (†), Roberta Padlina
Abstract
In the NIE-INE project based at the University of Basel, Switzerland, a national ITinfrastructure is being developed to support scholarly editions. In a first phase, it
focuses on data representation and publication, and in a second phase on online
editing. The paper deals with the Semantic Web technological (SWT) part, based on
W3C standards, used to express edition project data and related knowledge in a formal
way. A section on the project objectives discusses the benefits of formalizing the
editions, ensuring the FAIR-principles. The hurdles of this process are also described.
The state of the art deals with the components of the infrastructure. The development
has a complex group of dependencies, of which the core technology provider (graph
database and API) has the most impact. A first step, and major part of the SWT, is the
development of formal vocabularies (ontologies) to express the editions’ semantics.
Also, external generic ontologies (e.g., CIDOC-CRM) are used, together with basic
modeling patterns. The important features of the modelling process are described, for
example, that expressing data in machine-interpretable standard languages requires
explicitness. The results describe the differentiation and integration of ontologies,
which are highly reusable for future projects. Different ontological graphics are used
for different purposes.

1 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to present the implementation and development of Semantic
Web technology (SWT) within the ongoing project National Infrastructure for Editions
(NIE-INE 2019a).
The overall goal of NIE-INE, funded by swissuniversities1 in 2016, is to create
a Swiss infrastructure that includes an environment for the online publishing and
editing of scholarly editions produced by projects in the Humanities. The chosen
core technologies are the SWT standards developed by W3C (W3C 2001). The work
comprises creating vocabularies or ontologies based on these standards, to convert

1

https://www.swissuniversities.ch/en/themen/digitalisierung/p-5-wissenschaftliche-information/
projekte/nie-ine.

Graph Data-Models and Semantic Web Technologies in Scholarly Digital Editing. Ed. by Elena Spadini, Francesca Tomasi
and Georg Vogeler. Schriften des Instituts für Dokumentologie und Editorik 15. Norderstedt: Books on Demand, 2021.
97–124.
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existing or new scientific data models and research data into formal machine interpretable expressions for long-term preservation, as well as further processing with
machine reasoning.
Semantic Web technologies are particularly suitable for representing highly complex
entities (like scholarly editions) and their relationships. Since questions of meaning
and interpretation are central in the Humanities, it is essential to provide scholars with
tools to express their research data and results in a formal, explicit, and self-descriptive
way – and this is exactly where SWT proves its efficacy. The implementation of this
technology initially corresponds to the creation of ontologies which, in the Semantic
Web context, are formal data models that specify the concepts (classes), and the
relations between concepts (properties), belonging to a domain knowledge. The W3C
gives two concise definitions of an ontology in SWT: “a conceptualization of a domain
to enable knowledge sharing” (W3C 2009) and “a representation of terms and their
interrelationships” (W3C 2004b).
The most innovative aspect of the Semantic Web, in comparison to traditional
formats and standards (e.g., TEI2 /XML3 ), is that in an ontology, not only entities and
their relations (linked data) are formally expressed, but also the tacit domain knowledge that forms the foundation of research data (for example, editorial principles and
decisions, domain assumptions and perspectives, methodologies and workflows, and
so on). This knowledge is crucial for an overall understanding, but is often implicitly
hidden in the data. Texts and their editions, for example, are embedded in complex
webs of discourse and narratives setting multidimensional relations (Robinson 2013,
107; Gabler 2010, 44). There is a well-known tension between two editorial perspectives (text-as-work and text-as-document), but, even if these perspectives set different
interpretation contexts, they are indissolubly connected, and a scholarly edition must
account for both (Robinson 2013, 123). SWT is precisely designed to cope with a wide
range of information variance, and to allow multiple (even opposite) viewpoints to
coexist within a single system. The conceptual description of the document-text-work
triad, as well as concepts like authority, intention, agency and meaning, can hugely
vary from one edition to another, but, from the moment that these fundamentally
interpretative conceptualizations are explicitly formalized, the Semantic Web allows
them to exist in a common semantic space wherein they are also explicitly related,
and not locked in self-contained models or semantic silos.
Of course, to introduce variance, you first need commonality, and this is why
knowledge formalization requires a minimal commitment and consensus on the part
of domain experts. Achieving this is not without challenges, but the effort required
2
3

The Text Encoding Initiative is a consortium that maintains a standard for the representation of text in
digital form, http://www.tei-c.org/index.xml.
The eXtensible Markup Language is another standard maintained by the W3C, https://www.w3.org/TR/
2008/REC-xml-20081126/.
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pays off, as it dramatically increases the expressiveness and the reusability of data
and domain knowledge. It also eases interdisciplinary exchange, representing a clear
benefit for other existing or future editions and humanities projects. Indeed, the lack
of consistent authority files is one of the major challenges that Linked Open Data is
facing at the moment. Therefore, the adoption of SWT will facilitate the establishment
of formal linked data encompassing the FAIR-principles4 . We believe that developing
and implementing SWT represents a service for research in the Humanities, which,
given the ever-increasing amount of digital data that scholars are producing, will
prove more and more crucial.

2 Objectives
The main objective of the NIE-INE project in using Semantic Web technologies is
the formal expression of scholarly editions, enabling semantic interoperability across
editing projects, and, in the long run, creating a semantic space for an interdisciplinary
formal knowledge domain for the Humanities. This interoperability is meant for both
humans and machines, and, hopefully, will contribute to the long-term preservation
of scientific data. To the best of our knowledge, the development of a variety of
domain-specific ontologies for scientific editing in Humanities is quite a new niche, in
which no comparable work has been done. The aim of NIE-INE is to create such a new
digital environment, via the synthesis of existing technologies, and by creating new
components i.e., formal ontologies, queries and rules, as well as a back- and front-end
environment.
NIE-INE adheres to the FAIR-principles for scientific data management: scientific data should be findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable. This requires
appropriate data storage, editing and publication of scientific data.
The advantages of SWT translate to the FAIR-principles as follows:
• Accessibility is a feature (not equal to openness) of the Internet and Web technology, thus also of SWT.
• On the Internet and Web, resource locations are findable by their identifiers (URL5 ).
On the Semantic Web all resources are identified (IRI6 ). Having an identifier
ensures the ability to talk about the same thing, and having ontological elements
as semantic identifiers enables mutual understanding.
• Reusability is enabled by the use of explicit, self-descriptive semantics to express
information, with minimal ambiguity, in formal ontologies, providing data transparency and quality assurance. The terminological and conceptual consensus
4
5
6

The FAIR-principles are: Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (Wilkinson et al. 2016).
Uniform Resource Locator.
Internationalized Resource Identifier. A URL is a type of IRI.
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process for including domain knowledge in the ontologies also contributes to
this principle.
• Due to the built-in logic (Berners-Lee 1998) of the formal standard languages,
the ontology and data expressions are machine interpretable, enabling semiautomated semantic interoperability, going beyond the mere linking of hardware
and software. The abstract expressions are natural language independent, enabling global information exchange. Thus, it is possible to link data from disparate
sources and knowledge domains, adding domain knowledge and, therefore, facilitating reuse and multidisciplinarity.
The machine-interpretable semantics of the formal ontologies, data, and rules hugely
increases the information expressiveness, and also allows rule-based machine reasoning. This kind of Artificial Intelligence further improves data quality through
consistency and validity constraints checks. It is used to enhance data expressiveness
by means of many kinds of calculations, for example, interval calculus for temporal
reasoning, calendar conversion, data comparison and analysis.
The formal data models in SWT are much more flexible, and independent from the
technological implementation, than the models in relational databases or XML; new
data models can therefore be implemented in a more sustainable way. In comparison
to SQL7 databases, where column names and identifiers are local, IRIs make links and
values explicit and globally identifiable. Another main advantage of the Semantic
Web model is that it is non-hierarchical. That is why it can represent complex entities
and their relationships in a better way than is possible in a hierarchical, tree-based
data model like XML. Thus, SWT can overcome problems resulting from XML implementations (e.g., developing a native stand-off solution), which can also have
repercussions for the usage of the TEI guidelines. TEI is considered the standard
for the representation of textual resources, but, being an XML-based language, TEI
is more a syntactic and serialization language than a formal semantic model. TEI’s
usage in the community is largely influenced by circumstances and pragmatic factors,
since the TEI guidelines allow for many ways of expressing the same textual feature,
while the same TEI element can be subject to different interpretations depending on
the context. Moreover, in XML and TEI the text has to be organized according to a
single “ordered hierarchy of content objects” (OHCO), which makes it very difficult
to represent concurrent hierarchies and overlapping features of textuality (DeRose et
al. 1990; Renear et al. 1996). This is why some proposals to formalize the semantics
of the TEI framework have already been made (Ciotti 2018).
The implementation of SWT, including the migration of existing data to the RDF
format, isn’t effortless, but entails some hurdles and challenges, of which it is important
to be aware:
7

Structured Query Language, used for managing data in relational databases.
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• SWT is often perceived as replacing existing database systems (mainly SQL
and XML). However, being one of the most modern data technologies, it is,
rather, offering a complementary environment to the classical databases and data
processing tools.
• SWT is not yet perceived as a standard in the Humanities. On one hand, being
situated in the back-end as a middleware, it is not directly visible for non-IT
specialists; on the other hand, being declarative and quite different from other,
imperative programming, it is perceived as an extra challenge: notably the “open
world assumption” often makes people feel uncomfortable.
• SWT needs the implementation of a complex environment with different elements
covering it end-to-end, from input database, through formal semantic data model,
to user interface. It is not merely another data model, but also includes reflections
on semiotics, semantics, linguistics (in relation to different natural languages),
logic, and IT, comprising standard formal languages and their ontologies, a query
language, and rule-based machine reasoning. According, a learning curve has to
be taken into account.
• Developing an ontology for a new given domain also requires an initial overhead building up the foundation of a semantic space, needing discussions and
consensus with domain experts.

3 State of the Art
In the NIE-INE project, different technological domains are brought together: SWT,
an overall Web framework called inseri (former NIE-OS)8 , as well as the coordination
and development of digital editing tools9 . For development using SWT, the W3C
formal standard languages are used:
• the Resource Description Framework (RDF) (W3C 2004a; W3C 2014a), RDF
Schema (RDFS) (W3C 2014b), and Web Ontology Language (OWL) (W3C 2004b;
W3C 2012), are used to express formal ontologies and data;
• the RDF Query Language SPARQL (W3C 2013), for information retrieval from an
RDF graph database;
• Notation3 (N3) (W3C 2011), to express formal inference rules for machine reasoning.
These standards are based on set theory, model or interpretation theory, and first
order logic.
8
9

The source code is published in open access as a Git repository, https://github.com/nie-ine/inseri. A test
instance is available at http://test-nieos.nie-ine.ch/.
The presentation of the state of the art of inseri and editing tools is beyond the scope of this paper.
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The machine reasoner used is Euler Yet another proof Engine (EYE) (Verborg & De
Roo 2015).
The NIE-ontologies are serialized in Turtle (W3C 2014c), a subset of N3, which is
much more human-readable than the initial RDF-XML standard format.
Of course, the NIE-INE project did not start creating formal ontologies from scratch.
Concerning modelling OWL-ontologies in general, we refer to Allemang and Hendler
(2011), and in Humanities we refer to Eide and Ore (2018).
Standard ontologies such as Friend of a Friend (FOAF) (Brickley & Miller 2014),
Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI 1995), and Simple Knowledge Organization
System (SKOS, Miles & Bechhofer 2009) are used, together with some of the basic
ontologies of the SWEET series (ESIP 2019).
Concerning domain-oriented terminology for the Humanities, NIE-INE ontologies
are based on:
• International Committee for Documentation – Conceptual Reference Model
(CIDOC-CRM) (CIDOC 2006);
• Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records object-oriented extension to
the CIDOC-CRM (FRBRoo) (Dunsire 2014; IFLA 1998).

4 Methodologies
4.1 Dependencies
In the NIE-INE project there are a series of dependencies that directly influence the
implementation of SWT, especially the modelling of ontologies:
• The project makes use of the W3C standards, the aforementioned standard and
existing domain ontologies, basic modelling patterns, and best practices.
• NIE-INE supports overall eleven projects, eight of which are currently using
SWT. Moreover, several new projects have already indicated their willingness to
collaborate with us. The input dependency is represented by the original data
model and data, mostly in XML (5 projects, which primarily, but not exclusively,
use TEI), SQL (2 projects), or mixed (1 project).
• Last but not least, there is a dependency on the tacit knowledge of the domain
specialists working on the editing projects, which is required for the implementation of domain knowledge beyond the restricted database models. To uncover
this knowledge, a commitment to modelling on the part of domain specialists
is needed, in order to reach consensus on semantics beyond their own specific
research objectives.
All these dependencies represent a major challenge and, initially, a substantial overhead, but the return on investment (ROI) is big, and will be even bigger the more
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project database models are formalized using SWT. This formalization will also contribute to the more general cross-project semantics, removing the need to model the
same concepts for new projects multiple times. Reaching a wide consensus (ideally,
on an international scale) on domain terminology contributes to the ROI and semantic
interoperability.
4.2 Preliminary Analysis
Knowledge of the W3C standards and the aforementioned standard and basic ontologies, together with knowledge of input data model formats like XML, especially
TEI, and SQL, was present from the start of the NIE-INE project. Existing domain
ontologies, like CIDOC and FRBRoo, and the applied framework10 had to be analysed.
For every edition project that NIE-INE supports, an in-depth investigation of the
data model is also provided. This implies a deep understanding of digital scholarly
editing, requiring models to be produced as the result of an iterative epistemological
hermeneutic process (Pierazzo 2015).
4.3 Basic Modelling Patterns
By conceiving or adopting basic modelling patterns that will be abundantly used in
ontologies, modelling begins before an ontology is actually declared. Such patterns
comprise one or more basic concepts and their sets of relations (properties). Examples
of such patterns are event and role 11 . Event and its consecutively derived concepts
process, action, and procedure are considered as four-dimensional entities described in
time (start, end) and place (geographic names and coordinates), having inputs and
outputs (process), with agents (person, organization, and even software) having roles
(functions) in an action. Procedure is a particularly useful pattern. It captures both the
perspectives of a time-space entity and the result thereof, making it possible to clearly
distinguish between, for example, an edition as a procedure (editing), and an edition
as a resulting product; it is therefore well-suited for describing scientific editing as a
variety of procedures, involving agents with different roles, and having a variety of
in- and outputs.
Moreover, in the Humanities, it is essential that data are positioned in time and
space. Therefore, indicators for dates and places are primordial. Even approximate
indicators can be used (which is especially useful for data concerning ancient times).
A more domain-oriented modelling pattern concerns the concept of reference, which

10
11

https://www.knora.org/
For more information on basic modelling patterns, http://e-editiones.ch/ontology-modeling#basicmodeling-patterns.
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Figure 1. Basic modelling pattern for the concept reference.

is especially important for the Humanities. Figure 1 shows the concepts involved
using the footnote entity as an example.
4.4 Development
Ontologies, SPARQL queries and N3 rules are created with a text editor, and ontologies
are checked on syntax and logic consistency in the open source editor Protégé12 .
The whole development evolves in a very iterative way, requiring the connection
of different roles and expertise. It is very important to have regular discussions
between NIE-INE modelers (4) and edition projects contacts (5), as well as with
domain specialists (12), as it is impossible to capture the required project semantics
all at once.
4.5 Identification and Structure
The basic expression unit structure in SWT is the triple, consisting of a subject, a
property (predicate), and an object, each being an IRI, or, in case of an object, also a
plain or typed literal value. A set of triples makes a graph: an ontology and RDF data
are graphs; the result of a SPARQL query is also a graph. Figure 2 shows an example
of such an identification and serialization of a sentence in natural language, encoded
in XML, and converted into RDF triples.
12

Protégé is an ontology editor developed by the Stanford Center for Biomedical Informatics Research,
https://protege.stanford.edu/.
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Natural Language expression as literal:
''The person has the name Petrus Lombardus.''

In XML:
<person>
<name>Petrus Lombardus</name>
</person>

RDF triples in Turtle:
example:personX a human:person . # 'a' is syntactic sugar for rdf:type
example:personX human:hasNameLiteral ''Petrus Lombardus'' .

Note:
example:, rdf: and human: are replacments of the respective namespace part of
a full IRI, e.g. <http://www.e−editiones.ch/ontology/human\#>, making Turtle

more redable.
Figure 2. Sentence in natural language and XML converted in RDF triples.

4.6 Modelling
Explicit Statements
Since the W3C OWL ontologies contain the built-in logic of the RDF model theory,
they are machine interpretable. When basing an own ontology on these, its elements
have to be declared in an explicit way, with minimal hidden assumptions, to keep
them machine-interpretable. Being explicit also represents a good way to reveal flaws
in the original or formal data model.
It is important to point out that this process of introducing standards and being
explicit does not reduce the expressiveness of the data. On the contrary, RDF permits
the co-existence of distinctive expressions of domain knowledge, as long as they are
made explicit.
For human development and usage, ontologies and ontological elements obtain
clear multilingual labels and a description. We think it is important to keep the latter
concise, because the longer it is, the more scope there is for interpretation, rather
than clarifying meaning.
Reification and Abstraction
CIDOC-CRM and FRBRoo come with extra levels of abstraction and reification.
Examples of reification are the class cidoc:E41_Appellation, and the subclass
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cidoc:E44_Place_Appellation.

An instance of the latter has an IRI – that is, it
is a thing, not a string – which, in turn, has a name as a literal string value, e.g.,
“Lausanne”. Similarly, all instances of the class cidoc:E33_Linguistic_Object
have an IRI, which in turn are linked to literal expressions. Examples of abstraction levels are the basic classes frbroo:F1_Work, frbroo:F2_Expression,
frbroo:F4_Manifestation_Singleton, and frbroo:Item.
Building further on these FRBRoo classes, in the NIE-INE ontologies there are e.g.,
four different classes dealing with page:
1.

information−carrier:Page:

a physical surface of a leaf, e.g., in a manuscript or

a book;
2.

document:Page:

a content structure with information, e.g., text lines and graphs,
as part of a document expression, on an information carrier page;
3. text−structure:Page: text structure as part of a document page and a text
expression; and
4. text−editing:Page: text page of a scientific edition.
Middle-Out
Adhering to the principles as simple as possible, as complex as needed, and the least
ontologic commitment (i.e., providing the necessary and sufficient semantics), the
modelling faces a challenge in finding the right balance between ground elements and
details. Deep grounding is provided by very basic or upper ontologies, e.g., CIDOCCRM. On the other end of the spectrum, there is the rather ad hoc project-specific
modelling in a stand-alone way, which is not useful for semantic interoperability.
Middle-out modelling begins with some required points of depth and detail, in a way
that makes it possible to easily extend ontologies.
Multitude of Namespaces
In creating a semantic space for broad applicability, ontology size, and consequently
the number of ontologies developed, also matters. Having an all-in-one approach is
rather difficult if the intended research-space is broad, implying multiple domains.
A scientific project always needs general concepts such as person, document, text,
image; these concepts are typically reused from more general ontologies. A project
ontology can exist, but should be based on these general ontologies, and only contain
project-specific elements, for example, the concept of Dreissiger (a set of about 30
verses) used in the Parzival-project.
Partitioning knowledge over ontologies upfront is also a challenge, but doing so is
important in order to avoid the need for later division of an ontology. Moreover, new
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knowledge is constantly produced, possibly leading to deprecation of old knowledge
and, thus, requiring the splitting of ontologies.
Property Oriented
Entities obtain meaning based on the way, and in the extent to which, they are
related to other entities via properties. Databases often contain implicit, condensed,
or shortcut semantics. In order to be explicit, it is important that these semantics are
unravelled, and consequently that more properties are added: a simple example is the
conversion of a name to a family name and a given name. Together with the previous
modelling feature (multitude of namespaces), this leads to a network or a web of OWL
ontologies and RDF data graphs.
Consensus
Last, and certainly not least, iterative discussions with the project domain specialists
must lead to a minimal consensus about domain concepts. As previously stated, consensus is also essential for enabling semantic interoperability. This makes modelling
a very collaborative and multidisciplinary activity.
4.7 Database to RDF Mapping
Once the semantics of a project are covered in the ontologies, the original data model
can be mapped to RDF using the classes and properties defined in the ontologies. This
is done in a spreadsheet, using the following methodology.
For XML, parent nodes are mapped to RDF classes, and child nodes and attributes
are mapped to properties. Content and attribute values become property values of
instances.
For SQL, table names are mapped to RDF classes, and column headers are mapped
to properties. Keys are used to instantiate a row as a member of a class, with a series
of properties mapping to the field values.
After the mapping is complete, a script is written (e.g., in XSLT or Python) to
convert project data in XML or SQL to RDF, in order to import the data into an RDF
database or triple store. During conversion, the data elements obtain an IRI, and are
checked for consistency with the built-in logic of the applied W3C standards part.
Once in the triple store, RDF data can be checked using large SPARQL queries,
covering the whole semantics of an edition. From this point forward, RDF data can be
retrieved with specific SPARQL queries, converted to JSON and then either consumed
by JavaScript-based web frontends, or further processed. Repeated representation
or functionality can be supported by existing SPARQL query libraries, which can
retrieve the necessary parts of RDF data.
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The following is a summary of the tasks in the workflow of formal semantic
modelling in NIE-INE:
1. Ontology development as servicexs and products
1.1. Initiating new project
1.2. General semantics emerged, but independent from individual edition
project
1.3. Modelling iteratively, multiple projects simultaneously
1.4. Change management (e.g. dependency on application)
1.5. Graphics
1.6. Information
2. Mapping original data model to RDF using ontologies
2.1. Test ontology XML-schema generation (application)
3. Import scripts for bulk data import
4. Test triple store data with SPARQL
5. Create SPARQL query sets for apps
Future:
6. Notation3 rules for machine reasoning
6.1. Second setp (semantic conversion) in the 2-step formalization
7. 2-step formalization
The most demanding tasks are 1.2, 1.3, 2, 3, 6 and 7.
4.8 Future
Machine Reasoning
In the near future, we intend to apply machine reasoning on the formal data using the
built-in logic of the formalisms. Besides the ontologies, these formalisms will comprise
N3-rules for different purposes: to provide automated data quality assurance through
consistency checks (e.g. cardinality of instance existence); to infer new data from
existing data using the built-in domain knowledge of N3-rules, thus enhancing data
expressiveness in a multidisciplinary environment; to perform temporal reasoning
(interval calculus). Temporal reasoning can be applied, for example, in case of an
event (basic modelling pattern) that is lacking start or end date, e.g., when a birthdate
of a life (as an event) is missing. By defining a maximum life span, a certainty period
can be established, calculating the earliest birthdate. Similarly, in a case where two
different birthdates are mentioned for the same person, a certainty interval for the
birth event, comprising both dates, can be calculated, together with the certainty
interval of the derived life event, with the earliest birthdate as the start. Concerning
time indicators NIE adopts the EDTF level 0 (Library of Congress 2019). The other
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Figure 3. 1-step vs. 2-step formalization from source database model to formal domain ontology.

levels are already partially supported with N3-rules, and can be further implemented.
RDF result sets of the machine reasoning process are then added to the triple store.
As already mentioned, the reasoner being used is EYE13 .
2-Step Formalization
To formalize the data in a flexible and convenient way, a so-called 2-step formalization
is planned for the near future, decoupling the database semantics from the formal
domain knowledge. Until now, RDF data representing formal domain ontologies are
created in one step, and have a direct link to the original source data. In a 2-step
system, the first step corresponds to a 1-1 conversion of the original data to RDF,
without interpretation, or making explicit all of the semantics (see Figure 3). The data
can then be stored in this format in the RDF database. In a second step, the RDF data
are converted to explicit, enriched semantics using domain ontologies and N3-rules.
In this way, it is possible to enable semantic interoperability in a more decoupled way,
that is less dependent on data source and application specificities.
Another example of temporal reasoning can be seen at the second step: the
simple literal time indicators are converted to typed literal data values, i.e., year,
month, and day, go from being three fields in a relational data table, to being
represented as an interval of one year with a start and end xsd:dateTime (e.g.,
from 1886, 9, and 4 to start: 1886−09−04T00:00:00.0Z^^xsd:dateTime and end:
1886−09−04T23:59:59.999997854Z^^xsd:dateTime).
13

EYE is an open source reasoning engine, https://github.com/josd/eye.
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Number of →
in ↓
Generic ontologies
Project ontologies
Total

Ontology

Rdfs:Class

owl:ObjectProperty
owl:DatatypeProperty

37
8
45

671
135
806

497
44
541

Table 1. NIE ontologies in numbers.

Collaboration
It is also our intent to strengthen the collaboration with other projects using SWT, in
particular with histHub 14 , the Scholastic Commentaries and Text Archive (SCTA15 ),
SARI (Swiss Art Research Infrastructure), and the Zentrum für Informationsmodellierung at the University of Graz16 .

5 Results
All ontologies created in the NIE-INE project are open source and published on GitHub
as Turtle files (NIE-INE 2019b). There are two series: generic and project ontologies.
The former is, grosso modo, further divided into four levels: 1) general domain, 2)
general Humanities, 3) specific Humanities, and 4) external terminology and code
systems ontologies (see Figure 4). They differ quite a lot in size, granularity and
specificity. This division is somewhat arbitrary, meaning that it isn’t formalized, but
it is convenient to illustrate the articulation of ontologies and their interrelations.
Table 1 shows the status of the modelling at the end of September 2019. The most
populated ontologies are human, information carrier, document, text, text-expression,
text-structure, scholarly-editing, publishing, literature, and linguistic-morphology. The
time-ontology contains properties mainly for N3-rule declarations.
Ontologies can easily be added to or extended. In the development phase until end
2019, we still foresee possible splits of faster growing ontologies, and the transfer or
replacement of elements.
Ontologies and their elements can be analysed from different perspectives and
entry points. In NIE-INE, four kinds of graphics are used to illustrate the ontologies,
to show classes and properties and instances in different ways.
14
15
16

The aim of histHub is to establish and operate a research platform for the historical sciences, https:
//histhub.ch/.
SCTA’s aims is to connect and freely distribute the intellectual history of the scholastic tradition,
https://scta.info/.
https://informationsmodellierung.uni-graz.at/.
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Figure 4. A simplified representation of the NIE-INE web of ontologies.

A first, manually created, graphic type (Figure 5) shows different core domain
ontological elements in a simplified way, offering a broad overview of the dependencies
between the ontologies, while enabling a focus on certain semantics, (e.g., on text and
critical editing,) while also providing more general semantics.
A second type of graphic (Figure 6) centers one entity, e.g., event, relating it to
elements from different domain ontologies, and adhering (in a reduced way) to the RDF
structure, e.g., indicating prefixes and full property names. Classes are represented
by circles; properties by rectangles. Classes from external ontologies are colored
orange in the upper part. The subclass property is represented by a dotted arrow. This
graphic is created with Grafo17 .
A third type of graphic (Figure 7) focuses on (a part of) an ontology, also representing properties as nodes. It is created with the open source SPARQL-visualizer18 ,
17
18

Available at https://gra.fo/.
Available at https://github.com/MadsHolten/sparql-visualizer.
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Figure 5. Graphic representing core classes and properties from different domain ontologies.

filtering some ontological elements out (labels, comments, and blank nodes) to enhance readability. It is particularly suitable for discussions on terminology with
domain specialists.
A fourth type (Figure 8), created with Protégé, depicts a subsumption tree of a
merged group of ontologies. It is very useful to get a quick and broad hierarchical
overview during the modelling stage. In the example, two trees are shown, building
on CIDOC-CRM and FRBRoo. The left tree contains document expression, text
expression, and subclasses. The right tree contains document structure, text structure,
and subclasses (note: not all document structure subclasses are shown).
For further graphic examples we refer to the NIE-INE GitHub site. We will now
discuss in more detail the different levels of ontologies.
5.1 General Domain Ontologies
Although all ontological classes are instantiable, the more general ones will often
function as glue to search in an RDF-database with SPARQL queries, and to enhance
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Figure 6. Graphic representing classes and properties from different ontologies concerning the concept
event.
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Figure 7. The concept-ontology.

machine reasoning, e.g., for subsumption (subclassing). For example, if a scholar
wants to search for all the languages in which a text is translated, the property is
translated into can be used without specifying the language. In other words, all
instances of all subclasses of the class human natural language are retrieved. In
another case, one would like to find all information carriers (e.g., manuscripts and
prints) bearing creations from of a certain author, across more than one project: one
project refers to prints existing in an archive and having a signature, and another
project uses manuscripts preserved in a library with a manuscript identifier; in this
instance, both the manuscripts and prints can be found with a super-property is on
carrier.
As a general domain ontology, the concept-ontology (see Figure 8) describes, among
other things, concepts created by a person as abstract ideas, e.g., symbolic and propositional, basing on CIDOC-CRM and FRBRoo. It contains entities such as information,
identifier, and thought-method, and their relations to each other, and to other entities,
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Figure 8. Two subsumption trees representing classes from different ontologies concerning the concepts
document expression and text expression on the left and document structure and text structure
on the right.
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e.g., persons. The document-ontology (see also Figures 5 and 8) describes documents
and document structures, e.g., tables, identifiers, and references, such as footnotes.
It also contains the abstract document expression as based on FRBRoo19 , and the
different relations between document structures.
5.2 General Humanities Ontologies
The general Humanities ontologies comprise the core concepts of scholarly editions,
and the major part of entities common to the individual models of single editions.
The following is a description of five core vocabularies used for scholarly editing in
Humanities (see Figures 5 and 8, above).
• Text: this ontology describes text as a human natural language expression, serialized in writeable form. It contains all kinds of text forms (e.g., written, typewritten, transcribed, and printed) and the roles of persons processing text (e.g.,
editor, annotator, and citer). It serves as the basis for all text-related ontologies:
text-expression, text-structure, text-editing, and literature ontology.
• Text expression: the eponymous core concept bases (via the document-ontology)
on FRBRoo, that abstracts text from its carrier (see Figure 8). The ontology defines
further related roles (e.g., author and commentator) and general expression types
(e.g., draft and commentary). It provides the basis for the literature- and scholarlyediting-ontology.
• Text structure: this ontology describes all kinds of textual structures (see Figure
8), e.g., syntactic, compositional, content, scientific, readability. They form an
upper layer to enable more flexible and extensive search, as well as machine
reasoning. More specific entities are word, sentence, paragraph, section, line, and
text column. Extensions of this ontology are the prosodic-structure-ontology and
the note-structure-ontology, containing entities such as verse and strophe, and
marginal note and gloss, respectively. An important relation between structures is
part of, which, by its transitive nature, enables searching and machine-reasoning
in a way that does not require explicitly stating all possible relations between
structures in the data, since they can be inferred via transitivity.
• Text editing and scholarly editing both of these terms describe the necessary
semantics for editing, the latter extending the former with specific scholarly
entities, e.g., diplomatic transcription, critical edition, different types of apparatus,
lemma, variant, editorial comment, witness, siglum and so on. Also, related roles
are declared, e.g., editor, glossator, and critical text editor. An extensive set of
properties relates these entities to one other, as well as to text, text structure and
expression elements (see Figures 5 and 8).
19

FRBRoo provides the concept of expression, abstracted from its carrier.
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• Publishing: this ontology describes classes and properties related to publishing,
that is, to publication and its subclasses: printed and web publication, serial-like
newspaper, periodical, magazine, etc. There is a substantial set of properties
relating expressions and other entities to elements in this ontology.
• Literature: this ontology describes literary genres such as narrative, different
kinds of poetry, and further different types of literary expressions (e.g., poem,
hymn, novel) and their subclasses. It also contains related roles, e.g., poet and
novelist. Different types of literary structures are declared, e.g., foreword, preface,
prologue, and epilogue, and related properties (see Figures 5 and 8).
5.3 Specific Humanities Ontologies
This series comprises more specific entities, as used in different specialized domains
in the Humanities, e.g., about scholasticism in medieval philosophy. Some ontologies
(e.g., indology, catholic organization and philosophy) are for the moment only providing
the more general concepts as needed for the current projects, but they can, and
will, be extended. Catholic orders and philosophies describe subclasses of classes in
aforementioned ontologies, which will also be extended.
Although the scope of these ontologies is narrower, i.e., more project-oriented, the
entities can be reused in another context, if applicable, meaning that they do not need
to be restricted to a specific project.
External terminology and code systems ontology This ontology contains formal descriptions of terminology and code systems, and their datatypes, as links
between such systems’ data, OWL-ontologies and RDF-data. Examples of terminology and code systems in the Humanities are the ISO20 standard OAIS21 , and the
GND22 for the DACH countries. A generic system, for example, is using hexadecimal color coding to describe e.g., text color. Other datatypes are declared in respective domain ontologies. Examples are calendar:julianDate in the calendarontology, to type a Julian date literal, languages:iso639−2 in the languagesontology, to type ISO language standard codes, and text:characterSize in the
text-ontology, to type a numeral representing character size.
Project ontologies These ontologies contain entities that are only used in their
respective projects, but which are still usable outside those projects, if applicable.
For example, the Parzival-ontology contains the concept of Dreissiger, (being a
set of about 30 verses,) which would be reusable in another project about the
verse novel Parzival.
20
21
22

International Organization for Standardization. Cf. https://www.iso.org.
Open Archival Information System. Cf. http://www.oais.info/.
Gemeinsame Normdatei. Cf. https://www.dnb.de/DE/Professionell/Standardisierung/GND/gnd_node.
html.
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All other generic ontologies are, to different degrees, re-used in the project
ontologies by creating subclasses or subproperties from definitions in the generic
ontologies.
Generally, another project about a same author could reuse some ontological
elements in order to be linkable with one of the projects supported by NIEINE. It then would be possible to query the two different SPARQL endpoints
simultaneously, which is essential for research, since the triple stores can contain
complementary information on the same subject. This is actually the case for the
DRCS project (dealing with the commentaries on the Sentences of Peter Lombard),
which is linked to another project at the University of Baltimore, U.S. This case
demonstrates the added value of semantic interoperability between disparate
databases, facilitated by the use of the same external ontologies CIDOC-CRM
and FRBRoo.
Atharvaveda-ontology This ontology represents the formal description of specific
concepts in the critical edition of the Paippalāda Recension of the Indian Atharvaveda (UZH 2020), an anonymous collection of verse songs about everyday life
(c. 1200-1000 BC). It contains subclasses and subproperties of elements in the
text, text expression, text editing, prosodic structure, literature, and Indology
ontologies, thus, modelling a sub-set of the Indian Veda literature.
Delille-ontology This ontology represents the formal description of specific concepts in the scientific edition of the third canto of Jacques Delille’s (1738–1813)
verse poem L’homme des champs (The Rural Philosopher) (Marchal 2020). One
of the main goals of the project is the reconstitution of the reception of Delille’s
poetry. The main concepts concern poetic expression and its structures, the
works (e.g., anthologies, dictionaries, and articles) and their authors (and other
actors) that cite verses of the canto, and the scientific commentaries on the citers
and their works.
Dietrich-ontology This ontology represents the formal description of specific concepts in the critical edition about father Joseph Dietrich’s monastery diary (16701704) (WSU 2020). The concepts are diary-related. The majority of the semantics
are expressed using more generic ontologies.
DRCS-ontology This ontology represents the formal description of specific concepts
in the scientific study Digital Repertory of Commentaries on Peter Lombard’s
Sentences (DRCS, Peter Lombard c.1096–1160) (Zahnd 2020). The project collected
over 1700 commentaries, from which further data has been extracted, such as
the identification of the authors, their names and life dates, their membership
of religious orders, their philosophical thinking and tradition, their roles in the
editing processes (e.g., editor, abbreviator, corrector), along with all graspable
information about the text itself, like genre, location and time of creation, as
well as bibliographic information. The specific Humanities ontologies containing
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those concepts are shown in Figure 4. The DRCS-ontology itself mostly contains
the different types of commentaries and the Stegmueller-related concepts. Interlinking this collected data through our ontologies provides highly dynamic
possibilities for evaluating and detecting as-yet-unknown patterns, interrelations
and networks in medieval philosophy and intellectual history. The reception of
texts and writers, thought patterns, writing traditions or thought methods can
be detected and traced down through time.
Kuno Raeber-ontology This ontology represents the formal description of specific
concepts in the online publication of the lyric work of the Swiss poet Kuno Raeber
(1922–1992) (Morgenthaler 2020). As the first model of a project-ontology in the
learning curve of NIE, it contains more than the average number of multiparent
subclasses. On the other hand, there is also the need for single instance classes
leading to a more extensive ontology, than for other projects. The concepts mainly
concern the different expression formats (written, typed, etc.), their carriers, and
their convolutes, strongly representing the FRBRoo ontology.
Lavater-ontology This ontology represents the formal description of specific
concepts in the critical edition of correspondence of Johann Caspar Lavater
(1741–1801) (UZH Deutsches Seminar 2020). All concepts in this ontology are
letter-related, as subclasses of more generic classes, enabling the internal structure
to be kept close to other sources, as in the example e-manuscripta.ch.
Meyer-ontology This ontology represents the formal description of specific concepts in the critical edition of the correspondence of Conrad Ferdinand Meyer
(1825–1898) (Lukas 2020). As in the Lavater-ontology, above, in this ontology all
the concepts are letter-related, as subclasses of more generic classes; this occurs
on the level of expressions and information carriers, as defined by FRBRoo.
Parzival-ontology This ontology represents the formal description of specific concepts in the critical and digital edition of the verse novel Parzival by Wolfram
von Eschenbach (c. 1160-c. 1220) (Stolz 2020). One part of the concepts describes
a series of transcriptions (or parts) of the verse novel, and corresponds therefore
with the levels of expressions and information carriers in FRBRoo; the other part
of the concepts describes the critical edition with different apparatus. This can
be achieved by making extensive use of the scholarly editing ontology.
Wölfflin-ontology This ontology represents the formal description of specific concepts in the scientific study Heinrich Wölfflins gesammelte Werke (1864–1945)
(UZH Kunsthistorisches Institut 2020). Due to the current absence of a consolidated source data model, the ontology is not yet published. However, it should
be noted that most of the required semantics is already covered in more generic
ontologies.
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The Kritische Robert Walser-Ausgabe (1878–1956) (UNIBAS Deutsches Seminar 2020) and the Anton Webern Gesamtausgabe (1883–1945) (UNIBAS Musikwissenschaftlichen Seminar 2020) govern their own ontologies, which they intend to link
to our ontologies at a later stage.
5.4 Expected Results
We will further develop application-independent SWT, enabling semantic interoperability and reusability adhering to the FAIR-principles. The ontology library will
grow, and the generic ontologies will stabilize, but still be extendable. We will increasingly model to allow for broader usage in the Humanities, beyond scholarly
editing, and in consensus with aforementioned parties. The ontologies will be declared
with enhanced expressiveness, considering the whole of RDF/S and OWL ontological
elements. We will also start implementing machine-reasoning in different ways, to
enrich research data with inferred domain knowledge; temporal reasoning will be
an important part of this. We will have more ontological graphics, and extend the
documentation, particularly regarding our modelling methodology, workflow, and
best practices.

6 Conclusion
Being able to connect different research projects using formal semantics is more a
consequence of the implementation of the SWT standards and modelling, than the
primary intention of research projects. Of the eleven editions we support, only DRCS
initially expressed the need for semantic interoperability (in this case with another
US project with the same subject).
Even if researchers tend to focus on the specificities of their topics and objects,
they have an important part of the basic semantics of research projects in common. It,
therefore, makes sense to invest a little more effort to obtain broadly reusable models,
which capture these common semantics. Such models, which come about as the result
of consensus (without loss of expressivity), and which are based on standards of W3C
and the domain of Humanities (e.g. CIDOC-CRM and derivatives), are necessary
in order to avoid project-specific semantic silos, in which the same concepts are
modelled over and over again for different projects, in a multiplication of effort and
cost. Only in this way is the need for tedious reverse engineering minimized.
In our experience, researchers on an individual project quickly become aware of
the advantages of RDF-izing their data, from the quality assurance on different levels
(due to the explicitness of the formal data), to performing machine-reasoning on
that data to answer research questions. Domain specialists don’t have to dive into
SWT themselves to understand its functionality and potential. We are aware that the
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following is a bold statement, but we are convinced that with RDF-data, one can infer
new data in a way that is impossible with other data models, because of the lack of
the built-in logic of the formal languages RDF/S, OWL and Notation3 (N3).
Although the notion of interoperability is included in the FAIR-principles, the
understanding of semantic (machine) interoperability is growing slower. It is not
enough to use the SWT standards and adopt upper ontologies. Consensus about
domain semantics at different levels of specificity is indispensable. The willingness
of domain specialists to discuss terminology in order to obtain a critical mass of
consensus models is growing due to the aforementioned direct RDF advantages. Although domain specialists do have discussions among themselves to reach a semantic
consensus, this consensus remains on the level of human understanding and is not
explicitly formalized in the data models to be machine-interpretable and reusable.
This is why there is a real need for SWT experts who are able to liaise between domain
specialists and IT staff, in order to bring the semantic consensus to a new level. Also,
the creation of a collaborative online environment to create a library of ontologies
has been very helpful, e.g., the NIE-INE GitHub repository (NIE-INE 2019b).
The project terminology discussions concerning the formalization of domain knowledge, facilitated by a SWT expert who operates across various projects and domains,
complies with the tendencies of multidisciplinaritization and Linked Open Data (LOD)
promoted by politics and policies. Of course, the intellectual property rights aspects
have to be dealt with appropriately.
Because the formal data are independent from natural language, foreign collaboration is also facilitated, internationalizing domain semantics.
Different projects that deal with the same topics are likely to cover different aspects
that are complementary, and very worthwhile to connect on the formal semantic
level, increasing the chance of new research findings. Here, the next step in the
technological implementation comes into play: machine-reasoning based on N3-rules
consuming RDF-data and OWL-ontologies, for semantic conversion and for answering
research questions.
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The Critical Apparatus Ontology (CAO): Modelling
the TEI Critical Apparatus as a Knowledge Graph
Francesca Giovannetti
Abstract
This paper seeks to explore the use of semantic web technologies to enhance the re/presentation of the critical apparatus that accompanies a TEI digital scholarly edition.
The apparatus is a key instrument for critical editions. Its encoding poses a challenge
for researchers, who strive to achieve highly expressive digital representations of
their scholarly views. So far, no comprehensive ontology has been developed for
the representation of the critical apparatus. This study makes a first step towards
filling this gap by proposing the Critical Apparatus Ontology, an OWL ontology for
representing the critical apparatus as a knowledge graph.

1 Introduction
This study proposes a conceptual model for the representation of the TEI critical
apparatus as a knowledge graph. Critical apparatuses are fundamental tools for
scholarly editions dealing with works that exist in multiple versions; they provide a
window on the editor’s workshop, and offer readers the evidence they need in order to
evaluate the edition itself; evidence includes, but is not restricted to, variant readings.
When modelling or using a critical apparatus, it is of key importance to understand
its purpose: a critical apparatus does not provide a mere list of textual variants, but
rather presents textual variants in a way capable of conveying the editor’s theory
about how the readings and witnesses are related to one another (Damon 2016). In
other words, a critical apparatus should put textual variants into context, conceptually
sitting at the focal point of the network of texts that participate in the process of
reconstruction of a work. Every element of a critical apparatus should be approached
as the result of an act of scholarly interpretation (Romanello et al. 2009).
Representing the critical apparatus in TEI can be challenging. It is an operation
which involves structuring the critical text and apparatus as hierarchies of ordered,
nesting, XML elements. However, as Sperberg-McQueen points out, textual variation
represents “a type of textual non-linearity” which hardly fits into a tree data structure
(Sperberg-McQueen 1989). This paper argues that the use of a graph model – and of
knowledge graphs specifically – instead of a tree model, provides a more intuitive
structure for representing a critical apparatus.
Graph Data-Models and Semantic Web Technologies in Scholarly Digital Editing. Ed. by Elena Spadini, Francesca Tomasi
and Georg Vogeler. Schriften des Instituts für Dokumentologie und Editorik 15. Norderstedt: Books on Demand, 2021.
125–139.
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The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a graph data model for capturing
and representing knowledge as statements composed of a subject, a predicate, and
an object which, when linked to one another and supported by formal semantics
(i.e. by one or more ontologies), form a knowledge graph. A number of studies have
begun to discuss the use of ontologies to provide TEI-encoded documents with a
more formal semantics (e.g., Ciotti & Tomasi 2016; Eide 2014/15; Jordanous et al. 2012;
Ciula et al. 2008). Several scholars have recommended that more digital scholarly
editions should be published according to the principles of linked open data (LOD),
and in collaboration with cultural heritage institutions that are already making their
collections available in the LOD cloud (e.g. Daquino & Tomasi 2015; Ore & Eide 2009).
Nonetheless, most digital scholarly editions remain document-centric, thus missing
out on the opportunities and the greater gains that come with a data-centric approach.
The benefits of using knowledge graphs, in support of TEI XML encoding, to
enhance digital scholarly editions outweigh the production costs involved:
1. Entities can be linked to one another via meaningful links to form networks. TEI
provides two methods for describing a relationship between elements: one is using specific XML attributes (e.g., <rdg wit="A"> to express that the reading is witnessed in A); the other is nesting (e.g., <app><rdg>a</rdg><rdg>b</rdg></app>
to indicate that reading “a” and “b” are alternative readings). However simple,
there always remains a margin of ambiguity when interpreting such relationships,
as semantics has to be deduced from structure. Knowledge graphs provide a
machine-readable method for representing complex connections and their semantics, including textual variation, situations where fragments of the same witnesses
are scattered across different libraries, and text transposition (which involves
a relationship across distinct locations of the text and, as such, is particularly
problematic to represent in a document-centric standard).
2. Entities can be represented according to different, interlinked, perspectives. For
example, the concept of reading could be described as the result of a scholarly
interpretation, or as a fragment of text.
3. The provenance of an entity or graph can be easily specified by means of dedicated
ontological vocabularies. This facilitates the process of assessing information
quality.
4. An open-ended number of different, and even conflicting, arguments can be
expressed (in such a case, declaring the provenance of information is central).
5. Knowledge graphs offer concrete opportunities for federation. Siloed editions are
dismantled as soon as references to external, centralized, repositories are provided.
For example, a critical apparatus may relate the edition to an external linked data
record of one of the witnesses (e.g., a record held by a cultural institution, such
as a library or museum). In this way, interoperability between editions, and the
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inclusion of digital scholarly editions in the cultural heritage-linked open data
cloud, becomes possible.
6. Ontologies provide the content model with a good degree of flexibility, as users
are able to introduce new classes and property without compromising interoperability; the structure of a TEI document can vary on a case-by-case basis, while
RDF, with its graph structure, remains consistent across applications.
Some of these objectives are achievable even in an entirely TEI-based environment.
However, the use of knowledge graphs allows a more straightforward formalization
of complex, interrelated theories and interpretations.
The Critical Apparatus Ontology (CAO) is a conceptual model providing a framework for the representation of the critical apparatus as a knowledge graph. CAO
may be used in combination with TEI documents to enhance the edition with formal
semantics. An experimental Python script is available for converting specific features
of an existing TEI critical apparatus to a CAO knowledge graph.1

2 Related Works
Previous attempts to represent the phenomenon of textual variation in the form of
graphs have led to the development of automatic collation tools such as CollateX
(Dekker et al. 2015), whose underlining data structure is the variant graph, i.e. a
graph-oriented model for the representation of textual variants, originally developed
by Desmond Schmidt (Schmidt & Colomb 2009). Other projects, more concerned with
visualization, have moved in a similar direction (e.g. Andrews & Macé 2013; Jänicke
et al. 2015).
To date, there has been little work on standard ontologies for the description of the
critical apparatus that accompanies an edition of a text. The Linking Ancient World
Data (LAWD) ontology was developed for the purpose of enhancing interoperability
between data about the ancient world gathered from different projects (Cayless 2015).
The LAWD ontology supports the description of single variant readings. As such,
expanding the LAWD model with new properties to represent specific relationships
between variant readings could have been a viable option. However, LAWD lacks a
way of distinctly representing the concept of reading as a scholarly interpretation,
and the textual fragment supporting such a reading: a LAWD reading can be both
a scholarly interpretation and a text, at the same time. The need for distinguishing
the text from its interpretation motivates the choice of creating a new conceptual
model for the description of the textual variants and the philological arguments which
together form a critical apparatus.
1

The transformation script can be downloaded from https://github.com/fgiovannetti/cao/tree/master/teito-cao.
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Consistent with best practice, which encourages reuse of existing ontologies, the
Critical Apparatus Ontology (CAO) is based on the TEI abstract model, and incorporates classes and relationships from several conceptual models to solve specific
issues: the Web Annotation Data Model (Sanderson et al. 2017) is used for describing
scholarly annotations and to link them to the critical text; specific properties of the
PROV-O ontology (Lebo et al. 2013) are used to declare the provenance of the interpretations, and to describe specific types of relationship between textual variants;
FRBRoo (Bekiari et al. 2015) is used to describe witnesses according to different layers
of analysis (i.e., work, expression, manifestation and item).

3 An Overview of the Critical Apparatus Ontology
The Critical Apparatus Ontology is an OWL ontology for the representation of the
critical apparatus that accompanies a digital scholarly edition. In line with the philosophy of the TEI (TEI Consortium 2019, Ch. 12), CAO does not imply commitment to
any particular school of textual criticism.
This section illustrates how to represent the critical apparatus according to the
model provided by CAO, from the creation of a new apparatus entry, to the description
of the readings and their relationships, and to the formalization of the process of
scholarly interpretation, which lays at the foundation of the development of any
type of critical edition. The following section does not provide a full description of
the model (for which, see the online specification),2 but, rather, aims to illustrate its
expressive potential through a number of examples.

4 Creating a New Scholarly Annotation
The creation of a new CAO scholarly annotation (which corresponds to the introduction of a new entry in the critical apparatus) is done using the Web Annotation
standard.3 Each scholarly annotation is composed of a body (the content of the apparatus entry) and a target (the locus of variation in the text). The Web Annotation
standard allows the declaration of the date of creation and of the creator, making it
possible to attach provenance information to every single scholarly annotation.
@base <http://example.org/> .
@prefix cao: <http://w3id.org/cao/> .
@prefix crm: <http://www.cidoc−crm.org/cidoc−crm/> .
@prefix dcterms: <http://w3id.org/dc/terms/> .
@prefix frbroo: <http://iflastandards.info/ns/fr/frbr/frbroo/> .
@prefix oa: <http://www.w3.org/ns/oa#> .
@prefix prov: <http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#> .
2
3

The full specification of CAO is available at http://w3id.org/cao.
The same approach is adopted by LAWD (see the section “Related works”).
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rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22−rdf−syntax−ns#> .
rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf−schema#> .
xml: <http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace> .
xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .4

<annotation/anno01> a oa:Annotation ;
oa:hasBody <app/app01> ;
oa:hasTarget <varloc/vl01> ;
dcterms:creator <person/fgiovan> ;
dcterms:created "2019−03−09"^^xsd:date .

5 The Body of the Annotation
5.1 The Apparatus Entry
Suppose, for example, that the scholarly annotation we just created above aims to
present the reader with a set of three possible variant readings for a specific locus of
variation within the critical text.
The class cao:VariationUnit represents a cluster of variant readings or unit of variation. The property cao:hasReading links a unit of variation (cao:VariationUnit)
to n variant readings. Therefore, in this example, the RDF description of the unit of
variation would be as follows:
<app/app01> a cao:VariationUnit ;
cao:hasReading <rdg/anno01−rdg01> ,
<rdg/anno01−rdg02> ,
<rdg/anno01−rdg03> .

5.2 The Readings
An apparatus entry may feature two distinct types of variant readings: generic
readings, equivalent to the TEI element <rdg> (represented by the class cao:Reading),
and base readings, equivalent to the TEI element <lem> (cao:BaseReading). The class
cao:BaseReading is a subclass of cao:Reading; it therefore inherits its characteristics.
A unit of variation may relate to a maximum of 1 base reading. The text of each
reading is introduced by the property rdf:value. Continuing our example:
<rdg/anno01−rdg01> a cao:BaseReading ;
rdf:value "diffundi"^^xsd:string.
<rdg/anno01−rdg02> a cao:Reading ;
rdf:value "diffudit"^^xsd:string .
<rdg/anno01−rdg03> a cao:Reading ;
rdf:value "diffundit"^^xsd:string .

4

Prefixes are declared only once at the beginning of this section, but they apply to all examples.
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5.3 Classifying the Readings by Type and Cause
Textual variants can be classified by category. In TEI, the @type attribute used on the
elements <rdg> or <lem> serves this precise function. For example, an editor may
classify a variant as an omission, a conjecture, an addition, or as a copyist’s mistake.
CAO represents reading types as individuals of the class cao:ReadingType (which is
a subclass of crm:E55_Type). Possible values include:
• addition (the type for a reading that is an addition, i.e., a syntactic and/or semantic
expansion);
• conjecture (the type for a reading that is a conjecture, i.e., an editorial reconstruction or hypothesis of reading);
• correction (the type for a reading that is a correction, i.e., an authorial or scribal
correction of a previous textual fragment);
• deletion (the type for a reading that is a deletion, i.e., text marked or somehow
indicated by the author or scribe as deleted);
• omission (the type for a reading that is an omission (i.e. the author or scribe
did not include the reading in the witness; if intentional, an omission may also
classify as a correction);
• transposition (the type for a reading that was transposed from another location
in the text, including the flipping of the order of two words or phrases).
Wherever possible, each reading type has been aligned with the SKOS classification
scheme for readings provided by LAWD.
For reading causes, encoded in TEI using the @cause attribute, CAO provides a new
classification scheme which includes:
• dittography (the unintentional repetition of a letter, word or phrase);
• haplography (the accidental omission of a letter, word, or phrase; homeoarchy,
homeoteleuton, and saut du même au même are particular types of haplography);
• homeoarchy (the accidental skipping of a word or phrase having the same beginning; a polyptoton is a particular type of homeoarchy);
• polyptoton (the accidental skipping of a word or phrase forming a polyptoton,
i.e., presenting the same root word);
• homeoteleuton (the accidental skipping of a word or phrase having the same
ending);
• saut du même au même (the accidental skipping of some text in between two
similar words or phrases);
• incorporation (the accidental incorporation of materials, such as marginalia).
The properties cao:hasReadingType and cao:hasReadingCause are used to relate a
cao:Reading to a type, and a cause, respectively. For example, the RDF description of
an omitted reading would be as follows:
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<rdg/anno01−rdg03> a cao:Reading ;
cao:hasReadingType cao:omission ;
cao:hasReadingCause cao:homeoteleuton ;
rdf:value ""^^xsd:string .

5.4 Relating the Readings to One Another
The possibility of defining semantic relationships among entities is one of the greatest
advantages of graph data modelling. CAO features various types of relationship
between readings and, on a case-by-case basis, it is easy to extend the model to
accommodate all kinds of unforeseen connections. For example, a chain of authorial
revisions may be described as shown below using the property cao:correctedTo
to identify the relationship between a reading and its modified version, forming a
sequence of corrections. So, the following TEI-encoded apparatus entry
<app xml:id="anno08">
<rdg varSeq="1" xml:id="anno08−rdg01">
<del>this</del>
</rdg>
<rdg varSeq="2" xml:id="anno08−rdg02">
<del><add>such a</add></del>
</rdg>
<rdg varSeq="3" xml:id="anno08−rdg03">
<add>a</add>
</rdg>
</app>

would become:
<app/app08> a cao:VariationUnit ;
cao:hasReading <rdg/anno08−rdg01> ,
<rdg/anno08−rdg02> ,
<rdg/anno08−rdg03> .
<rdg/anno08−rdg01> a cao:Reading ;
cao:correctedTo <rdg/anno08−rdg02> ;
cao:hasReadingType cao:deletion .
<rdg/anno08−rdg02> a cao:Reading ;
cao:correctedTo <rdg/anno08−rdg03> ;
cao:hasReadingType cao:deletion .
<rdg/anno08−rdg03> a cao:Reading ;
cao:hasReadingType cao:addition .

Other CAO properties to describe the relationships among readings are: cao:fol
and prov:wasRevisionOf.
In TEI, the @varSeq attribute conveys information about the chronological sequence in which variants have appeared over time. In the same way, the property
cao:follows is used to chain the readings to link the readings together in chronological sequence.
lows, cao:hasVariant, prov:wasDerivedFrom,
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The property cao:hasVariant links a cao:BaseReading to its alternative readings
(which are members of the superclass cao:Reading). The property prov:wasDerived
From denotes “a transformation of an entity [i.e. a reading] into another, an update
of an entity resulting in a new one, or the construction of a new entity based on a
pre-existing entity” (Lebo et al. 2013).
The property prov:wasRevisionOf is used for specific cases of derivation of a
reading from another one: it is a subproperty of prov:wasDerivedFrom and defines
“a derivation for which the resulting entity is a revised version of some original.
The implication here is that the resulting entity contains substantial content from
the original” (Lebo et al. 2013). The domain and range are instances of the class
cao:Reading. Below, are some examples:
<rdg/anno01−rdg02> a cao:Reading ;
cao:follows <rdg/anno01−rdg03> .
<rdg/anno01−rdg02> a cao:Reading ;
prov:wasDerivedFrom <rdg/anno01−rdg03> .
<rdg/anno01−rdg02> a cao:Reading ;
prov:wasRevisionOf <rdg/anno01−rdg03> .

5.5 Citing Other Scholars’ Readings
In TEI, the @source attribute is used on <rdg> to indicate responsibility for the claim
that a witness supports a particular reading. The @source attribute contains a reference
to an external source, normally a published edition. In a fully developed LOD scenario,
it would be possible to navigate from one critical edition to another via the links
between readings, which would act like bridges across editions. In CAO, a cited
reading is related to its original source via the property prov:hadPrimarySource. For
example:
<rdg/anno01−rdg02> a cao:Reading ;
rdf:value "diffudit"^^xsd:string ;
prov:hadPrimarySource <http://example.org> .

5.6 From the Reading to the Witness
Texts reach us in multiple versions. Each textual version represents a different realization of the same work. As anticipated in the introduction, CAO reuses concepts
from the FRBRoo ontology to represent a text according to different levels of analysis.
An FRBR expression, i.e., a text, is modelled using the class frbroo:F2_Expression,
which defines “the specific intellectual or artistic form that a work takes each time
it is realized” (IFLA 2009). A reading is a scholarly claim: the outcome of an
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act of interpretation, which is supported by a particular fragment of a witness, a
frbroo:F23_Expression_ Fragment.
The cao:witnessedBy property relates a reading to an expression, i.e., to the text
of the witness (either the full text, or the specific textual fragment that supports the
reading within a witness), as shown in the example below:
<rdg/anno01−rdg01> a cao:BaseReading ;
rdf:value "diffundi"^^xsd:string ;
cao:isWitnessedBy <wit−fragment/anno01−wfrag01> ,
<wit−fragment/anno01−wfrag02> .
<rdg/anno01−rdg02> a cao:Reading ;
rdf:value "diffudit"^^xsd:string ;
cao:isWitnessedBy <wit−fragment/anno01−wfrag03> .
<rdg/anno01−rdg03> a cao:Reading ;
rdf:value "diffundit"^^xsd:string ;
cao:isWitnessedBy <wit−fragment/anno01−wfrag04> .

The property frbroo:R15i_is_fragment_of connects an expression fragment to
the expression to which it belongs:
<wit−fragment/anno01−wfrag01> a frbroo:F23_Expression_Fragment ;
frbroo:R15i_is_fragment_of <wit−expression/wexp01> .
<wit−fragment/anno01−wfrag02> a frbroo:F23_Expression_Fragment ;
frbroo:R15i_is_fragment_of <wit−expression/wexp02> .

Expressions cannot exist without a carrier. For example, a handwritten note could
not exist without the piece of paper on which it is written. A carrier is, in FRBR
terms, a manifestation. FRBRoo distinguishes between two classes of manifestation:
Manifestation Singleton and Manifestation Product Type. A Manifestation Singleton
belongs to the realm of physical things: it is a unique, physical object such as a
manuscript, and cannot be replicated. On the other hand, a Manifestation Product
Type is an abstract notion: it comprehends publications, which can exist in multiple
physical copies.
Among the type of witnesses that a scholar may encounter are manuscripts, either
handwritten or digital, which fall into the category of manifestation singletons, and
printed editions, which belong to the class of manifestation product types. The properties crm:P128i_is_carried_by and frbroo:R4_carriers_provided_by relates an
Expression to a Manifestation Singleton and a Manifestation Product Type, respectively:
<wit−expression/wexp01> a frbroo:F2_Expression ;
crm:P128i_is_carried_by <wit/wit01> .
<wit−expression/wexp01> a frbroo:F2_Expression ;
frbroo:R4_carriers_provided_by <wit/wit02> .

At this stage, possibilities of connection with other datasets open up. There are,
indeed, two main ways to describe the witnesses involved in the reconstruction of a
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critical text: describing each witness within the model in detail, or relying on external
descriptions, such as those provided by museums, cultural institutions, and other
datasets (e.g., the British Museum, Pleiades, GeoNames, Worldcat, VIAF, DBpedia).
CRM-FRBRoo is fully equipped for the description of manuscripts as museum artefacts,
as well as for publications.
For example, the URI for the object of the property crm:P128i_is_carried_by may
link to information belonging to external cultural heritage datasets: the URI itself
can be directly reused from already existing records; alternatively, project-specific
URIs can be paired with external representations of the same objects by means of the
property owl:sameAs, as follows:
<wit/wit01> a frbroo:F4_Manifestation_Singleton ;
owl:sameAs <http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/object/exampleID> .

To sum up, a reading (cao:Reading) is a scholarly interpretation of a witness fragment (frbroo:F23_Expression_Fragment) that belongs to a witness (frbroo:F2_Ex
pression), which is carried by a physical document (frbroo:F4_Manifestation_
Singleton) or an edition (frbroo:F3_Manifestation_Product_Type). Other types
of witnesses may also be described by using other elements of FRBRoo.

6 A Special Case of Variation: Transposition
Transposition occurs when text is transferred from one location to another. As
transposition involves a relationship between a transposed text and (at least) two
distinct locations, its representation requires that the annotation be linked to multiple
targets:
<annotation/anno02> a oa:Annotation ;
oa:hasBody <app/app02> ;
oa:hasTarget <varloc/vl02>, <varloc/vl03> ;
dcterms:creator <person/fgiovan> ;
dcterms:created "2019−03−09"^^xsd:date .

The transposed text is then related to the original and the new location via the
properties cao:wasTransposedFrom and cao:wasTransposedTo, respectively:
<rdg/anno02−rdg02> a cao: Reading ;
cao:hasReadingType cao:transposition ;
cao:wasTransposedFrom <varloc/vl02> ;
cao:wasTransposedTo <varloc/vl03> .

7 The Target of the Annotation: Linking the Apparatus to the
TEI Document
The example provided below shows a method for linking the apparatus to a specific
base text within the TEI document containing the edition. The Web Annotation class
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allows the identification of the beginning and of the end of the
location of the variant using XPath expressions:
oa:RangeSelector

<l>
... freta rapidisque <anchor xml:id="varloc−s01"/>diffundi<anchor xml:id="varloc−
e01"/> ...
</l>
<varloc/vl01> a cao:VariationLocation ;
oa:hasSource <example.xml> ;
oa:hasSelector [
a oa:RangeSelector ;
oa:hasStartSelector [
a oa:XPathSelector ;
rdf:value "//l/anchor[@xml:id='varloc−s01']" ] ;
oa:hasEndSelector [
a oa:XPathSelector ;
rdf:value "//l/anchor[@xml:id='varloc−e01']" ] ] ] .

XPointer may alternatively be used to specify the location of the variant:
<varloc/vl01> a cao:VariationLocation ;
oa:hasSource <example.xml> ;
oa:hasSelector [
a oa:FragmentSelector ;
dcterms:conformsTo <http://tools.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3023> ;
rdf:value "xpointer(//anchor[@xml:id='varloc−s01']/range−to(//anchor
[@xml:id='varloc−e01'])" ] .

The TEI double-end-point-attached method solves the issue of overlapping lemmata.
There are, however, other methods which can be used for linking an RDF apparatus
to the text. For example, if the location of the variant is tagged using a generic TEI
element such as <seg>, the apparatus entry can directly point to the unique identifier
specified for that element:
<l>... freta rapidisque <seg xml:id="varloc−01">diffundi</seg> ...</l>
<varloc/vl01> a cao:VariationLocation ;
oa:hasSource <example.xml> ;
oa:hasSelector [
a oa:XPathSelector ;
rdf:value "//l/seg[@xml:id="varloc−01]" ] .

It is also feasible to replace the lemma with an empty element in the TEI document,
leaving a gap in the critical text (this would allow the editor not to choose a base or
preferred text). Such a method, however, may result in loss of information if the TEI
document containing the edition and the RDF critical apparatus are not processed
together.
A Web Annotation class oa:TextPositionSelector is also available for describing
ranges of characters, making it possible to link an RDF critical apparatus to a plain
text document. Using this method, however, would make the connection between the
apparatus and the text more fragile as compared to using @xml:ids for building the
URIs representing the location of variation.
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For a more detailed overview of the Critical Apparatus Ontology, please visit the
ontology specification at http://w3id.org/cao.

8 Generating, Visualizing, and Querying an RDF Critical
Apparatus
This study set out to explore the use of a conceptual model, the Critical Apparatus
Ontology (CAO), in combination with TEI text encoding to describe the critical
apparatus, and discussed the benefits of this approach. However, there are practical
and methodological issues such as how to generate, visualize, and query an RDF critical
apparatus, which deserve consideration: the lack of user-friendly tools for working
with RDF and ontologies is a barrier for the adoption and diffusion of Semantic Web
technologies in the context of digital scholarly editing (Pierazzo 2016).
There are different ways to generate an RDF critical apparatus. A first method is to
directly extract the set of RDF statements from an existing TEI critical apparatus by
means of an existing Python script which employs lxml, a library for manipulating
XML documents (see Behnel 2019), and RDFLib, a package for working with RDF (see
RDFLib Team 2013). A limitation of this approach is that the TEI encoding model
applied to the critical apparatus must follow a specific structure and set of guidelines;
otherwise it will not be possible for the script to convert the critical apparatus in its
entirety. For example, in case of author’s or copyist’s additions, the script requires

<rdg xml:id="rdg032" type="cao:addition">some added text</rdg>5

rather than
<rdg xml:id="rdg032">
<add>some added text</add>
</rdg>

Another possible strategy for generating an RDF critical apparatus is represented
by RDFa, which allows the embedding of RDF into TEI documents through attributes,
and comes with ready-for-use extraction tools (see, for example, Tittel et al. 2018 and
Ruiz et al. 2020).
Nonetheless, both options present the same limitation: there is not a standard
way of encoding certain features of a critical apparatus, such as specific types of
relationships between variant readings, with TEI.6 Therefore, it is not possible to

5
6

Note that any vocabulary for the classification of reading types is allowed, as long as its prefix is defined
in a <prefixDef> element.
The only type of relationships that have a standard method of TEI encoding (the @varSeq attribute) are
generic sequential relationships, translated into CAO as cao:follows relationships.
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automatically extract such features unless alternative encoding methods, such as the
or <relation> elements, are used.7
That being said, the exercise of human judgement (and manual intervention) on the
generated triples remains central to the development of reliable critical apparatuses.
Studies on visualization are, without a doubt, indispensable for enabling regular
web users to make sense of the RDF data presented, and for the diffusion of the
LOD paradigm. There are several existing tools for the visualization of semantic
knowledge bases which could transform RDF critical apparatuses into meaningful
graph visualizations (for example, see Bastian et al. 2009). Alternatively, ad hoc
visualizations may be created by means of the aforementioned RDFLib (SPARQL
queries are used to extract relevant information from the knowledge graph) or the
more familiar XSLT. For example, we could imagine a base text or, in its absence, a
user-selected text with points of variation highlighted, and made interactive. The
user can ask for different kinds of visualizations, such as variant graphs, variants in
context, correction processes, outgoing links, raw RDF statements, and so forth.
A web scholarly edition enhanced by means of semantic graphs should also provide
a SPARQL endpoint to allow advanced searching and extraction of the data. End users
should be able to compose queries in abstract terms, without needing to know any
specific formal query language (Ciotti 2018).

<graph>

9 Conclusion and Future Work
Representing the critical apparatus within a document-driven environment such as
TEI XML can be difficult, as a critical apparatus sits at the intersection of multiple
texts, and establishes a complex network of relationships among these texts. RDF
is a data-driven modelling framework. Compared to XML, RDF is closer to the way
natural language communication is structured. The adoption of RDF knowledge
graphs in combination with TEI may: facilitate the development of software for
the visualization of variant graphs; provide scholars with more powerful ways of
expressing their analysis and interpretations; allow users to perform semantic queries;
increase interoperability between digital scholarly editions and the cultural heritage
linked open data cloud.
The Critical Apparatus Ontology (CAO), currently in its 0.9th version, aims to
contribute to the publication of data-centric digital scholarly editions. Future work
will focus on two main areas: carrying out the necessary tests on existing editorial
projects before a stable release of the model; and, research on future updates – such
7

Encoding RDF triples within <graph> or <relation> represents a case of tag abuse. However, if TEI truly is
“whatever you make it” (Cummings 2012), a widespread tag misuse might quickly become a standard.
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as the representation of reading types as classes rather than individuals – which will
increase the expressiveness of the model.
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Transforming TEI Manuscript Descriptions into RDF
Graphs
Toby Burrows, Matthew Holford, David Lewis, Andrew Morrison, Kevin Page,
Athanasios Velios
Abstract
This paper reports on the transformation of the Bodleian Library’s online medieval
manuscripts catalogue from XML documents into RDF graphs. The catalogue uses
the “Manuscript Description” section of the TEI Guidelines to encode entries which
were originally published in printed form, but also incorporates amendments and
additions from unpublished documents. The transformation of this catalogue has
required the development of processes to extract the relevant elements from the TEI
XML documents, assemble these extracts into a new XML file, and match the various
elements and attributes to CIDOC-CRM and FRBRoo entities and properties which
can be expressed as RDF triples and incorporated into graph databases. As a result of
this work, information from the manuscripts catalogue has been ingested into Linked
Data graph databases developed by two Oxford projects: OXLOD (Oxford Linked
Open Data) and MMM (Mapping Manuscript Migrations).

1 Introduction
This paper reports on the transformation of the Bodleian Library’s online medieval
manuscripts catalogue, based on the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) Guidelines, into
RDF graphs using the CIDOC-CRM and FRBRoo ontologies, which enable integration of datasets. The catalogue uses the Manuscript Description section of the TEI
Guidelines to encode entries which were originally published in printed form, but also
incorporates amendments and additions from unpublished documents prepared in the
Bodleian Library. The transformation of this catalogue has required the development
of processes to extract the relevant elements from the TEI XML documents, assemble
these extracts into a new XML file, and match the various elements and attributes
to CIDOC-CRM and FRBRoo entities and properties which can be expressed as RDF
triples and incorporated into graph databases. A particular focus of this work has
been the provenance data relating to these manuscripts.
As a result of this work, information from the manuscripts catalogue has been
ingested into Linked Data graph databases developed by two Oxford projects: (a)
OXLOD, a pilot project on Linked Data in Oxford which brought together data from
Graph Data-Models and Semantic Web Technologies in Scholarly Digital Editing. Ed. by Elena Spadini, Francesca Tomasi
and Georg Vogeler. Schriften des Instituts für Dokumentologie und Editorik 15. Norderstedt: Books on Demand, 2021.
143–154.
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a range of Oxford’s cultural institutions, and (b) Mapping Manuscript Migrations
(MMM), an international project designed to track the ownership and provenance of
medieval manuscripts using data from three databases related to manuscript history
(Burrows et al. 2018), including Bibale, the Schoenberg Database of Manuscripts, and
the Bodleian’s manuscripts catalogue.
The technical infrastructure of these two projects is quite different: OXLOD used the
ResearchSpace software developed by the British Museum and Metaphacts (Oldman
& Tanase 2018), while MMM uses the Sampo-UI interface developed by the Semantic
Computing Research Group at Aalto University (Hyvönen et al. 2019). But the projects
share the same methodological approach based on Linked Open Data technologies
like RDF triples, ontologies, and URIs. They both aim to integrate heterogeneous
datasets relating to cultural heritage objects and to provide a more effective way of
browsing and searching this kind of data.

2 State of the Art
The Manuscript Description section of the TEI Guidelines has become the de-facto
schema for structuring detailed descriptions of manuscripts (TEI Consortium 2019).Institutions using TEI descriptions include the University of Pennsylvania (for its OPenn
and Bibliophilly services) and Manuscriptorium, the digital manuscript library managed by the National Library of the Czech Republic. The Bodleian Library chose TEI
for its online manuscript catalogues, launched in 2017 (Bodleian Library 2017). As
well as the catalogue of medieval manuscripts in Oxford libraries, they include Fihrist,
a cooperative catalogue of manuscripts from the Islamicate world, and seven other
specialized Oxford catalogues.
The TEI Guidelines are designed to be flexible and hospitable to different approaches
to encoding and markup. In the case of the Manuscript Description section, this means
that there are various ways of encoding the same basic information, with no definitive
agreed standards. The Bodleian Library has recently made available draft encoding
guidelines for manuscript descriptions, aimed at promoting consistency of encoding
across different catalogues (Bodleian Library 2019a). Developed in association with
Cambridge University Library and the British Library, the guidelines for medieval
manuscripts draw on earlier work by Patrick Granholm and Eva Nyström for the
Swedish manuscript catalogue manuscripta.se.
In parallel, there has been growing interest in developing Linked Data approaches
to the aggregation of manuscript data. Europeana, which includes records and images
for more than 305,000 manuscripts, has established workflows for mapping manuscript
records in a variety of formats to its Europeana Data Model (EDM), represented in
RDF. The limitations of the EDM for manuscript metadata have been addressed by the
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Digitised Manuscripts to Europeana (DM2E) project, which developed a specialization
of the EDM to extend its properties and classes for use with manuscript records (Dröge
et al. 2014). Some more specialized projects have also been applying CIDOC-CRM
and FRBRoo to develop ontologies relating to manuscript descriptions, such as that
summarized in Mancinelli et al. (2019).
Another important aggregator of manuscript data is Biblissima, which brings
together descriptions from about forty mainly French manuscript catalogues. For
its initial prototype, Biblissima combined data from the Mandragore and Initiale
databases into an RDF-based framework, using an ontology modelled on CIDOCCRM and FRBRoo (Frunzeanu et al. 2016). The full Biblissima service, however, is
based on XML pivot tables instead, and includes mappings from the TEI. It uses
Linked Data techniques to align data through external identifiers from services like
data.bnf.fr, GeoNames, and VIAF, and also makes available an RDF version which can
be queried through a SPARQL end-point (Robineau 2019).
The relationship between TEI manuscript descriptions and the world of Linked
Data, RDF, and ontologies has only been given relatively limited attention. In 2007,
Øyvind Eide and Christian-Emil Ore produced a draft mapping from TEI to CIDOCCRM, covering a selection of “events, time appelations, actors and actor appelations”
drawn from several areas of the TEI Guidelines, but not including the “Manuscript
Description” section. The same two authors (Ore & Eide 2009) subsequently produced
a set of recommendations for TEI extensions and adjustments aimed at making “the
ontological information in a TEI document compliant with the other cultural heritage
models” including CIDOC-CRM. They noted that Manuscript Description was one
of the TEI sections where ontologically oriented elements are defined. Eide’s more
general reflections on linking the TEI with external ontologies can be found in Eide
2014. More recently, Ciotti and Tomasi (2016/17) and Ciotti (2018) have presented a
model aimed at “furnishing the TEI with a semantics based on a formal ontology”.
Crompton and Schwartz (2018) have proposed the “the development of XSLT-backed
tools to convert and connect otherwise incommensurable [TEI] data sets”.
To our knowledge, the only previous work on transforming TEI-encoded
manuscript descriptions into RDF has been carried out by the Medieval Electronic Scholarly Alliance (MESA), which is one of the nodes of the Advanced Research
Consortium (ARC). The ARC RDF schema is designed for encoding descriptions
of digital resources made available through the Collex interface, and consists of a
number of Dublin Core elements supplemented by a few Collex-specific elements
(Medieval Electronic Scholarly Alliance 2019a). Several TEI-based manuscript
catalogues have been mapped for the MESA-Collex search interface, and one example
of a transformation of a TEI manuscript description from the Walters Art Museum
has been published (Medieval Electronic Scholarly Alliance 2019b). For the most
part, the TEI elements involved are limited to title, language, and date, while the TEI
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element has simply been mapped to <dc:provenance> without any
encoding or mapping of persons, places, or events within a provenance statement.

<provenance>

3 Methodologies
At the Bodleian Library a customized TEI schema is used. Written in the TEI’s
ODD schema language, it is available in RELAX NG, XSD and DTD versions, and
is used in eight different manuscript catalogues managed by the Bodleian. Separate
authority files for persons, organisations, places and works are maintained and linked
to the medieval manuscript descriptions. The raw TEI-XML files are stored in a
public GitHub repository, where they are grouped by manuscript collection (Bodleian
Library 2019b). Publicly accessible and searchable versions of the files are made
available through a Web site built with technologies including XSLT, xQuery, Solr
and Blacklight.
TEI manuscript data can be complex, often describing manuscripts divided into
several parts, each with its own history and containing works-within-works (e.g.,
a collection of poetry and individual poems). Information about the history and
provenance of the manuscripts (the focus of the MMM project) has been encoded
in different ways, such as a single XML element describing the entire history of the
manuscript, or multiple <provenance> elements which each recount one event. Dates
are encoded with date tags or attributes on the provenance element.
The first step in our workflow is to identify those parts of the TEI schema which
will be needed to answer the research questions of the MMM project. An xQuery
script is used to extract these parts and copy them into a simplified XML document. It
also creates URIs for each included entity. This simplified XML output is then mapped
to classes and properties of the CIDOC-CRM and FRBRoo ontologies using the 3M
mapping tool (Oldman et al. 2010). CIDOC-CRM was chosen as the basis for the
MMM data model because its event-oriented nature makes it well-suited to modelling
the provenance events in manuscript histories. It was combined with FRBRoo in
order to represent the works, expressions, and manifestations carried by manuscripts
(Mapping Manuscript Migrations 2019). The mappings for the TEI <provenance>
element are summarized in Table 1.
The Bodleian’s XML authority files are handled as separate datasets following the
same method. Manuscript instances are then integrated with the authority records via
corresponding URIs. The records include references to URIs from external authorities
such as the Virtual International Authority File (VIAF), GeoNames, the Getty Thesaurus of Geographical Names (TGN), Gemeinsame Normdatei (GND), and WikiData.
These have been retained in the RDF output for the MMM project, where they have
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TEI elementField in simplified XML

Ontology mapping in 3M

Provenance

provenance

crm:E5_Event

provenance/@xml:id

URIorUUID

provenance/text

crm:P3_has_note > Literal

provenance/date

crm:P4_has_time−span > crm:
E52_Time−Span

provenance/org

crm:P11_had_participant >
crm:E74_Group

provenance/org[@role='formerOwner']

crm:P51_has_former_or_cur
rent_owner > crm:E74_ Group

provenance/person

crm:P11_had_participant >
crm:E21_Person and frbr:
F10_Person

provenance/person[@role='formerOwner']

crm:P51_has_former_or_cur
rent_owner > crm:E21_Person
and frbr:F10_Person

provenance/place

crm:P7_took_place_at > crm:
E53_Place and frbr:F9_Place

Table 1. Mappings for the TEI <provenance> element.

been used to match persons, places, and organizations with those present in the other
two source datasets.
The time constraints of the OXLOD and MMM projects made it necessary to work
with the existing TEI documents produced by the Bodleian Library. Within the project
timeframes, it was simply not feasible to re-encode the files or to enhance the existing
encoding manually. Future work might also include experimenting with parsing and
extracting the unencoded narrative statements within a <provenance> element.
Nevertheless, some bulk updating was done to add generic provenance statements
to multiple files, especially where the existing <provenance> elements for a specific named collection did not include an entry for the Bodleian’s acquisition of the
manuscripts from the named collector. These updates were done at the University of
Pennsylvania Library by forking the relevant TEI documents from GitHub, writing a
Ruby script to add standard <provenance> and <change> statements to each file, and
returning the files to the Bodleian. The TEI documents for more than 2,000 Bodleian
manuscripts have been enhanced in this way.
The ontology used to structure the transformation of the Bodleian data was subsequently used in developing the MMM unified data model. This model was derived
by examining the data structures of the three contributing datasets. The result was
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a mixture of elements from CIDOC-CRM and FRBRoo, combined with a few entity
classes and properties unique to MMM. While the MMM project took the Biblissima
ontology into account, it was insufficient to handle all the MMM data, especially those
relating to manuscript provenance and history, which are central to the aims of MMM
but largely out of scope for Biblissima.

4 Discussion
While the TEI manuscript descriptions may appear to be highly structured, there are
important elements within them which are not. The focus of the MMM project is on
the history and provenance sections of the descriptions, which record the evidence
for the production and ownership of manuscripts over the many centuries of their
existence. To meet the requirements of this project, we needed to extract as much of
this evidence as possible in a suitably structured form.
The TEI <provenance> elements, in particular, hold most of the information needed.
But these elements are often presented as a free-text narrative with marked-up entities
for those persons, organisations, dates and places mentioned in the narrative. They
often also hold transcriptions of annotations and inscriptions on the manuscript itself.
This reflects the traditional approach to printed manuscript catalogues, where this
kind of information is given primarily in narrative form. The TEI Guidelines, at least
initially, were designed to encode digital versions of these printed catalogues. A
typical example of the Bodleian Library’s treatment of <provenance> encoding – for
manuscript Lat. th. (Latin theology) d. 29 – looks like this:
<provenance>Titles (13–th15th cent.) 'Consuetudines Lanfranci et excerpta de
poenitentiale. Item Seneca ad lucillum', and press−mark 'E 25' (fol. iii)</
provenance>
<provenance><persName role="fmo" key="person_1259"><!− − not found. His tomb
mentioned in VCH. − −> William Brent of Willington, Warwick</persName>, given
to <persName role="fmo" key="person_61575100">Sir William Dugdale</persName
>, 'i Oct.1675' (fol.iii verso)</provenance>
<provenance>Thorpe catalogue, 1831, no. 4108</provenance>
<provenance>W. Shaw Mason (fol.iii verso)</provenance>
<provenance>4th Duke of Newcastle, Sotheby's 6 Dec. 1937, lot 955</provenance>
<provenance><persName role="fmo" key="person_40764209"> André de Coppet </
persName>, his sale at Sotheby's 6 Dec. 1954, lot 34, bought by Quaritch for
£95.</provenance>
<provenance>Given by <persName role="fmo" key="person_111104108"> Arthur. A.
Houghton</persName>.</provenance>

Listing 1. TEI <provenance> encoding for Bodleian Library Lat. th. d. 29.

There are seven provenance statements here, most of which include an encoded
personal name, usually that of a former owner. None of the dates have been encoded,
however; nor have any of the booksellers’ names.
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As well as the <provenance> statements, we also made use of the <origin> encoding within the <history> element. This is more rigorously encoded, as the example
for the same manuscript demonstrates:
<origin>
<origDate calendar="Gregorian" notAfter="1200" notBefore="1150">
12th century, second half
</origDate>
<origPlace>
<country key="place_7002445">English</country>
</origPlace>
</origin>

Listing 2. TEI <origin> encoding for Bodleian Library Lat. th. d. 29.

Here the date of production – usually given as an approximate verbal range – has
been converted to Gregorian dates in a notAfter / notBefore pattern. The place of
origin, whether a country or a more specific location, has been linked to the value
in the Bodleian Library’s authority file for places, which normally has an associated
TGN identifier.
Our aim was to extract the salient information about history and provenance automatically from the narrative of transfers of ownership. By using a combination of role
attributes relating to ownership (where available) and the encoded entities within the
provenance statements, we were able to construct event-related statements linking the
manuscript and the actors in its history. We limited our model to generic relationships
of provenance activities (primarily ownership, acquisition, and production) to ensure
the accuracy of the resulting RDF statements, rather than attempting to infer more
specific relationships from narrative statements which lacked the necessary markup.
The rest of the required information for the MMM project is related to bibliographical descriptions of the manuscripts, which were also the focus of the OXLOD
project. Titles of works, and their authors, have been consistently encoded in the TEI
documents and linked to the relevant authority file entry, making them relatively
straightforward to extract and match to FRBRoo entities and relationships. The other
key piece of data from each TEI document is the manuscript shelfmark (Listing 3).
<msIdentifier>
<country>United Kingdom</country>
<region type="county">Oxfordshire</region>
<settlement>Oxford</settlement>
<institution>University of Oxford</institution>
<repository>Bodleian Library</repository>
<idno type="shelfmark">MS. Lat. th. d. 29</idno>
<altIdentifier type="internal">
<idno type="SCN">Not in SC (late accession)</idno>
</altIdentifier>
</msIdentifier>

Listing 3. <msIdentifier> encoding for Bodleian Library Lat. th. d. 29.
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The TEI treament of shelfmarks is highly structured and relatively straightforward
to extract and transform into RDF triples. But a manuscript shelfmark is not the same
as a unique identifier in the Linked Data sense of the term. To create a URI for each
manuscript, the MMM project has reused the unique element of the Bodleian’s URL for
an individual manuscript, e.g., https://medieval.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/catalog/manuscript_
1927 becomes http://ldf.fi/mmm/manifestation_singleton/bodley_manuscript_1927
in the MMM triple store. There is no global system of manuscript identifiers similar
to ISBNs for books, though an International Standard Manuscript Identifier (ISMI)
for Linked Data purposes has been proposed (Cassin 2018). The Bodleian Library
is investigating the possible use of ARK identifiers for its manuscripts (Burns et al.
2019).

5 Results
The TEI schema, the xQuery script and the simplified XML output are all available
from the Bodleian Library’s GitHub repository, together with the 3M mapping file
and the RDF representations. The MMM interface to query the RDF records became
publicly available in January 2020: https://mappingmanuscriptmigrations.org/ The
full MMM dataset can be downloaded from the Zenodo repository: https://doi.org/10.
5281/zenodo.3667486 The OXLOD pilot project has not yet been made available for
external access.
Our workflow output was initially evaluated through a series of SPARQL queries
run against the OXLOD pilot data. These queries focused on identifying relevant
manuscripts through origin, provenance and acquisition events, filtered by location
and time period. Additional contextual information was supplied through federated queries on the Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names (TGN) and on WikiData.
Examples of these queries can be seen in Velios (2018).
A second evaluation was carried out for the MMM project. This involved running
SPARQL queries against the aggregated RDF data from three source datasets (including
the Bodleian catalogue), using a set of research questions identified by researchers
connected with the project.
These queries have been able to produce results which match those obtained
directly from the Bodleian site using a combination of keyword searches and browsing
by persons and places. The RDF queries connected with places of production and
ownership have been able to take advantage of the geographical hierarchies embedded
in the Getty TGN, even though these are not explicitly present in the relevant Bodleian
authority file. A query like “Find all manuscripts produced in Lombardy in the 15th
century” will return manuscripts originating specifically from places like Milan,
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Brescia and Pavia, for instance. This is not possible using a single query in the native
interface to the Bodleian catalogue, since each place has to be searched separately.
On the other hand, the RDF queries have identified some issues with interpreting the
dates used in manuscript descriptions, which are often expressed in very approximate
terms. A date range like “xv – xvi centuries” is encoded by the Bodleian by converting
it to the Gregorian calendar:
<origDate calendar="Gregorian" notAfter="1599" notBefore="1400">

But should this manuscript be counted among those produced in the 15th century
or not? The answer is a matter for the manuscript researcher rather than the TEI
encoder, however, and should be defined in the SPARQL query independently of the
TEI encoding.
The work done to transform the Bodleian documents for these two projects has
demonstrated that it is possible to extract TEI-encoded manuscript data in a form
which can be expressed as RDF, loaded to a graph database, incorporated into a Linked
Data environment, and retrieved using SPARQL queries. But the nature of some of
the TEI markup – and especially the lack of encoding for various components of
the narrative <provenance> statements – means that the RDF representation cannot
include all the relevant information from the catalogue records. In the Bodleian
catalogue itself, the keyword search function can still find occurrences of (for example) a bookseller’s name, even though this has not been encoded. Replicating this
functionality in the RDF environment would mean either re-encoding the TEI files in
a more thorough and structured way or developing additional scripts to parse, extract,
and transform provenance information which is currently presented in unencoded
narrative statements within a <provenance> element.

6 Future Work
An important output from the Mapping Manuscript Migrations project will be a set of
recommendations for re-thinking the structure and encoding of the TEI <provenance>
element to enable its more effective reuse in graph applications. These recommendations will draw on the concepts previously outlined by Ore and Eide (2009), but
will also take into account the parallel work currently being done in the art museum
and gallery community on documenting and reusing provenance information. This
includes improving the structure of provenance records in museum databases (BergenFulton et al. 2015), as well as transforming museum databases to Linked Data and RDF
graphs based on CIDOC-CRM (Knoblock et al. 2017). The Linked Art Data Model,
which is in the process of development, will have a specific section devoted to the
provenance of art works, based on CIDOC-CRM as the core ontology (Linked Art
Community 2019).
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Our aim is to ensure that the project’s recommendations relating to the TEI
element can be framed within the existing TEI Guidelines, and can
be incorporated into the Bodleian Library’s customization and encoding guidelines
for medieval manuscripts. These improvements are not just a matter of improving
the specifics of TEI encoding. They will also require a significant re-thinking of the
way in which manuscript provenance information is recorded and structured within
catalogue records.

<provenance>
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Scholarly Music Editions as Graph: Semantic
Modelling of the Anton Webern Gesamtausgabe
Stefan Münnich, Thomas Ahrend
Abstract
This paper presents a first draft of the ongoing research at the Anton Webern Gesamtausgabe (Basel, CH) to apply RDF-based semantic models for the purpose of a
scholarly digital music edition. A brief overview of different historical positions
to approach music from a graph-theoretical perspective is followed by a list of musicrelated and other RDF vocabularies that may support this goal, such as MusicOWL,
DoReMus, CIDOC CRMinf, or the NIE-INE ontologies. Using the example of some of
Webern’s sketches for two drafted Goethe settings (M306 & M307), a preliminary
graph-based model for philological knowledge and processes is envisioned, which
incorporates existing ontologies from the context of cultural heritage and music.
Finally, possible use-cases, and the consequences of such an approach to scholarly
music editions, are discussed.

1 Introduction
Despite the seemingly irrefutable opinion that musicology is regarded as a “delayed
discipline” (Gerhard 2000) due to the complexity of its subject-matter, scholarly
music editions made the step into the digital age more than a decade ago.1 Projects
such as Freischütz Digital (2012), Beethovens Werkstatt (2014), or the Digital Mozart
Edition (2006) have achieved fundamental milestones in the field of encoding musical
information in XML-based formats (e.g., the format of the Music Encoding Initiative –
MEI2 ) and have made significant contributions to both the theory of scholarly editing
1

2

For a constitutive overview about the notion and concept of Digital (Scholarly) Edition see Sahle 2013,
Pierazzo 2015, Driscoll and Pierazzo 2016, or Bleier et al. 2018. The diversity of the music philological
landscape was cartographed in Emans and Krämer 2015; an in-depth discussion about the very nature
of the music philological question was provided in Urbanek 2013. The transfer and application of digital
methods to music editions has been fundamentally – in theory and practice – stimulated, discussed
and developed during the last two decades by Joachim Veit and members of his research team (e.g. Veit
2006, Veit 2010, Veit 2015). A most comprehensive summary of the history, present and prospective of
digital music philology can be found in Kepper 2011, a short repositioning in Acquavella-Rauch 2019,
and in Kepper and Pugin 2017.
See project website and latest specification of MEI (v4) in Music Encoding Initiative 2017 and Music
Encoding Initiative 2018.

Graph Data-Models and Semantic Web Technologies in Scholarly Digital Editing. Ed. by Elena Spadini, Francesca Tomasi
and Georg Vogeler. Schriften des Instituts für Dokumentologie und Editorik 15. Norderstedt: Books on Demand, 2021.
155–180.
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and digital applications. However, the question arises (not only in the musical field)
whether a digital edition should not be more than the mere conversion of a text into
an XML format. The representation of semantic relationships and links between
different areas of the editions, the overlap-free representation of non-hierarchical
content, as well as the connection and interlinking with external data sets, are only
some of the challenges that such an approach struggles to meet. Therefore, as early
as 2009, Johannes Kepper considered whether “directed graphs are the more suitable
data structure for encoding (music) texts than tree structures (and thus XML)” (Kepper
2009, 220). In the field of scholarly textual editions, some efforts were made in this
direction (Kamzelak 2016, Wettlaufer 2018, or many other papers in the present
volume). In the context of scholarly music editions, however, such an approach has,
to date, hardly been tested. In order to pursue this desideratum, the Anton Webern
Gesamtausgabe (University of Basel, CH) has the aim of researching and testing the
scientific application of graph-based semantic models, in terms of RDF vocabularies,3
for the purpose of a digital music edition. In this paper, we present a preliminary draft
of this ongoing research: in section 2 we give a short overview of different historical
positions to approach music from a graph-theoretical perspective, and a discussion of
existing music-related and other, helpful, vocabularies; in section 3 we introduce a
graph-based model for philological knowledge and processes, which is under active
development within the project, in close cooperation with the Digital Humanities
Lab Basel (DHLab) and the Swiss-wide National Infrastructure for Editions (NIE-INE).
Incorporating existing ontologies from the context of cultural heritage and music,
the possible interplay of these models is demonstrated using the example of some of
Webern’s sketches for two drafted Goethe settings from the 1930’s (M306 & M307). The
last section discusses possible consequences for the self-understanding of scholarly
music editions if philological processes are considered as graphs.

2 Music as Graph
The idea to approach music from a graph-theoretical perspective has increasingly
attracted attention since the mid-2000s in different areas:
On the one hand, graph-theoretical reflections have been applied to music in
order to make its mathematical benefits available for music-analytical purposes.
3

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a “standard model for data interchange on the Web. […]
RDF extends the linking structure of the Web to use URIs to name the relationship between things as
well as the two ends of the link (this is usually referred to as a “triple”). Using this simple model, it allows
structured and semi-structured data to be mixed, exposed, and shared across different applications. This
linking structure forms a directed, labeled graph, where the edges represent the named link between
two resources, represented by the graph nodes. This graph view is the easiest possible mental model for
RDF and is often used in easy-to-understand visual explanations.” (RDF Working Group 2014).
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Fundamental developments in the field of mathematical music theory were realized in
geometric approaches (e.g., Mazzola 1990; Mazzola 2002; Tymoczko 2011) or especially
in transformational approaches combining both group theory and graph theory (e.g.,
Lewin 1987; Lewin 1990; Klumpenhouwer 1998). Following on from these approaches,
more current studies are covering a wide range of subjects, including pattern matching
(e.g., Szeto & Wong 2006), musical gestures (e.g., Mazzola & Andreatta 2007), tonal
modulation (e.g., Walton 2010), or voice-leading (e.g., Rings 2011; Popoff et al. 2018).
On the other hand, graph-based knowledge models of music have been developed
which contribute to the vision of a semantic web as it was proposed by Tim BernersLee and others around the year 2000 (Berners-Lee 1998; Berners-Lee et al. 2001).
Formalized by (RDF-based) ontologies in terms of “explicit, formal specification[s]
of a shared conceptualisation” (Studer et al. 1998, 184), the aim of these models
was to enable a machine-readable description and connection of music metadata,
especially in the context of music information retrieval (MIR), music recommendation
systems, or music library cataloguing.4 Despite these overall efforts, only a few major
international projects such as DoReMus 5 in France or Transforming Musicology 6 in
the UK have promoted “the enhancement of Semantic Web provisions for musical
study […] augmenting existing controlled vocabularies (known as ontologies) for
musical concepts”7 . A comprehensive application of semantic web technologies to
the modelling, enhancement, and transformation of human knowledge, as it has been
discussed more and more in the humanities in recent years (e.g., Oldman et al. 2016),
remains largely a desideratum in the domain of music,8 and especially for scholarly
music editions ( Münnich 2018).
2.1 Existing Graph-Based Models for Musical Knowledge
When it comes to computer-based modelling of knowledge structures, it should be
noted at the outset that each model can only be a reduced, simplistic, and imperfect
surrogate for the considered part of the natural world, and that it can neither be all4
5
6
7
8

A comparison of music metadata schemas is given in Corthaut et al. (2008); an overview of (graph-based)
symbolic music representation systems can be found in Simonetta (2018).
Project website of DoReMus (http://www.doremus.org/) and the data access point of the DoReMus
project (http://data.doremus.org/).
Project website of Transforming Musicology (https://tm.web.ox.ac.uk/). Nurmikko-Fuller and Page 2016.
Description of the Transforming Musicology project on its earlier, now no longer accessible website:
https://web.archive.org/web/20170225090608/http://www.transforming-musicology.org/about/.
Daquino et al. 2017 surveyed the “Landscape of Musical Data on the Web” in 2017 and have published
their findings as a Linked Open Dataset: https://github.com/enridaga/musow. Their observation is “that
a large amount of [musical] resources are not ready to be part of the Web of Data”, identifying “the
heterogeneity of large collections, the uncertainty in licensing, and the lack of large scale approaches to
semantic lifting of musical resources and data publishing” as the main obstacles (Daquino et al. 2017,
67). Many thanks to Albert Meroño-Peñuela for pointing us to this survey.
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Figure 1. Excerpt (music production process) from the MusicOntology.

encompassing, nor finally conclusive (Davis et. al 1993; Stachowiak 1973). Thus, there
is no single correct way, but rather multiple best possible ways of modelling, against
which – up to a dead end, in case of doubt – the respective object of investigation,
the questions to be applied to it, and one’s own perspective, have to be tested.
Since as early as 2002, MusicBrainz has provided an online database of CD information that is stored and queried with unique identifiers (URIs) for artists, publishers,
and albums, down to the track level. Although it does not offer any ontology in the
narrower sense, MusicBrainz can be considered the first “semantic web service” for
music-related information and it is still actively maintained and developed to date
(Swartz 2002).
The Music Ontology (Raimond et al. 2013; motools 2013; motools 2007), which was
developed at the Centre for Digital Music at the Queen Mary University of London
in 2007, is widely used, especially in the field of MIR and music recommendation
systems (Raimond et al. 2007; Sandler et al. 2009). Based on OWL, the Web Ontology
Language, it is primarily concerned with statements on music production processes
(like works, composers, performances, or recordings; see Figure 1). Its spin-offs and
supplementary models (timeline, event, keys, tonality, symbolic notation, chord, temperament, audio features) allow the modelling and representation of further detailed
musical information. Although it must currently be regarded as the de facto standard
ontology for musical phenomena, the active development of the Music Ontology was
discontinued in 2014.
The MusicOWL – Music Score Ontology (Jones et al. 2017a), which has been in devel-
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Figure 2. Excerpt from the MusicOWL ontology (mso) with integration of Music Ontology (mo), Chord
Ontology (chord) and Tonality Ontology (ton).

opment at the University of Münster since 2017, is also based on OWL, but considers
musical content beneath the level of musical scores, including elements such as parts,
chords, notes, dynamics, articulations, measures, or voices (see Figure 2). Thereby, it
reuses and expands the Music Ontology and its aforementioned supplementary models
(Jones et al. 2017b). A very remarkable feature of the ontology is the overlap-free
assignment of individual notes or chords, by means of a NoteSet, to both a certain
measure or a certain part at the same time, which remains an intractable problem in
XML-based encoding formats. Time will tell what the impact of MusicOWL will be,
and that will be dependent on how well it handles or builds on existing standards.
As an important first step, a (JAVA based) conversion tool from MusicXML to RDF,
based on the MusicOWL ontology, already exists;9 a corresponding module for the
conversion of data encoded in MEI format would be most welcome in scholarly and
philological contexts.
In addition, the DoReMus project has developed an ontology model that integrates
and reuses the MusicOntology, FRBRoo (IFLA Working Group on FRBR/CRM Dialogue
2015), CIDOC CRM (CIDOC 2006), and the Europeana Data Model (EDM 2012), i.e., the
main ontologies in the context of humanities (Achichi et al. 2015; Choffé & Leresche
2016). Thereby, a complex, mirrored, triangular modelling pattern, adapted from
9

Github repository (https://github.com/jimjonesbr/musicowl). Another independent, but less documented approach to express MusicXML in RDF can be found in MusicML 2016. More information about
the music interchange format MusicXML is provided in Good 2001. Latest specification in Good 2017.
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Figure 3. Mirrored triangular pattern in FRBRoo.

FRBRoo, comes into play (Figure 3): on a conceptual level, a self-contained expression
(F22) of an individual work (F14) is created in an expression creation event (F28). On a
physical level, a manifest sign carrier is created – the so-called manifestation singleton
(F4) – that carries the content of the self-contained expression. This segmentation of
the concept of a work enables a highly complex modelling pattern of, and differentiated
statements about, the creation process of a composition, and enables the repetition
of this pattern on the level of performances, publications, recordings, or reception
processes (Figure 4).
With MELD (“Music Encoding and Linked Data”)10 , the British Transforming Musicology project has created a semantic framework that researches the “distributed
real-time annotation of digital music scores” (in MEI format) with the help of semantic
technologies. Here too, several existing models are reused, including Music Ontology,
FRBR (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records; IFLA Study Group 1998),
SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System; Miles & Bechhofer 2009), PROV-O
(Provenance Ontology; Lebo et al. 2013), and Web Annotation Ontology (Sanderson
2017). The goal is the enrichment of MEI data with Semantic Web Annotations, which
should guarantee a dynamic real-time communication between the participants of a
performance situation (orchestra or band members), mediated by the musical score
(Weigl & Page 2017; Kallionpää et al. 2017). The MELD framework is utilized by the EUfunded TROMPA project (“Towards Richer Online Music Public-domain Archives”)11
that aims to establish a digital platform to interlink, digitize and semantically enrich
10
11

Github-Repository MELD (https://github.com/oerc-music/meld).
Project website TROMPA (https://trompamusic.eu/).
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Figure 4. Excerpt from the DoReMus model with the separation of work (orange/blue), expression (blue)
and expression creation (green) as well as their connection to performance (red) and publication
(purple) processes by example of Beethoven’s Cello sonata F-Major op. 5/1.

and annotate all forms of classical music in public domain, including scores in MEI
format and sound recordings (Weigl et al. 2019; Goebl & Weigl 2019).
The MIDI Linked Data project researches the interconnection of “symbolic music
descriptions […] contained in MIDI files”12 . Here, MIDI data are transformed to, and
represented as, RDF graphs, with the help of a MIDI Ontology that captures the events
(especially pitches, or instruments) of a MIDI file (Meroño-Peñuela & Hoekstra 2016a).
A python-based converter allows for the lossless transformation from MIDI to RDF
and back (Meroño-Peñuela & Hoekstra 2016b).
CHARM (Common Hierarchical Abstract Representation of Music) strives for an
abstract representation of hierarchical musical structures. The concept developed in
the early 1990s (Wiggins et al. 1989, Smaill et al. 1993) has been recently remodeled
in a Semantic Web context (Harley & Wiggins 2015).
A no less ambitious project is JazzCats (“Jazz Collection of Aggregated Triples”),13
which merges information on performances, recordings, and artists from three dif12

13

Documentation of the MIDI Linked Data project, Github repository (https://github.com/midi-ld/
documentation). Cf. also the project website: https://midi-ld.github.io/. The Musical Instrument
Digital Interface (MIDI) is a control protocol for music devices and an industry standard since 1983. Its
specifications can be found in MIDI Manufacturers Association (MMA) 2019.
Project website JazzCats (http://jazzcats.cdhr.anu.edu.au/).
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ferent jazz-related data sets (Body & Soul, WJazzD, and LinkedJazz), and links them
together through concepts from the Music Ontology (Bangert et al. 2016; Bangert et
al. 2018).
In 2016, the Enhancing Music Notation Addressability (EMA) project has introduced
an Application Programming Interface (API) that facilitates “addressing and extracting
specific portions of music notation published in machine-readable formats on the
web” (Viglianti 2016, 57). Inspired by the URI-based mechanism and approach of
the API of the International Image Interoperability Framework (IIIF) for images, the
web service described by the Music Addressability API provides a standardized URI
scheme, which can also be applied very effectively in graph modeling.
2.2 Other Helpful Models
In addition to generic top-level ontologies such as FOAF (Friend-of-a-Friend; Brickley
& Miller 2014), SKOS, or the ontologies of the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI
1995), which are extremely widespread due to the generality of their concepts, there are
various models that are frequently used in connection with humanities, and that have
been mentioned already in section 2.1: CIDOC CRM and the Europeana Data Model for
Cultural Heritage (EDM), the bibliographic model FRBRoo, or PROV-O for provenance
descriptions. Instead of these quite established models, we will concentrate in this
section on two rather recent, and therefore less widely known, models: the first one
is a whole series of ontologies that have been developed by the Swiss-wide project
National Infrastructure for Editions (NIE-INE)14 . These ontologies (Figure 5), adhering
to the model theory of RDF and OWL Full, aim for a machine-interpretable, formal
semantic expression of digital scholarly editions, providing a tremendous and highly
interdependent range, from generic concepts (e.g., agent, event, human, organization),
science-historical approaches (mathematics, philosophies, logic), to edition-specific
(document, text-editing, text-structure, text, information carrier), or project-specific
vocabularies (Kuno Raeber, Parzival, Atharvaveda, and others). Based on external
ontologies (like the aforementioned) whenever possible, the NIE-INE ontologies apply
event- and role-based modelling patterns (similar to, e.g., CIDOC CRM).
Another promising approach is the CRMinf Argumentation model, which was
developed recently in the orbit of CIDOC CRM (Stead 2015; Doerr et al. 2015). It uses,
inter alia, a pattern with a certain belief (I2 Belief ), which assigns a corresponding
truth value (I6 Belief Value) to a certain statement (I4 Proposition Set) as shown in
Figure 6.
14

Project website NIE-INE (https://www.nie-ine.ch) and Github-Repsitory NIE-INE (https://github.com/nieine). Authoritative publication of ontologies on http://e-editiones.ch. Cf. the paper of Roberta Padlina
and Hans Cools in the present volume. The NIE-INE project was discontinued at the end of 2020.
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Figure 6. Belief Pattern in the CRMinf Argumentation Model.
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This model could be particularly useful in the field of (digital) humanities, as it allows
scholars to deal with uncertainty, doubts, hypotheses, or any kind of argumentative
conclusion. However, so far only a few projects are known (like ResearchSpace 15 ,
Oldman & Tanase 2018) that have applied this model comprehensively to an existing
research question. Also, to gain the full potential of an argumentation model in the
context of humanities, adding some time indicators to CRMinf should be considered
(“I believe in something at a certain time”), as well as the possibility of using probability
values, or at least a weighting of different beliefs.16

3 A Semantic Model for the Anton Webern Gesamtausgabe
The Anton Webern Gesamtausgabe (AWG 2015a; AWG 2015b) is working on a model
that allows for a semantic representation of the philological knowledge compiled
in the project (which is considered to be reusable for other music edition projects).
As a so-called hybrid edition, located at the University of Basel, the AWG intends to
make its digital parts available online with the help of the software framework Knora
(Knowledge Organization, Representation, and Annotation), which is currently under
development at the Digital Humanities Lab of the University of Basel.17 (In addition,
printed volumes will be published by Universal Edition in Vienna.) Knora allows
one to supplement Knora-specific application models with project-specific ontology
models of a certain granularity, which can be created, edited, and linked within the
framework. In addition, facsimiles can be integrated, displayed, and annotated, in
accordance with the IIIF standard (International Image Interoperability Framework
Consortium 2019). For some time now, Knora’s predecessor, the virtual research
environment Salsah (System for Annotation and Linkage of Sources in Arts and
Humanities)18 , has been used productively as a database archive for context materials
and for the document collection of the AWG. An area for daily editorial work, in
which editors can create their critical reports and editions directly within the research
environment, is currently under active development, also in close cooperation with
the NIE-INE project (cf. section 2.2). A snapshot of the relationships between the
various groups and projects involved is shown in Figure 7 in the form of an RDF
graph, in which only classes or properties of the FOAF, DCTerms and schema.org (W3C
Schema.org Community Group 2019) vocabularies are used. It goes without saying
that the graph is not as limited as the figure conveys; according to the paradigm of an
open world assumption, extensions and additions can be made at any point.
15
16
17
18

Project website ResearchSpace (https://www.researchspace.org/index.html).
Thanks to Hans Cools and Roberta Padlina for pointing this out.
Project website Knora (https://www.knora.org).
Project website Salsah (https://www.salsah.org/). Schweizer & Rosenthaler 2014.
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Figure 7. The Anton Webern Gesamtausgabe and some of its interrelations with historical and current
groups, persons or matters of subjects.

Within this framework, the model of the AWG is being developed. Incorporating
existing ontologies from the context of cultural heritage and music, this model will
have a number of features: the separation of abstract works, self-contained expressions, and expression creation events (according to FRBRoo); the semantic embedding
of these elements into their respective production, performance, or publication processes (according to DoReMus); the application of music-specific ontology models
(MusicOntology, MusicOWL) and controlled vocabularies; as well as the integration of
the CIDOC CRMinf Argumentation model, to deal with any kind of argumentative
conclusion or uncertainty.
3.1 Graph-based model of philological knowledge and processes
Anton Webern’s musical sketches for Cirrus M306, and for Der Spiegel sagt mir: ich
bin schön! M307,19 both unpublished fragments written in the summer of 1930 on
poems by Goethe, shall serve as a starting point for the following discussion. Since
M306 is conceptually a piano song, and M307 is, in most parts, a vocal composition,
the two pieces are assigned to different sections of the edition (series II/3: Posthumous
Choir Music, and series II/5: Posthumous Piano Songs). Each section contains its
own general introduction, all the transcribed musical texts (sheets) of the section, and
an overall critical report of the section (Figure 8). However, some sketches of M307
suggest a possible arrangement as a piano song, so the piece could be assigned to both
sections. In most printed editions, assigning a piece to two different sections would
hardly be conceivable, not least for reasons of space and cost. In a digital environment,
however, the assignment does not have to be exclusive and can be designed to be
flexible and multivariable.
19

The M-number is referring to a cataloguing principle for Webern’s oeuvre introduced by Hans Moldenhauer in Moldenhauer 1978.
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Figure 8. Assignment of different musical pieces (M306, M307) to different sections of the edition (AWG
II/3 & II/5).

When looking at M307 a little closer (Figure 9), we see that the structure of the
sections of the edition is mirrored on the level of the individual musical pieces: on a
much more granular scale than the whole section, the musical pieces are equipped
with a separate, more specific, introduction, their own specific transcribed musical
texts (sheets), and a corresponding critical report. At the same time, these sub-sections
are back-linked and contribute to their respective super-sections (indicated by dashed
arrows). The critical report for M307 consists of an overview, a description, and an
evaluation of the materials that are involved and considered sources for M307. In the
case of an drafted-only composition like M307, these will be called sketch complexes
(analogous to work complexes), i.e., the set of individual sketches (Sk1, Sk2, up to
Sk7 in Figure 9) that can be identified on one or more certain pages (fol. 3v in Figure
9) of one or more physical sign carriers (Webern’s sketch book no. 3 in Figure 9). It
is this level of the sketch complexes where the actual philological work takes place:
the source description describes the relevant sections of the physical sign carrier,
the contents of which are transcribed in the sheets. The source evaluation evaluates
the physical material in terms of a source, and defines the content and form of the
text-critical comments (TkA), which are themselves philological annotations to the
transcribed musical texts. Again, these sub-sections of the sketch complexes (sheets,
source evaluation, and source description) are back-linked, and contributing to their
respective super-sections (indicated by dashed arrows). As can be seen in Figure
9, the nodes in the graph have different functionalities: some of them are digital
representations of a real world entity, either physical (like the sketchbook), or abstract
(like the work complex M307, or its sketch complexes). These could be referred to
as the actual points of interest of an edition (marked in grey). Other nodes (marked
in yellow) stand for textual manifestations (like introductions, transcribed musical
texts, source lists, evaluations, or descriptions) that are solely produced by the editors
within the context of their philological work. The remaining nodes (marked in cyan)
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represent digital container objects that need to be filled, either by the produced texts,
or by backlinks from lower levels.
None of these philological issues is actually new or surprising compared to approaches in traditional editions. But in order to make philological knowledge accessible to machine-interpretable processing, it is necessary to explicitly name and model
the operations from which it is shaped. One of the advantages of such graph-based
modelling becomes evident in Figure 9. There is nothing to constrain the perspective
from which an editor or user has to approach the content of an edition. Coming from
the edition side, one could ask: Show me all sketches that are described in section
II/5. Sk1 of M307 would be one of these sketches. From the material side, one could
ask: Which entities in Sketchbook 3 have a source description? Here, too, Sk1 of
M307 would be one of the returned items. Finally, one could merge the questions
and ask: Show me all sketches that are described in section II/5 and are notated in
Sketchbook 3. And again, Sk1 of M307 would be one of the results. Because of the
explicit distinction between the level of the edition and the level of the (physical)
material,20 it becomes quite easy to switch perspectives without confusion or loss of
orientation.
3.2 Connecting the model to the world
The proposed model is intended to be compliant with the application models of
Knora, and to the framework of the NIE-INE ontologies. Besides the fact that the NIEINE ontologies themselves are highly connected to CIDOC CRM and other existing
ontologies, there are also various entry and connection points for the ontologies
discussed earlier, in section 2 of this paper: FRBRoo via DoReMus, MusicOWL or
CIDOC’s CRMinf. Some of these connections are illustrated in Figure 11. According
to FRBRoo, a physical sign carrier (the sketchbook in our example above) can be
regarded as a F4 Manifestation Singleton, and the text objects produced by the editors
as E31 Documents. In a way, the entity called M306 in the edition, as well as the
corresponding sketch complexes associated with it, are documenting abstract works
(M306 resp. first to nth sketch of M306). As already mentioned in chapter 2.1, these
abstract works are represented in DoReMus (following FRBRoo) by a F15 Complex
Work object and its corresponding member (a F14 Individual Work), which is realised
in a F22 Self-Contained Expression that was created by an F28 Expression Creation.
Following this path along the graph (marked in orange), the aforementioned digital
representations of the abstract and the physical edition subjects become connected
once more, this time not in terms of philological processes, but in terms of the
creation processes of a musical piece. In this way, both the production processes and
20

Peter Boot and Marijn Koolen called these two levels the editable domain and the edition domain, cf.
their article in the present volume.
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Figure 9. Philological processes concerning the sections of the edition and the material found in Webern’s
sketchbooks using the example of one sketch (Sk1) of M307.
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reproduction processes of a piece, closely interacting with each other in an edition
project, get interlinked and at the same time differentiated explicitly. Other sections of
the DoReMus ontology including publications, performances, recordings, or reception
processes can also be addressed here.
Regarding the transcribed musical texts, their status as a E31 Document can be
further specified as a (digital) musical score. Utilizing the Music Ontology (mo:Score)
and the MusicOWL ontology, this is the entry point for the highly detailed relationships
on the level of music notation, as depicted in Figure 2 above. Following the approach
of the MELD framework, these models can be used on top of a digitally encoded
representation of the music score21 to support the linking of the transcribed texts to
philological observations, such as text-critical commentaries or alternative readings.
As already mentioned, the CRMinf Argumentation model can be particularly useful
in the field of (digital) humanities. It allows scholars to deal with uncertainty, doubts,
hypotheses, or any kind of argumentative conclusion. For graph-based scholarly
digital editions, this model could take a genuine place in source evaluation: here, the
ranking and relationships of the materials considered as sources are negotiated, their
status is examined, and possible missing sources (deperdita) can be determined (Münnich 2019). In a final vision, however, it could be imagined that such a model could be
applied to every single triple statement in the graph, in order to make the decisionand knowledge-making processes far more transparent. But this transparency would
come at the price of the overall model quickly becoming much more complex. Figure
10 exemplifies a simple case, in which the conclusion of a scholar regarding two
propositions (A & B) is accepted and adopted by a second scholar. The increasing
complexity is easy to imagine if contradictions or scientific controversies and discourses are included in the modelling. But such complexity should be welcomed, as it
allows scholarly argumentation in a digital context to overcome under-complexity or
under-specification, which is induced by argumentatively restrictive or limited digital
applications, and lags behind scientific standards and best practice.
3.3 Transforming philological knowledge
The example of some of Webern’s sketches will be used to demonstrate how the
idea of thinking about graphs and networks can influence the philological processes
21

The AWG is in close contact (participation in workshops, conferences, development) and exchange with
the MEI community, especially to clarify the question how a transcoding of the existing edited music
texts (which are prepared with the music notation program Finale and available right now in MusicXML,
PDF and SVG output format) into the MEI format would be possible. Since the philological findings and
procedures require extensive manual intervention and adjustments to the Finale transcriptions, such
transcoding can only be carried out to a certain extent (semi-)automatically. Until a technically feasible
solution can be found within the capacities of the AWG in the medium term, the score texts will be
embedded as SVG graphics within the online edition of the AWG.
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Figure 10. Example of an argumentative conclusion assigned to a source evaluation.

and the work of an edition project. Figure 12 shows a detail of folio 3v in Webern’s
Sketchbook 3 on which the first sketches for Der Spiegel sagt mir: ich bin schön! M307
can be found.
One full page width sketch (Sk1) is accompanied by two smaller sketches above it
(Sk1.1 and Sk1.2). From a philological examination, it becomes clear that Sk1.1 must
have been created in parallel to the main sketch Sk1, since both sketches reflect and
influence the changes of each other, without it being possible to determine which
changes came first. We would call this a concomitant, accompanying relationship
between the two sketches. In contrast, Sk1.2 must obviously have been created after
finishing Sk1.1, since its first layer includes changes made in Sk1.1. This is what we
would call a preceding, consecutive relationship. (It should be noted that Sk1.2 and
Sk1 are in turn in a concomitant relationship to each other, i.e., here both sketches
reflect and influence changes in the other.)
Going through the entire three pages in Sketchbook 3 that are related to M307,
different working stages can be identified (Figure 13). They clearly start with an
arrangement for four voices, then reduce the casting to three voices, before finally
experimenting with the casting for one voice and piano, so transforming into a piano
song, instead of a purely vocal composition. Additionally, different variants of the
underlying twelve tone row can be found, as well as some paratexts that are connected
to the start and end dates of the compositional process (between July 7th and 9th
1930).
Allocating all (up to 13) of the larger and smaller sketches of M307 (here named
Sk1 to Sk8) to these different stages results, almost automatically, in a graph-based
visualization and orientation of the dependencies and interrelations between the
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Figure 11. AWG embedded in the context of existing ontologies like FRBRoo, DoReMus, MusicOWL, or
CRMinf.

Figure 12. Folio 3v of Webern’s Sketchbook 3 with first sketches of M307 (detail of staves 8–12).
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Figure 13. Philological pathways through Webern’s M307. © Anton Webern Gesamtausgabe, 2019. CC-BYNC-SA 4.0.

sketch complexes, as shown in Figure 13. Hereby, every established relationship
(indicated by arrows in the figure) provides a short evaluation and explanation as to
how the conclusion was reached by the editors. Expressed in RDF triples, all of this
combines to form a graph-based source evaluation that allows for multiple pathways 22
through the different source materials involved. While the editors can provide their
particular view and their particular pathway, other researchers and users could follow
another path.

4 Conclusion
A quarter of a century after the first propositions and attempts to build a (then called)
computer edition and its critical apparatus as an “hypertext presentation in the World
Wide Web” (Peter & Wender 1997; Hoffmann et al. 1993), scholarly digital editions have
adapted to the new possibilities and challenges of the technological and conceptual
developments of the web. Among various approaches, XML-based solutions have
played a crucial role for a long time. XML gains its full power in connection with
22

The concept of pathways for digital (music) editions was recently proposed and discussed by Kepper
and Pugin 2017, 362–363.
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encodings of a document’s structure. But it has its structural, conceptual and semantic
limitations, like any artificial model, including RDF. But RDF, as with other graphbased approaches, provides another complementary perspective, and adds a level of
differentiation that goes beyond the expressiveness of XML.
In this paper, we have tried to give another example of the potential of RDFbased modelling of philological knowledge. The possibilities for the representation
of semantic relationships and the links between different areas of a scholarly digital
(music) edition, the overlap-free representation of non-hierarchical content, as well
as the connection, interlinking and interoperability with external data sets, appear to
be the main advantages of such an approach. Of course, these structural possibilities
could also be applied and continued beyond the scope of our example: thus, the
indicated pathways through the sketches of Webern’s M307 could be extended to
paths through Webern’s entire oeuvre, which then can be examined from within
its historical context; ultimately, the presentation of a comprehensive music history
would also be conceivable, progressing from the smallest surviving source materials,
to larger musical or cultural perspectives.
Finally, we have to take into consideration that a graph-based, semantic approach to
scholarly (music) editions is not only about using cutting-edge technology, it is about
transforming philological knowledge into a machine-interpretable environment, and
about changing the way in which we ourselves are enabled to think about philological
and music historical processes.

5 Future Work
The proposed model for scholarly music editions is a work in progress, and a lot needs
to be done: the classes and concepts to be re-used from external ontologies must be
finally determined and applied to the model, especially those from the Music Ontology,
MusicOWL, or from DoReMus. To take this step, the interlinking and interaction of
the Knora models, the NIE-INE ontologies, and the DoReMus ontologies have to be
further tested and investigated. On the level of music notation encoding, it would
be great to see a closer connection between MEI format and MusicOWL. Hereby, the
fundamental research and work of the MELD project will be of great assistance.
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Modelling Cross-Document Interdependencies in
Medieval Charters of the St. Katharinenspital in
Regensburg
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Abstract
To overcome the limitations of structural XML mark-up, graph-based data models and
graph databases, as well as event-based ontologies like CIDOC-CRM (FORTH-ICS 2018)
have been considered for the creation of digital editions. We apply the graph-based
approach to model charter regests and extend it with the CIDOC-CRM ontology, as
it allows us to integrate information from different sources into a flexible data model.
By implementing the ontology within the Neo4j graph database (Neo4j 2018) we
create a sustainable data source that allows explorative search queries and finally, the
integration of the database in various technical systems. Our use case are the charters
from the St. Katharinenspital, a former medieval hospital in Regensburg, Germany.
By analysing charter abstracts with natural language processing (NLP) methods and
using additional data sources related to the charters, we generate additional metadata.
The extracted information allows the modelling of cross-document interdependencies of
charter regests and their related entities. Building upon this, we develop an exploratory
web application that allows to investigate a graph-based digital edition. Thereby, each
entity is displayed in its unique context, i.e., it is shown together with its related
entities (next neighbours) in the graph. We use this to enhance the result lists of a
full-text search, and to generate entity-specific detail pages.

1 Introduction
The creation of digital editions is one of the main applications in the Digital Humanities.
In recent years, the use of the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) along with Text
Encoding Initiative (TEI) styles has become the most common way to do this (Sahle
2013, 341–42). However, Kuczera (2016) and Sahle (2013, 345–71) point out some severe
limitations of digital editions that merely rely on structural XML mark-up. Among
the main drawbacks of XML is its inability to model overlapping structures or parallel
annotation hierarchies (Kuczera 2016). To overcome these limitations, graph-based
data models and graph databases (Kuczera 2017), as well as event-based ontologies
like CIDOC-CRM (Le Bœuf et al. 2015), have been considered for the creation of digital
Graph Data-Models and Semantic Web Technologies in Scholarly Digital Editing. Ed. by Elena Spadini, Francesca Tomasi
and Georg Vogeler. Schriften des Instituts für Dokumentologie und Editorik 15. Norderstedt: Books on Demand, 2021.
181–203.
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editions (Ore 2009). The graph-based approach has already been tested with charters
of the Monasterium.Net 1 platform (Jeller 2019). However, existing implementations
are highly experimental and only highlight basic aspects of the graph-based approach,
e.g., the ability to analyse mutual relationships as well as new visualisation types.
Finally, these use cases are unsuitable for end users, as they are just proof-of-concepts.
We apply the graph-based approach of modelling digital editions and extend it with
the CIDOC-CRM ontology, as it allows us to integrate information from different
sources into a flexible data model. We achieve this by preparing raw data in such
a way that charters from our data source can easily be linked together in a graph
database. By using the CIDOC-CRM ontology, we create a sustainable data source that
allows for specific and explorative search queries and, finally, integration into various
technical systems. For this purpose, we rely on the Neo4j graph database.2 Thereby
we are shifting the focus from the structure of the documents to their entities and
relations. Our use case are charters from the St. Katharinenspital, a former medieval
hospital in Regensburg, Germany. These charters bear witness to changes in the
power structure in Regensburg over the course of several centuries (Kaufner 2011,
13–21). In the following, we give an overview of our dataset, the process of data
preparation, data analysis, as well as our data model. Building upon this, we develop
an exploratory web application3 that can be used to investigate a graph-based digital
edition of charters from the St. Katharinenspital. Our implementation serves as a
blueprint for the future development of a digital repository for graph-based scholarly
editions of medieval charters.

2 The St. Katharinenspital Dataset
In total, the archive of the St. Katharinenspital holds more than 4,000 charters, which is
a considerable number for a rather small archive (Kö nig 2003, 16). Hence, the archive
contains an essential part of the historical written heritage of Regensburg and its
surrounding area. The dataset from which the entities and relations are extracted consists of three main components: the CEI-XML4 charter regests on Monasterium.Net,
the scholarly editions series Die ä lteren Urkunden des St. Katharinenspitals in Regensburg and other works,5 as well as a dataset of different files from the archives of
1
2
3
4
5

St. Katharinenspital dataset on Monasterium.Net, available at http://monasterium.net/mom/DE-AKR/
Urkunden/fond, all hyperlinks in this article were last accessed on Oct. 7th , 2019.
Neo4j Graph Database (Neo4j 2018).
Currently only available in German language, available at https://urkunden.ur.de.
Charters Encoding Initiative, CEI – The Project. Mark-up for medieval and early modern legal records
(Vogeler 2004).
Die ä lteren Urkunden des St. Katharinenspitals in Regensburg currently consists of three printed volumes (König 2003; Kaufner 2011; Sturm 2013). Additionally, we incorporate an unpublished volume
(Feichtmeier, n.d.) and an earlier work about medieval chancery in Regensburg (Ambronn 1968).
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St. Katharinenspital, including MS Office files, scans and digital documents containing
the historical tradition of the St. Katharinenspital charters. Currently, 1,050 charter
regests are already available on Monasterium.Net as CEI-XML documents. These
documents are of varying lengths, levels of detail, and represent different states of
primary source analysis. The documents contain 712 places (292 distinct) and 1,217
(749 distinct) persons as manually annotated entities.6 Due to missing links between
the CEI-XML documents and a lack of standardisation, uniform spellings of those
entities are largely missing. Furthermore, a mixture of entity names with additional
(e.g., biographical) data frequently7 occurs:
<cei:back>
<cei:persName>Karl der Große, fränkischer König und Kaiser</cei:persName>
<cei:placeName>Frankfurt a. Main (krfr.St., Hessen)</cei:placeName>
<cei:placeName>Vivarias (Gewässer bei Regensburg)</cei:placeName>
<cei:placeName>Pielmühle (Gde. Lappersdorf, Lkr. Regensburg)</cei:placeName>
</cei:back>8

The example shown above highlights a structural problem of documents annotated with flexible data schemes such as CEI-XML. Since common goals for advanced
annotation and analysis of primary documents can be achieved in different ways,
ambiguities may occur among the individual documents. The exact spelling of place
names or person names (e.g., “Karl der Große”), along with any normalisation efforts,
are ultimately left to the editor of a CEI-XML file on Monasterium.Net (Jeller 2019).
Because of these varying spellings and structural differences between single CEI-XML
files in the dataset9 , linking and analysing the documents is severely impeded. Additionally, for the St. Katharinenspital dataset there are no finding aides, like indices
or registers, online. Moreover, archive IDs are inconsistently distributed among our
Monasterium.Net dataset, and personal identifier (PID) references to authority files
like the Gemeinsame Normdatei (Integrated Authority File, GND: Deutsche Nationalbibliothek 2018) are missing. Together with the limited full text search capabilities
of Monasterium.Net, the issues related to the St. Katharinenspital dataset pose restrictions to working with the CEI-XML data as well as linking them to external
data sources. Besides, an additional 1,699 regests (as of 2018) have been transcribed
or extended by means of Microsoft Office tools (Word, Excel and Access) and are
part of the data collection of the St. Katharinenspital. The complete transcription
of Repertorium C, known as DicMihi, is one of the most important file sources. The
original source is a register from 1745, which lists the St. Katharinenspital charters
6
7
8

9

These numbers were determined by XQuery queries and after an extensive data cleansing process.
E.g., “Otto Prager (1243–1244, 1248–1251, 1255)” or “Eberhard, Graf von Abensberg, Erzdiakon”.
München, Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv Kloster St. Emmeram Regensburg Urkunden (0794-1800)
BayHStA, Kloster St. Emmeram Regensburg Urkunden 1, available at http://monasterium.net/mom/DEBayHStA/KURegensburgStEmmeram/000001/charter.
I.e., inconsistent usage of XML tags.
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charter no.
3
4
9
14
21
25
26

Salbuch Nordgau
archive ID
Monasterium.Net ID
SpAR Urk. 1479
SpAR Urk. 54
SpAR Urk. 1074
SpAR Urk. 1073
SpAR Urk. 395
SpAR Urk. 1288
SpAR Urk. 55a

12510404
12510907
12530626
12540000
12550803
12560515
12560617

Table 1. Sample of the tradition of the charters in urbarium Salbuch Nordgau listed by Kaufner (2011).
Charter numbers originate from the scholarly edition.

according to places (König 2003, 23). It provides a whole set of categories10 and places.
These categories and places can be used to assign attributes to those charters which
are listed in the finding aide. Additionally, the transcription of DicMihi lists charters
that are now lost. Apart from the DicMihi register, the tradition of the St. Katharinenspital charters listed in various scholarly editions was also added to the data source.
Initially, all documents from the printed editions were added to a temporary MySQL
database with their charter number, archive IDs and Monasterium.Net IDs. Table 1
shows which of the charters in Kaufner (2011) are contained in the Salbuch Nordgau
urbarium with their corresponding IDs.
In total, traditional references from five different scholarly editions covering 176
St. Katharinenspital charters were added to the dataset. Hence, our dataset now
contains information about the tradition of charters in various historic and scholarly
documents. We use this information to model the traditional context of the documents
in the graph database. In conclusion, our dataset of the St. Katharinenspital is particularly suitable for the extraction of entities and relations to establish links between the
charters and related documents. By using this dataset, we are already able to add a
significant amount of knowledge to the rather outdated St. Katharinenspital charters
collection on Monasterium.Net.

3 Extracting Entities and Relations
The heterogeneous St. Katharinenspital dataset provides the entities and relations to
model cross-document interdependencies. We extract these by identifying mutual
10

E.g., “fürstliche Privilegia”, “die Spitalmühl und das Baad betreffende Brief” or “Bischöffliche Begnadigung
und andere Urkunde”.
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entities in different individual documents, as well as by adding additional information,
e.g., norm data,11 via data normalisation efforts and natural language processing
(NLP) with spaCy 12 . Finally, the enhanced data are modelled as an interconnected
graph-structure that can be used for exploratory analyses of both the documents
and the entities from many different research perspectives (e.g., historical, archival,
linguistic, economic and cultural). The following types of entities are extracted or
determined during the data pre-processing and analysis:
•
•
•
•
•
•

charters (individual regests, transcripts, references…);
legal activities (legal content of a charter…);
actors (authors, witnesses, groups, legal entities…);
related documents (scholarly editions, traditional documents…);
dates (time stamps); and
places (with or without geo-reference).

To build the data collection, the raw data are processed in an extensive data preprocessing pipeline, which consists of several individual operations. Primarily, the
data are cleaned, labelled and restructured to make them machine-readable by generating *.csv, *.html or *.xlsx files. Thereby, the identified entities and relations get updated
manually and automatically to be able to uniformly acquire them later on setting up
the graph database. This part of the whole process is particularly time-consuming, as
almost all raw data need to be sighted. Following this, normalised spellings of the
entities and PIDs (archive IDs, GND references, file names etc.) are introduced. Subsequently, parts of the collected entities and relations are stored in a temporary MySQL
database. Thus, the data are quickly available at different points of the preparation
process, e.g., for additional metadata aggregation, such as geoparsing,13 further data
cleaning processes, and, finally, to set up the graph database (see Figure 1). Since
the extraction of the entities and relations from the St. Katharinenspital dataset is
experimental and the final quality of the results could not be anticipated, we decided
not to store the data in an RDF-like data structure, and kept on using the MySQL
database during the whole data preparation process (more on this in the following
section).
We see charter abstracts as a valuable resource for the extraction of entities and
relations. Therefore, we particularly focus on their analysis. Thereby, the NLP methods
applied to extract entities and relations from the charter abstracts form an integral
part of our data pre-processing pipeline. Charter abstracts are just a brief summary of
11
12
13

We incorporate experimentally the Integrated Authority File (GND), managed by the German National
Library (DNB), available at http://www.dnb.de/DE/Standardisierung/GND/gnd_node.html.
We use spaCy (Honnibal & Montani 2018) to extract linguistic features like part-of-speech tags, dependency labels and named entities from our corpus. Available at https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features.
In this project, basic geo data are retrieved from GeoNames database (GeoNames 2018), in a process
comparable to Jeller (2019).
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Figure 1. Data pre-processing pipeline. Illustration created by the authors.

the primary content of a charter and often consist of a single sentence. The following
sentence is a typical example:
“Ulrich der Frutrunch von Abbach verkauft dem St.-Katharinenspital sein Gut
in Teingen (Teugn) um 15 Pfund Regensburger Pfennig.“(St. Katharinenspital
charter SpAR Urk. 2101)14 (“Ulrich der Frutrunch von Abbach sells his manor
in Teingen (Teugn) to the St.-Katharinenspital for 15 pounds of Regensburger
Pfennig.”)
The charter abstracts are rather uniform, and thus facilitate information extraction.
The approach of collecting data from German charter abstracts was already applied
by Kuczera (2017): by extracting the first verb of a charter abstract and applying a
lemmatizer afterwards, Kuczera creates basic lemma nodes in the graph database.
The nodes are connected to the regest nodes via HERRSCHERHANDELN (“acts-ofrulership”) edges (2017, 187). The particular focus on the verb essentially follows the
theory of dependency grammar, according to which the dependence of a word upon
another word results from a verb. This grammatical concept goes back to Lucien
Tesnière (2015), and views the finite verb as the centre of the grammatical organisation
of a sentence. There also exists a basic NLP script for spaCy by Georg Vogeler
2018),15 which can be used to analyse a corpus of regests. The script automatically
assigns attributes to digital regests by language determination and basic named
entity extraction (NER). This script shows how relatively simple NLP techniques
14
15

Regensburg, Archiv des Katharinenspitals Urkunden (1145-1568) SpAR Urk. 2101, available at https:
//www.monasterium.net/mom/DE-AKR/Urkunden/SpAR_Urk_2101_/charter.
This is a collection of scripts and workflows for NLP experiments with data from Monasterium.Net,
available at https://github.com/GVogeler/mom-NLP.
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can be used to evaluate large amounts of charter regests of Monasterium.Net. More
complex syntactic structures, however, are not evaluated by the script. We extend both
Kuczera’s and Vogeler’s NLP-based approaches with a heuristic analysis of sentence
structures found in German charter abstracts of the St. Katharinenspital. Essentially,
we apply the spaCy default NLP pipeline (a tokenizer, a part-of-speech tagger, a
dependency-parser and named entity recognition16 ) with some small modifications,
such as merging identified multi-token named entities (NEs) into single tokens.17
Analysing a charter abstract (e.g., of charter SpAR Urk. 210118 ) with spaCy generates
a spaCy Doc object.19 It includes a sequence of part-of-speech tagged tokens and
syntax dependencies that can be represented as follows (Figure 2):

Figure 2. SpAR Urk. 2101 charter abstract syntax dependencies. Illustration created by the authors with
displaCy 20 .

In the following, a heuristic is derived from the generated dependency tree to
extract the entities contained in the German language regests and their relationships
to each other. The heuristic approach focuses on extracting triples (SVO) or quadruples
(SVOO) of entities and verbs (nodes) as well as their mutual relations (edges) from
the charter abstracts. The relations are subsequently derived from the word order of
the single elements of a triple or quadruple:
S = subject, V = verb, O = object
SVO:['Gebolf von Ellenbach', 'verkaufen (to sale)', 'Weingut (vineyard)']
S−[:relationA]−V−[:relationB]−O
SVOO:['Rudiger der Mulnar', 'vermachen (to devise)', 'St.Katharinenspital', '
Äcker (fields)']
S−[:relationA]−V−[:relationB]−O−[:relationC]−O

16
17

18
19
20

SpaCy language processing pipelines, available at https://spacy.io/usage/processing-pipelines.
We collapse consecutive tokens tagged as a named entity into a single token. Thus, a multi-token entity
like “Ulrich von Abbach” that consists of tokens belonging to different lexical categories now becomes
a single token with a single part-of-speech tag.
SpAR Urk. 2101 on Monasterium.Net, available at https://www.monasterium.net/mom/DE-AKR/
Urkunden/SpAR_Urk_2101_/charter.
SpaCy Doc object definition, available at https://spacy.io/api/doc.
DisplaCy Dependency Visualizer is spaCy’s visualisation tool. An online demo is available at https:
//explosion.ai/demos/displacy.
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Based on the extracted dependencies, further information may be added to the direct
and indirect objects, e.g., if a direct object can be identified as a E53Place CRM class.21
The heuristic is experimental and inevitably will create false positives. It heavily
depends on the language model used by spaCy, as well.22 Our heuristic basically
performs four tasks for all tokens in the charter abstract. A simplified representation
of the heuristic code can be seen below and is also available on GitHub:23
1 # heuristic to extract quadruples and triples from German charter abstracts
2 index = 0
3 subject = ''
4
5 dobject = ''
6 dobject2 = ''
7 # iterates through every token of spaCy doc object
8 for token in doc:
9
if token.dep_ == "sb" or token.dep_ == "oa" or token.dep_ == "da":
10
# task 1: get subject
11
if token.dep_ == "sb" and index == 0:
12
subject = token.text
13
# task 2: get verb of subject (predicate)
14
if token.dep_ == "sb" and index == 0 and token.head.pos_== "VERB":
15
verb = token.head.lemma_
16
# task 3: get direct object
17
if index == 1 and (token.dep_ == "da" or token.dep_ == "oa")
and token.head.pos_ == "VERB":
18
dobject = token.text
19
# task 4: get indirect object
20
if index == 2 and token.dep_ == "oa":
21
dobject2 = token.text
22
index += 1
23 if subject != '' and verb != '' and dobject != '' and dobject2 != '':
24
return subject, doc, verb, dobject, dobject2
25 if subject != '' and verb != '' and dobject:
26
return subject, doc, verb, dobject
27 return ''

The sample code shows the structural criteria that allow us to identify a structural
subject, verb and object(s) in a simple German declarative phrase (Meibauer et al. 2013,
20–50). Therefore, the success of the extraction depends on the syntax of the charter
abstract.24 For the German language, we start from the V2 word order, which places
the finite verb of a phrase or sentence in second position, with a single constituent
preceding it (Haider 2010, 1f.). By using the syntax dependencies, the part-of-speech
21
22
23

24

We achieve this by matching words and performing further syntactic analyses that would go beyond
the scope of this publication.
SpaCy’s pre-trained statistical models for German, available at https://spacy.io/models/de.
The implementation used is available on GitHub under GPL 3 license and can be used to generate
an experimental Neo4j database with some German charter abstracts (Sippl 2019), available at https:
//github.com/cs-ubr/charter-abstracts.
Charter abstracts in our dataset vary in length and detail. A significant part of the corpus consists
of abstracts that consist of more complex syntactic structures with several phrases or even several
sentences.
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Dependency Label25

Description

POS

Token

CRM Class

sb
da

subject
(predicate)
dative

PROPN
VERB
NOUN

E21Person
E7Activity
E74Group

oa

accusative object

NOUN

Ulrich v. Abbach
verkauft (sells)
Spital (St. Katharinenspital)
Gut (manor)

E53Place

Table 2. Quadruple of subject, predicate, direct and indirect object for the charter abstract of SpAR. Urk.
2101.

tags and the word order from the spaCy Doc object, we are now able to derive the
constituents of a triple or a quadruple of a phrase. For the subject and the verb this
is implemented in lines 10 to 15 in the sample code. Just like Kuzcera (2017), we
also use the lemmatised form of the verb. However, we use the verb to generate an
entity instead of a relation (see next section). The extraction of direct and indirect
objects is implemented in lines 16 to 21. If no indirect object could be extracted, only
a triple consisting of the subject, the verb and the direct object is returned. Also,
different spellings of actors or place names may appear in the charter abstracts. For
example, St. Katharinenspital may occur as St.-Katharinenspital, Spital, or simply
Katharinenspital. We therefore introduce normalised spellings for selected entities
(e.g., St. Katharinenspital). Table 2 shows the extracted entities of the example charter
that are already assigned with their corresponding CRM classes.
Table 3 shows a few example quadruples extracted from charter abstracts. The
entities shown can be linked to a charter and the identified dependencies also help
to describe the relationships between the entities. As can be seen, the lemmatised
verbs particularly stand out, as they make it possible to categorise the charters by
their legal content. The results also show that triples and quadruples are suitable to
generate human readable lists. Thus, improving the data can be achieved quickly,
either manually or automatically. Our heuristic identifies 225 quadruples and 407
triples in the charter data, thereby raising the number of annotated places from 292
to 1351, as well as the number of persons from 749 to 243526 (see Table 4 and Table 5).
The results could be improved if the machine learning features of spaCy, and more
detailed heuristics for different syntactic structures, were applied. The time and effort
required for this, however, is too big for the collection of a small archive. In the case
of much larger corpora of charter abstracts (e.g., the whole Monasterium.Net corpus),
25
26

The spaCy dependency labels are based on the TIGER Treebank annotation scheme, available at
https://spacy.io/api/annotation#dependency-parsing.
The numbers show distinct entities. However, ambiguities and false positives remain in the data and
thus, in the numbers.
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Charter

grammatical
subject

predicate

direct object

indirect
object

SpAR_Urk_799

Rudger
der
Mulnar
Leopold von
Gründlach
Romungus
von Chamerstein
Otto von Dürn

vermachen (to
bequeath)
verleihen (to
give)
bestätigen (to
confirm)

St.
Katharinenspital
St.
Katharinenspital
St.
Katharinenspital

Äcker (fields)

verkaufen (to
sell)
übereignen (to
transfer)
verkaufen (to
sell)

St.
Katharinenspital
St.
Katharinenspital
St.
Katharinenspital

Hof (farm)

SpAR_Urk_135
SpAR_Urk_1394

SpAR_Urk_1367
SpAR_Urk_1189
SpAR_Urk_1072a

Pernger von
Haydawe
Elspet

Ablass (indulgence)
Besitz (property)

Wald (forest)
Teil (part)

Table 3. Quadruples extracted from the charter abstracts by means of NLP.

Property

Value

Charters (CEI-XML files)
Persons (unique)
Places (unique)

1,050
749
292

Table 4. Entities in St. Katharinenspital Monasterium.Net dataset.

this would be a feasible approach. Additionally, our extracted data is suitable to train
a Conditional Random Fields (CRF) classifier for improved NER results and even an
automatic assignment of CRM labels. This also allows for a context sensitive extraction
of numbers (e.g., quantifiers, amounts of money etc.) and thereby substantially
increase the amount of extracted information. Therefore, this approach may be
considered in future work. An example of a successful use of a pre-trained CRF
classifier in a comparable DH context with extensive data preparation can be found
in Lüschow (2020).

4 Modelling Charters and Cross-Document Interdependencies
To model the St. Katharinenspital dataset as a graph, we rely on two essential concepts:
entities (nodes) and relations (edges). We use the Neo4j labelled-property graph
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DB Property

Value

Nodes total
CRM-Entities (E1CRMEntity)
Edges total
Charters (E5Event)* *E7Event excluded
Persons (E21Person)
Places (E53Place)

9,676
7,665
24,138
2,489
2,435
1,351
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Table 5. Entities and properties of the final labelled-property graph database.

database to store these entities and relationships. Compared to RDF triplestores,
Neo4j supports advanced graph metrics, weighted edges and is very easy to set up
and maintain from a developer’s perspective. The first two aspects are relevant for
network analyses, which are becoming increasingly important in DH (Jannidis et al.,
2017, 147-149). The latter facilitates, as an example, the future integration of Neo4j
into a large digital repository based on software for research data management such as
Invenio.27 This way, users and developers can also get around the major disadvantages
of SPARQL (Vogeler 2019). In the academic world, however, RDF triplestores are
widely used for storing and retrieving triples with semantic queries. A recent example
for this is the project of Lüschow (2020). Therefore, the migration of our data into
an RDF database, after an extensive data evaluation process, is a future application.
However, a detailed comparison of RDF and Neo4j would go beyond the scope of this
paper, especially since it is also the subject of an ongoing debate28 .
The extracted entities can take various forms, including persons, institutions or
places. Kuczera’s (2017) example of verb extraction and the modelling of relationships between regests and persons as HERRSCHERHANDELN (“acts-of-rulership”)
edges in the graph is ultimately a description of a historic event. According to our
interpretation, the extracted verb describes this abstract event, which in turn can be
assigned to a date, a person, an object that is changed by the event and a specific
document (Figure 3).
Events are a central concept in modelling data from domains such as history or
cultural heritage (Van Hage et al. 2011). However, the granularity of a data model,
27

28

Invenio is an Open Source framework for large-scale digital repositories. It was initially developed
by CERN and features support for large-scale research data managmenet use cases, available at https:
//invenio-software.org/.
E.g., this article on the technology news website ZDNet contrasts contrary statements of Neo4j’s CEO
with the statements of an advanced GraphDB user, thus highlighting the technological and ideological
differences between the two approaches, available at https://www.zdnet.com/article/graph-databasesand-rdf-its-a-family-affair/.
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Figure 3. Event as central element of a graph-based data model. Illustration created by the authors.

the data to be captured, and the essential components of it, ultimately depend on the
overall requirements a data model needs to meet. As we describe relations between
entities by incorporating and linking information from CEI-XML files, Microsoft Office
files, archival metadata, biographical data, place attributions, roles, basic prosopographic knowledge or data we generate with NLP, we require a data model that allows
us to map basic forms of traditional diplomatic work. This data model needs to be
sustainably implemented in a versatile technical environment, as users (institutions,
students, scholars and software developers) have different demands. CIDOC-CRM
is a model that can be used within graph databases, and it is particularly suitable if
complex problems can’t be solved in a monodisciplinary manner. It is an ISO standard
and intended to enable discipline-independent linking of heterogeneous cultural information, especially from cultural heritage stored in museums, libraries or archives.
For this purpose, logically defined terms – classes and properties – are used. Both are
intended to support a great number of information resources (Le Bœuf et al. 2015,
ii). Apart from using the ontology for medieval charters (Ore 2009), there have been
proposals to use CIDOC-CRM for account books as well (Vogeler 2015), thus further
primary sources from the St. Katharinenspital archive (e.g., account books or urbaria)
can easily be added to the model in future applications. A factoid-based ontology
expressed by the CIDOC-CRM model was also proposed to improve interoperability,
and enable better support of prosopographic databases (Pasin & Bradley 2015). This
outlines the fact that very different source types can be incorporated in a single data
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Nodes (CRM classes)

Edges (CRM properties) connected to E5Event

E7Activity
E21Person
E30Right
E31Document
E52TimeSpan
E53Place
E55Type
E74Group

P20HadSpecificPurpose P9ConsistsOf
P11HadParticipant
P129IsAbout
P70Documents
P4HasTimeSpan
P7TookPlaceAt P161HasSpatialProjection
P2HasType
P11HadParticipant
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Table 6. Edges of E5Event in the data model.

model, and how well it is suited to the project. Central classes of the ontology are
E5Event 29 , thing E70Thing 30 and E39Actor 31 . To better illustrate how the CRM classes
can be extracted from charter abstracts, they are annotated in the following for charter
SpAR Urk. 2101:
[E21Person: Ulrich der Frutrunch von Abbach] [E7Activity: verkauft (sells)]
dem [E74Group: St.-Katharinenspital] sein [E53Place: Gut (manor)] in
[E53Place: Teingen (Teugn)] um 15 Pfund Regensburger Pfennig. (St. Katharinenspital charter SpAR Urk. 2101)
As described in the previous section, entities and relations are derived from the
syntactic structure of the regests abstracts using our spaCy NLP heuristic. The
resulting data model is based on the CIDOC-CRM v6.2.1. Thereby, the following CRM
relationships are used to connect a charter (E5Event) to other CRM entities (Table 6):
The nodes (E1CRMEntities) in our data model may be connected via different edges
to a charter (E5Event). The easiest way to understand this is by looking at the extracted quadruples. A charter as an instance of CRM class E5Event is at the centre
of our data mode. As a result, the quadruple for the example charter consists of
"SpAR Urk. 2101" (E5Event), "Ulrich v. Abbach" (E21Person), "verkaufen" E7Activity), "Spital" (E39Group), and "Gut" (E53Place) class instances, and is represented
within the graph database as illustrated in Figure 4.
29

30

31

“This class comprises changes of states in cultural, social or physical systems, regardless of scale, brought
about by a series or group of coherent physical, cultural, technological or legal phenomena.” (Le Bœuf
et al. 2015, 5).
“This general class comprises discrete, identifiable, instances of E77PersistentItem that are documented
as single units, that either consist of matter or depend on being carried by matter and are characterized
by relative stability.” (Le Bœuf et al. 2015, 70).
“This class comprises people, either individually or in groups, who have the potential to perform
intentional actions of kinds for which someone may be held responsible.” (Le Bœuf et al. 2015, 20).
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Figure 4. Graph representation of charter abstract SpAR Urk. 2101. Illustration created by the authors with
Neo4j Browser.

The visualisation tool of the Neo4j data base allows for the easy creation of graph
views, thus the overall properties of the generated data model can be quickly checked.
The nodes (entities) are connected via various edges that represent different semantic
relationships. Since the example given is a property sale, there is a seller (Ulrich
v. Abbach) and a buyer (St. Katharinenspital). They participate in the transaction
E7Activity, so both seller and buyer are connected via a P11HadParticipant 32 CRM
property to the E7Activity. As the charter is represented as an instance of E5Event,
both actors are also connected to it via a P11HadParticipant edge. As an abstract
event, the charter describes the property sale. Hence, it consists of (P9ConsistsOf 33 )
the property sale. This logic can be applied to all relationships depicted in Figure 4.
If all nodes are connected correctly, five nodes with eight edges are created in the
database from just a single quadruple. The CIDOC-CRM constraints and structure
are enforced with the cidoc-crm-neo4j script34 , so that every CRM subclass has the
labels of its super classes, when created in the database. Also, the validity of the
data model is guaranteed by enforcing the right relations between individual nodes
and inhibiting relations that are contrary to the CIDOC-CRM definition. Hence, the
32
33
34

“This property describes the active or passive participation of instances of E39 Actors in an E5 Event.”
(Le Bœuf et al. 2015, 48).
“This property associates an instance of E4 Period with another instance of E4 Period that is defined by
a subset of the phenomena that define the former.” (Le Bœuf et al. 2015, 47).
The CIDOC-CRM constraints and class hierarchies are enforced with cidoc-crm-neo4j, a python-based
script by Erick Peirson, ASU, GPL3 (2014), which in turn relies on the latest RDFS serialisation of CIDOCCRM (v6.2.1), available at http://www.cidoc-crm.org/sites/default/files/cidoc_crm_v6.2.1-2018April.rdfs.
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Figure 5. CIDOC-CRM data model representation. Illustration created by the authors with Neo4j Browser.

simplified data model as described in Table 6 can be illustrated as a complex graph
structure (see Figure 5).
With the help of the data model implementation in the Neo4j database, custom
cypher queries 35 can now be executed for all CRM subclasses, super classes and
properties. Which charters in the dataset are type of Bischofsurkunde (episcopal
deeds)? The following cypher queries produce the same results:
MATCH (n:E1CrmEntity)−[]−(m:E1CrmEntity) WHERE m.name="Bischofsurkunde"
RETURN n.spa_id
MATCH (n:E5Event)−[:P2HasType]−(m:E55Type) WHERE m.name="Bischofsurkunde"
RETURN n.spa_id

Both queries return 109 archive ids. Since all nodes are instances of the class
E1CRMEntity 36 and only charters may have a connection to E55Type 37 Bischofsurkunde,
the query results are identical. In the digital regests of the St. Katharinenspital on
Monasterium.Net, up until now it has not been possible to specifically search for
35
36
37

Cypher is Neo4j’s graph query language, further information in Neo4j (2018).
“This class comprises all things in the universe of discourse of the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model.”
(Le Bœuf et al. 2015, 2).
“This class comprises concepts denoted by terms from thesauri and controlled vocabularies used to
characterize and classify instances of CRM classes.” (Le Bœuf et al. 2015, 27).
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actors mentioned in a charter – if they had been annotated there – or the kind of
relationship they have to a charter document.
MATCH (n:E5Event)−[]−(m:E21Person) WHERE m.name="Otto Prager" RETURN n.spa_id
"SpAr_Urk_86"
"SpAr_Urk_35"
"SpAr_Urk_85"
"SpAr_Urk_691"
"SpAr_Urk_692"
"SpAr_Urk_1128"
"SpAr_Urk_469"
"SpAr_Urk_76"
"SpAr_Urk_54"
"SpAr_Urk_466"
"SpAr_Urk_75"

The query result shows all charters in the database where Otto Prager is annotated
as an actor. This query can now be extended, for example by an E7Activity, i.e., the
legal form: What is the legal form of the charters in which Otto Prager is involved?
MATCH (a:E7Activity)−[]−(n:E5Event)−[]−(m:E21Person) WHERE m.name="Otto Prager"
RETURN DISTINCT n.spa_id, a.name
"SpAr_Urk_86""verkaufen" (to sell)
"SpAr_Urk_85""bestätigen" (to confirm)
"SpAr_Urk_691""bestätigen" (to confirm)
"SpAr_Urk_692""verkaufen" (to sell)
"SpAr_Urk_1128""bestätigen" (to confirm)
"SpAr_Urk_1128""verpflichten" (to oblige)
"SpAr_Urk_469""schenken" (to gift)
"SpAr_Urk_76""schenken" (to gift)
"SpAr_Urk_54""verkaufen" (to sell)
"SpAr_Urk_75""überlassen" (to convey)

The results show that data generated by rather simple cypher queries may already
provide new insights. In addition, the graph makes it possible to reveal indirect
relationships between nodes. In the context of social media, this is often referred
to as Friend of a Friend (FOAF). In our data model, the actors (E39Actor) are linked
indirectly as witnesses or judicial actors via charters (E5Events) and their legal content
(E7Activity). This interconnection represents cross-document dependencies of the
St. Katharinenspital charters and is therefore particularly interesting for a closer examination. With the following query a subgraph is generated, which can be examined
more closely. The Cypher query is as follows:
MATCH p=(n:E39Actor)−[]−(c:E5Event)−[]−(m:E39Actor)
WHERE NOT c:E7Activity RETURN p

The query result consists of 662 nodes connected via 626 edges. For this quantity
of nodes, a visualisation is useful. Figure 6 shows a part of the resulting subgraph. It
is particularly interesting to see that there are numerous nodes that are not linked
to one another outside of a very dense network. This highlights the fact that our
data basis is indeed very irregular, due to the heterogeneous states of primary source
analysis, and since some charter abstracts only bare very little additional information
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Figure 6. Linking of E39Actors via E5Event in the graph database. The network shows clearly the separation
between charters not linked to any other and a very dense cluster. Illustration created by the
authors with Neo4j Browser.

that can be extracted. Nevertheless, this result shows the extent to which the graph
database can be used in an application that represents the various contexts of an
entity, regardless of whether it is a charter, an actor or a place.

5 Creating a Web-Based Charter Portal
Charter platforms like Monasterium.Net are typically focussed on retrieving and
analysing single documents. By contrast, our data model allows for further exploratory
analyses (Warwick 2012, 2). We provide a web application that combines the capacities
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of a full-text search38 with queries to our graph database. Some of these queries
have been discussed in the previous section. The aim of the web portal accessible
at https://urkunden.ur.de is to demonstrate some the capabilities of our ontologybased data model in an application that can be used by anybody. Entities that are
associated with the charters – like actors (E39Actor), places (E53Place) or documents
(E31Document) – are shown to the user and can be accessed via persistent hyperlinks.
Since the charter portal is a technical demonstration and the database is not validated
yet, it should not be used like a research platform. It could, however, be used as a
starting point into research related to the St. Katharinenspital charters, as it delivers
a quick overview of all the data that are related to the charters. Each entity (CRM
class instance) is displayed in its unique context, i.e., it is shown together with its
neighbours, exactly as in the graph. We use this to enhance the result lists of a full-text
search (see the coloured badges in Figure 7) and to generate entity-specific detail pages
(Figure 8). The detail pages, e.g., for charters like the one shown in Figure 8,39 show
the context of the charter, which consists of related actors (E21Person), traditional
documents, as well as other charters, that are connected indirectly over common
edges to E21Person entities (i.e., friends of a friend). Furthermore, a hyperlink to the
corresponding CEI-XML file on Monasterium.Net gives users a reference to a source
that can be cited. The data model based on CIDOC-CRM also allows for the creation
of class overview pages, where users get a view of all instances of a CRM class and,
at the same time, traverse the CRM class hierarchy (see the yellow badge in Figure 9).
Thereby, registers or entire lists of entities are created automatically via queries to
the graph database.40

6 Conclusion
Our graph-based data model facilitates the analysis of higher-level relationships
between entities and documents as it supports complex and far-reaching data queries.
In our web application, users can conveniently use these queries to exploratively
search the graph-based St. Katharinenspital data collection. As the graph database is
traversed it delivers context-based results. The context of an entity node like a charter
or an actor arises from its connection to other nodes and through its classification
with the CIDOC-CRM ontology. Hence, our graph-based digital edition opens entirely
new research perspectives, as the various attributes of a charter, e.g., the places of its
creation, related witnesses, or traditional documents, are immediately available to
38
39
40

For full text indexing we use Elasticsearch (Elastic 2019).
CRM class E5Event detail page for SpAR Urk. 54 on the charter portal, available at https://urkunden.ur.
de/index.php?crmentity=E5Event&prop=name&val=SpAr_Urk_54.
E.g. this E52TimeSpan overview page lists all dated charters by their year of creation, available at
https://urkunden.ur.de/index.php?crmentity=E52TimeSpan.
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Figure 7. Full text search results for Wiesent (place in Bavaria). Screenshot created by the authors.

the user, jointly with their CIDOC-CRM labels. These different entities provide the
facets for an experimental search portal with fulltext search capabilities. Thus, users
may quickly get an overview of an entire collection of charters, and receive more
information, compared to a basic fulltext search. By overcoming the limits of CEI-XML
mark-up in the graph, we have created a data structure that, furthermore, facilitates the
incorporation of external data sources like authority files or geospatial information.
Besides this, our database can now be easily imported by charter platforms like
Monasterium.Net and be used to help enhance their data basis. Further on, we showed
how the application of NLP procedures facilitates the extraction of large quantities of
entities from corpora of charter abstracts. We achieved this by developing a simple
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Figure 8. Graph based charter SpAR Urk. 54 and its next neighbours (CRM class E5Event detail page).
Screenshot created by the authors.

heuristic approach. However, spaCy provides machine learning features that could
provide better results, and so help to analyse more complex syntactic structures.
Beyond this, our extracted data can be used to train a CRF model for improved
NER in future applications. This is particularly interesting for the analysis of entire
data collections e.g., on Monasterium.Net or other charter platforms. Finally, the
examination of higher-level correlations by means of quantitative network analysis
methods is an established approach. Therefore, a deeper analysis of graph structures is
an integral part of future scenarios that could be applied to a broader dataset. Thus, the
structure and the content of our graph database is to be viewed as a not-yet-completed,
open-ended process.
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Figure 9. CRM class E53Place overview page41 . Screenshot created by the authors.
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